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Executive Summary 
A fundamental valuation analysis of the publicly listed solar 

power producer Scatec Solar ASA is conducted as of 

01.03.2018. Based on a strategic, quantitative- and financial 

analysis a set of findings have been presented.  

The solar photovoltaic industry has grown remarkably over 

the years, driven by technological advancements, increased 

global population, geographical shift in production and 

declining module prices. In addition, policies and support 

mechanisms have been hugely important for the 

competiveness of solar PV. With the Paris Agreement the 

solar PV industry have benefitted from more attention.  

The combination of the vertical value chain and the focus on 

local value creation have made SSO an attractive player in 

the industry, as they can provide a full-fledged project and 

will benefit local communities. This has resulted in SSO 

having operations in multiple markets worldwide. The 

successful track record of operating in these complex 

markets have lead serious financial partners                                                                                                          

to continue their partnerships with them. 

As of 01.03.2018, SSO have 322MW in current projects, 

394MW under construction, 789MW backlog and a pipeline 

of 745MW. Following numbers shows a promising outlook for the company in the forecasted period.  

In view of these findings, a target price of NOK 58.41 indicates that the share price is undervalued with 

a potential upside of 36.31%. Even though the estimated share price is exposed to uncertainty, there is 

less uncertainty associated with the potential upside of SSO’s share price. Accordingly, a buy 

recommendation is considered appropriate for SSO.	 

 

Scatec	Solar
Share	Price	 42.85
Target	Price	 58.41
Upside 36.31%
Sector Alternative	Energy
Ticker SSO-OS
Key	Data	01.03.2018
No.	Of	Shares	(m)	 103.412
Market	Cap	(bn) 4.4
NIBD 4.712.540
EV 9.143.762
EBITDA	Q4	2017	(m) 208.188
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1. Introduction 
The primary source of energy consumption has historically been fossil fuels. These nonrenewable 

resources include oil, coal and natural gas and are typically consumed faster than they can be replaced. 

With both a growing global economy and a population growth, it is challenging for fossil fuel to keep 

up the pace with the energy demand. In addition, fossil fuels are associated with two thirds of global 

greenhouse-gas (GHG) emissions and air pollution (IEA, 2017a). Air pollution is becoming a growing 

problem in several regions, and thus the need for cleaner energy sources has become even more 

evident.  

With the signing of the Paris Climate Agreement, there has been a significant increase of public focus 

on the renewable energy sector. In December 2015, at the Paris climate conference, 195 countries 

agreed on the first-ever global climate deal. The agreement set a collective goal of keeping the increase 

in global average temperature below 2°C on a long-term basis, and to limit the temperature increase to 

1.5°C (European Commission, 2016). 

Solar energy is cost efficient, clean and not dependent on fuel. Therefore, the choice fell on further 

analyzing Scatec Solar ASA in depth. A European independent solar power producer, headquartered in 

Norway. The company specializes in developing large photovoltaic (PV) systems, and aims to 

manufacture cost-efficient, easy to set up and clean energy solutions. By analyzing SSO it is possible to 

get a comprehensive overview of both the industry and the specific company.  

1.1. Motivation 
As business student of Finance and Strategic Management from Copenhagen Business School, we 

believe valuation is an appropriate way of putting the theory we have learned into practice. Our 

combination of both financial and strategic courses will help us perform a sound valuation. 

Furthermore, we are fascinated over how important valuation is for analysts, investors and the 

management. The global focus is shifting towards a greener world and the importance of renewables is 

getting more attention. Therefore, as Norwegian students from an oil dependent country, it is 

interesting to get a deeper understanding about the renewable energy sector. The choice of company 

came with the interest of writing about a company we think is going to be important for the solar 

industry and the further development of a greener world.  
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1.2. Research Question	

The aim of this thesis is to establish a fair share price of Scatec Solar ASA by means of relevant 

theoretical frameworks such as the EVA-model, DCF-model and multiples. The objective is to produce 

a sound basis for an investment decision and to determine whether the share price is precisely valued in 

the market. Thus, the research question is: 

“What is the fair equity value of Scatec Solar ASA as of 01.03.2018. and is it over- or undervalued 

compared to the value on the Oslo Stock Exchange?” 

In order to be able to answer the research question, one must gain insight into the industry and its value 

drivers, as well as Scatec Solar ASA’s competitive position and its financial performance. To arrive at 

the final answers, the following sub-questions are answered: 

Ø Industry Overview: What are the characteristics of the solar power industry? 

o How has the industry evolved? 

o What is the industry-value chain composed of? 

Ø Company Overview: What are the characteristics of Scatec Solar ASA? 

o What does SSO’s organizational structure look like, and what strategic focus does their 

current business model have? 

o How has SSO developed? 

Ø Strategic Analysis: How capable is Scatec Solar ASA to compete in the market? 

o How do micro- and macroeconomic factors influence Scatec Solar ASA’s value drivers? 

o To what degree does SSO’s resources and capabilities form a competitive advantage? 

Ø Financial Analysis: How has Scatec Solar ASA performed financially? 

o How profitable has SSO been in comparison to its peer group? 

o Is SSO financially stable? 

o What is SSO’s WACC? 

Ø Quantitative Industry Analysis: How has the industry has evolved and where is it going? 

o How has the industry evolved over time? 

o What is SSO’s predicted future performance? 

Ø Forecasting: How will the cash flow of Scatec Solar ASA develop? 
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o How will the main value drivers perform in the future? 

Ø Valuation: Based on theory, what is Scatec Solar ASA’s fair share price? 

o What is the fair share price according to the present value model? 

o What is the fair share price according to the relative valuation model? 

o How sensitive is the share price to changes in underlying drivers? 

1.3. Methodology  
This section describes the methodological parts and the models used to create a foundation for 

executing the different analyses of the company and the industry to which it belongs. The authors carry 

out a variety of theoretical analyses, where the aim is to present multiple conclusions concerning equity 

value, whether the company is traded at “fair value”, and a buy/sell recommendation.  

Figure 1: Thesis Structure 

 

Source: Own creation 

Fundamental Analysis 

This section seeks to establish an extensive, fundamental understanding of the solar power industry by 

examining the industry dynamics, development, value chain and competition. The section explores 

both the external environment and the internal capabilities of SSO and compares it to an industry peer 

group. In this section, discovering the financial drivers become instrumental in the later section that 

conducts the valuation. SSO’s financial performance is comprehensively analyzed and compared to its 

peers. The majority of the components of WACC will be calculated, and later used in the valuation 

models. The industry’s performance over time, as well as a predicted future performance of certain 

accounting items, are derived in the quantitative industry analysis. These findings are crucial in the 

subsequent forecasting section. 
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Forecasting 

In addition to historical financial data, predicted long-run levels of certain accounting items, derived 

from the quantitative industry analysis, are used in forecasting future financial performance. Therefore, 

the preceding fundamental analysis plays a critical role in determining the future value of SSO. This 

section also makes certain assumptions regarding revenue streams and turnover rate amongst other, in 

order to forecast the future cash flows of Scatec Solar. 

Valuation 

Scatec Solar’s fair share price will be estimated by applying three fundamental valuation models. This 

application of three different models is conducted to verify the validity of our assumptions and to 

ensure the robustness of the final share price.  

Sensitivity Analysis 

Following the valuation, the thesis carries out a sensitivity analysis, accompanied by a brief 

reflection/discussion. The rationale on which this is based is to test how the effects of changes in the 

value drivers have on share price. The components of the share price are altered to see the response to 

company-specific factors. 

Scenario Analysis 

The aim in this section is to simulate scenarios based on findings from the fundamental analysis. 

Educated assumptions are made in order to facilitate this analysis. It is an extension of the sensitivity 

analysis in the sense that it does not only investigate the share price’s sensitivity to a driver, but rather 

to a potential scenario based on political or macroeconomic events. 

1.4. Delimitations and Assumptions  
Throughout the process some delimitations and assumptions have been necessary in order to continue 

the valuation.  

Ø It is assumed that the reader of this valuation have at least a basic understanding of financial 

and economic theory. Thus, the thesis will not describe the applied models and theory in detail.  
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Ø The valuation is written from an external analyst point of view and will only use secondary 

literature and publicly available information. Hence, no direct contact with insiders have been 

taken. 

Ø The aim has been to be as objective as possible, but when needed assumptions have been made. 

However, wherever assumptions have been taken the authors will explicitly state and account 

for it.  

Ø The fair equity value of Scatec Solar ASA is estimated as of 01.03.2018. Thus, only 

information up to the cut-off date is considered. Information published after the cut-off date is 

not included in the valuation. 

Ø As Scates Solar ASA was publicly listed in 2014, the public information is limited to four 

years. Therefore, majority of the analysis is done quarterly.  

Ø The valuation focuses solely on the power production segment in the forecast. This is due to 

revenues and costs related to operation & maintenance and development & construction are 

eliminated by Scatec Solar ASA in the consolidated income statement. 

Ø Obtaining comparable peers for Scatec Solar ASA is cumbersome as they operate in several 

parts of the value chain. This difference is ignored for the sake of simplicity in our analysis.  

1.5. Evaluation of sources 

The valuation is written from an external analyst point of view and will only use secondary literature 

and publicly available information. The baseline for our analysis is mainly theory from Petersen & 

Plenborg (2012), Koller et al. (2010), Penman (2013). The theory is supplemented with various analyst 

reports, annual reports, quarterly reports, articles and governmental statements. In addition, data is 

collected from Thomson One Banker, Wharton Compustat, Datastream and Statista. We acknowledge 

the possibility of these sources to be biased or consist of errors. Since, the renewable energy sector is in 

a hype, some sources can be overly optimistic for its future. Therefore, the authors have been critical 

and conservative when adopting new information from these sources. Furthermore, it is recognized that 

the basis for any analysis is based on the same set of information.  
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2. Sector overview  
Renewable energy resources include solar energy, wind power and moving water. These resources are 

characterized as either being virtually limitless, or that they will be replaced faster than one can use 

them. The energy is produced from sources other than our primary energy supply, namely fossil fuels. 

These nonrenewable resources include oil, coal and natural gas and are typically consumed faster than 

they can be replaced. Thus, the supply is limited and will one day be depleted. Both of these are 

subcategories are constantly under scrutiny and a hot topic to debate about. However, due to the scope 

of the paper, the focus will be put on the renewable sector. 

The signing of the Paris Climate Agreement magnified the public focus on the renewable energy sector. 

In December 2015, at the Paris climate conference, 195 countries agreed on the first-ever global 

climate deal. The agreement set a collective goal of keeping the increase in global average temperature 

below 2°C on a long-term basis, and to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C (European Commission, 

2016). According to the agreement, each participant plans, determines and reports its own contribution 

it should make in order to respond on to the global climate change threat.  

Policy support, cost improvements and technology have made renewables a global growing industry, 

largely at an expense of fossil fuels. The share of renewables in primary energy supply accounted for 

9% in 2016, growing by 4% each year since 2000 (IEA, 2017b). Boosted by a strong solar PV- and 

wind power market, renewables sat a new record of approximately 66% of net new power capacity 

around the world in 2016, with around 165 gigawatts (GW) of renewable power added (IEA, 2017b). 

This record forms the bedrock of the bright forecast for renewables in the future. Renewable electricity 

capacity is expected to have a robust growth by over 920 GW, an increase of 43% by 2022 (IEA, 

2017a). However, McKinsey (2015) points out that the world is not running out of fossil fuels in the 

near future, and that oil reserves can still be utilized for the next 53 years. They also outline why the 

renewable sector is at its strongest point, and provide four main reasons as to why the link between 

renewable energy and the oil sector are weakening. In contrast to oil, of which only about 5% is used 

for power generation, almost all renewables are used for power generation, i.e. the two are operating in 

different markets. Secondly, the industry has experienced an improvement in terms of reduced costs, 

while the availability of the majority of regulatory support, e.g. tax incentives and Feed-in-tariffs, have 

remained constant. Additionally, the global dynamics of energy are changing, as investment in 

renewables is no longer reserved for developed countries. The cost reduction has made it available to 
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developing countries such as India and Brazil to invest heavily in renewables. The last aspect 

encompasses the improvements made in the underlying technology. Notably, energy storage, which is 

increasingly improving in terms of cost and performance.  

Summarized, the increased focus on climate change, renewables being backed by policy makers and 

technological improvements forms a positive future outlook for the renewable energy industry. 

 

3. Industry overview 
Alongside wind power, solar power has emerged as a popular renewable energy source. Historically, 

solar power has not been able to compete with traditional and other alternative energy sources, but 

innovations such as solar photovoltaic technology, made from polysilicon, has helped pushed solar 

power’s competitiveness.  

A solar photovoltaic system (PV) is a power system devised to absorb and turn sunlight into electricity. 

The system is composed of several components, containing solar panels and solar inverters, in addition 

to other components needed to assemble a functional power producing system. The following section 

will explain the industry’s development and its key drivers in further detail and is divided into market 

development, with the sub-categories module price decrease, geographical shift and expansion, and tax 

and support schemes, sub-categorized into tax incentives, Power Purchase Agreements (PPA), Feed-in 

tariffs (FiT) and auctions. 

3.1. Development 
The technological advancements made in solar photovoltaics has led to increased competitiveness, 

which is regarded as the main factor for its surge within the energy sector in recent years. The industry 

experienced marginal growth in the early 2000’s, but started to build momentum in 2008, and went 

through several years of growth since (SolarPower Europe, 2017). In terms of capacity, 2016 was a 

year where solar power reached new heights, which saw 76.6 GW installed and connected to the grid. 

Figure 2 shows that the overall capacity is brought from 229.9 GW, in 2015, to 306.5 GW. Thus, the 

total capacity increased by 33%, which outperformed the previous year’s 51.2 GW installment 

(SolarPower Europe, 2017).  
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Figure 2: Evolution of Global Total Solar PV Installed Capacity 2000-2016 

 

Source: SolarPowerEurope 2017 

In terms of geographies, China added 34 GW of solar PV capacity, a new installment record within the 

industry. To put the increasing competitiveness of PV into perspective, China’s previous goal of PV 

capacity was to have 1.8 GW by 2020. The US continues to keep its position as the second largest solar 

market and doubled its installations from the previous year by installing approximately 15 GW of 

capacity in 2016. Installments in Japan experienced an overall decrease from 11GW in 2015 to 8 GW 

in 2016, while India doubled its deployment by installing 4 GW (IEA, 2017b). As a testament to the 

industry growth, the PV capacity added in the previous five years exceeds that of the five last decades 

of installation.  

As previously mentioned, the decreasing costs associated with solar power production has facilitated a 

geographical shift in market share, as Asia-Pacific (APAC) and China have become increasingly 

important players, illustrated by the graphs below. 
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Figure 3: Global Top 10 Solar PV Markets Total Installed 2016 

 
Source: SolarPowerEurope 2017 / Own creation 

3.2. Module price decrease 
A reason for the surge in the solar industry over the last decade is the reduction in production costs, 

which earlier prevented the industry from competing with traditional sources of energy. According to 

IEA (2014b), the cost of PV modules declined by 80% between 2008 and 2014, and a total PV system 

by approximately 66%. The principal factors of the cost reduction are attributed to technological 

advancements, scale economies in production and a higher level of competition on the supply side. 

These factors are associated with the industry’s geographical relocation of module production from 

Europe to Asia, and notably to China, which recently became the dominant market player. The reason 

for this shift in manufacturing is not a matter of country-specific factors, but rather by economies of 

scale, development in supply chain and the availability of finance. In addition to the decrease in 

manufacturing costs, the average efficiency of modules has also increased in the last ten years. 

Commercial modules have experienced an efficiency increase of approximately 0.3% year-on-year, 

arriving at 16% in 2013. Another factor is the progress made in manufacturing, which has been able to 

reduce the amount of raw materials, energy consumption and labor (IEA, 2014a).  

The outcome of this progress is a reduced levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) of utility-scale PV power 

production, which decreased by 58% between 2010 and 2015. IRENA (2014) explains LCOE as “the 

ratio of lifetime costs to lifetime electricity generation, both of which are discounted back to a common 

Top	10	solar	PV	markets	total	installed	2016

Rest	of	the	world Spain Australia France	

India United	Kingdom Italy	 Germany

USA Japan China
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year using a discount rate that reflects the average cost of capital”, i.e. the LCOE is a measure of the 

average cost per unit of electricity produced by a power source, and is measured in US dollars per 

kilowatt (USD/KWh). Essentially, LCOE indicates the required price level at which units of electricity 

must be sold in order for a project to break-even. Compared to non-renewable energy sources, solar PV 

does not require fuel or much maintenance. Thus, the LCOE is largely calculated based on the cost of 

the PV system itself. Consequently, the LCOE is highly affected by the actual price of PV modules. 

The formula used to calculate LCOE, as per IRENA (2016) is as such: 

 

Despite this overall cost decrease, reflected in the declining LCOE, there are costs that have also 

increased. The operations and maintenance cost (O&M), denoted Mt in the LCOE formula, has had an 

increasing trend over the past years. Although O&M costs have not been associated with being a great 

economic challenge, the decreasing costs related to modules and installments has seen the share of 

O&M costs in the LCOE calculation of PV projects significantly increase in some countries. In certain 

European markets, e.g. the UK and Germany, these costs are currently 20-25% of the LCOE (IRENA, 

2016). Another contributing factor is the cost of leasing land, which is highly dependent on 

geographical factors, and is an important aspect, as it could be high in densely populated geographies 

and trivial in geographies of low population.  
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3.3. Geographical shift and expansion 
The surge in the solar PV industry cannot solely be attributed to the declining production costs. 

SolarPowerEurope (2016) outlines, in their Global Market Outlook report 2017-2021, that the global 

cumulative solar power capacity has risen by more than 4500%. The basis of this exponential growth is 

the industry’s expansion into new markets. Europe, which previously was at the forefront of total solar 

PV installed capacity, has increasingly lost capacity share to the APAC market. In 2016, APAC 

surpassed Europe as the greatest solar power region globally, with a cumulative PW capacity of 141.2 

GW installed. In 2015, China claimed the global solar market leader position, and is now in possession 

of 25.3% of installed PV capacity.  In addition to this, both Japan and the US experienced growth, with 

Japan now ranking second and the US third. Germany’s exodus from the top three ensured that no 

European country was longer ranked among them, and the reason for this shift away from Europe is 

mainly attributed to the lack of subsidies or government support. 

Figure 4: Evolution of Global Regions´ Total Solar PV Installed Capacity Shares 

 

Source: SolarPowerEurope 2017 / Own creation	
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3.4. Policies and Support Mechanisms 
The industry’s dramatic growth would not have been possible without the benefits of support policies, 

which is still an important factor, albeit of lower significance than before. Support mechanisms or 

policies are ways in which governments facilitate growth within the renewable sector to reach its 

national objective for energy production. On a general basis, the financial policy support granted to the 

industry has produced great results in terms of deployment, technology advancement and cost 

reductions (IRENA, 2016). Implicitly, this also means that the sector is sensitive to policy regulations 

or if governments choose to subsidize other means of power generation, i.e. nuclear power. As over 

75% of the global demand for solar power are accounted for by the top three countries, the entire 

industry could be disrupted (SolarPowerEurope, 2017). This section will outline the most common 

schemes used to bridge the gap between solar PV and traditional sources of energy production. 

Namely, tax incentives, Power Purchase Agreements, Feed in Tariffs and auctions. 

3.5. Tax incentives 
Tax incentives are designed to aid energy companies, investors and other entities involved in pursuing 

renewable energy. A common way a government can promote solar PV energy is by offering different 

varieties of tax reduction. Local governments can apply benefits such as tax credits on capital 

expenditures, lower income tax, augmented depreciation and a more beneficial value-added tax (VAT) 

(Abeler & Jäger, 2013). Governments can use tax benefits schemes to facilitate a transition to a less 

fossil fuel dependent society. According to KPMG (2015), 145 countries had applied renewable energy 

support schemes in 2015. As an example, in China, the largest solar PV country (by capacity market 

share), companies within the renewable energy industry are granted a reduced corporate income tax of 

15% (KPMG, 2015). Another example is the Solar Investment Tax Credit (ITC) in the USA, which 

offers a 30% tax credit to residential, commercial and utility-scale solar investors. Effectively, this 

means that enterprises that finances or develops solar PV projects could claim this tax reduction. The 

purpose of this tax credit is to offer assurance to investors and companies in order for them to pursue 

long-term projects. The underlying notion is that this will cause an impetus in competition, which, in 

turn, will increase technological advancement and result in decreased costs for consumers (SEIA, 

2018). However, Shuiying, Chi and Liqiong (2011) argue that tax incentives are not sufficient on a 

standalone basis, and should be accompanied by taxation on pollution enterprises, in order to encourage 

companies to adopt advanced renewable technology. 
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3.6. Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) 
A power purchase agreement (PPA) is a financial agreement where the project developer (the seller), 

e.g. SSO, organizes the design, permitting, financing and operation of a solar PV system on a client’s 

(the buyer) property at little or no cost. The project developer sells the electricity produced to the host 

client at a fixed price (usually lower than the retail rate). This decreased electricity rate’s function is to 

balance the client’s purchase of electricity from the grid, whilst the project developer secures income 

from the sale of said electricity. The duration of these contracts are typically between 10 and 25 years, 

and upon contract maturity, the client could choose to extend the contract, have the system removed or 

acquire it from the project developer (SEIA, 2018).  

3.7. Feed-in tariffs (FITs)	

A popular policy used to ensure the competitiveness of renewable energy is the Feed-in tariff scheme, 

which has been a great aid for renewable energy development in countries that have implemented it 

successfully (Couture et al., 2010). A FIT policy is a long-term purchase contract for electricity 

produced by renewable energy sources. These contracts are characterized by having a specific price per 

unit of electricity and a contract maturity time of 10-25 years (Couture et al., 2010). The policy is 

generally divided into three key elements: (1) guaranteed grid access, (2) long-term purchasing 

agreements, and (3) compensation level determined by the cost of renewable energy production 

(Mendoca, 2007). There are several ways of organizing a FIT policy, one of which is whether the 

compensation shall be dependent on the electricity market price. FIT schemes that are not dependent on 

the market price of electricity are called fixed-price FIT payments, and the payment per unit of 

electricity (MWh) is fixed over the period of the contract. This mitigates the risk for investors as 

revenue streams are locked in, which can potentially result in a lower financing cost for the project. 

(Fouquet and Johansson, 2008). When opting for a FIT scheme based on the electricity market price, 

the total compensation is determined by adding a premium to the spot market price of electricity. 

Historically, FITs have been popular, responsible for approximately 75% of global PV capacity up until 

2010 (Couture et al., 2010).  

3.8. Auctions	

Auctions are typically organized by governments, who issue a claim for companies to install a specific 

volume of renewable energy electricity. Companies who partake in an auction present a bid consisting 
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of their required price per unit of electricity they need to be able to complete the project. The 

government typically considers multiple offers and chooses the auction-winner based on compensation 

and proceeds by signing a PPA with the bidder (IRENA, 2013). FIT prices could also be established 

based on this. The auction-method is flexible way of establishing FIT prices and can be adopted across 

different technologies and project sizes (Couture et al., 2010). An example of an auction is the contract 

for difference (CfD) auction scheme in the UK, which intends to secure a steady supply, decarbonize 

the power system and doing it in a cost-efficient manner for the consumers. In such a contract, the 

electricity-producing party is compensated the difference between the “exercise price”, a price for 

power displaying the investment cost in a certain low carbon technology, and the “reference price”, a 

measure of the average market price for power in the British market. This allows all stakeholders 

involved increased stability and assurance of revenues to the power producers by decreasing their risk 

of unstable wholesale prices, while simultaneously preventing consumers from paying greater support 

costs when power prices are soaring (GOV.uk, 2017). Companies bid and the winner of this auction is 

awarded such a CfD contract. The level of the CfD’s exercise price is decided in the auction. In the 

event that wholesale electricity price (reference price) exceeds this exercise price, the power producer 

is required to compensate the counterparty (Fitch-Roy and Woodman, 2016). 

Figure 5: Contract for Difference  

 

Source: EMR Settlement Limited 2011 
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Summary 

The solar PV industry has grown remarkably over the years, driven by technological advancements, a 

geographical shift in production and declining module prices. This has decreased LCOE and ensured 

that solar PV has become increasingly competitive in the energy sector. Over the years, Europe has 

gradually lost its capacity market share to the Asia-Pacific region, with China triumphing as the market 

leader. Policies and support mechanisms have also been hugely important for solar PV to reach its 

current status. Tax incentives for solar investors have contributed to an influx of capital to the industry, 

while support schemes such as PPAs and FiTs have ensured price competitiveness. All these factors 

have propelled the industry’s growth. 

 

4. Company overview 
Scatec Solar ASA (SSO) is a European independent solar power producer, headquartered in Norway. 

The company specializes in developing large photovoltaic (PV) systems, and aims to manufacture cost-

efficient, easy to set up and clean energy solutions. In addition to this, the company develops and owns 

solar power plants, which it maintains and operates. SSO provides solar energy on five continents, and 

has a total 322 MW installed capacity and a current backlog and project pipeline of more than 1.8 GW. 

The company aims to provide solutions to global problems such as energy shortage, air pollution, 

dependence on fossil fuels and climate change. (Scatec Solar ASA, 2018b)  

4.1. History  
Although the origins of SSO go as far back as 2001, the company was officially incorporated in 2007 

after an acquisition of Solarcompetence GmbH, a German project development company. The 

company entered the Czech and Italian market in 2008, broadening its offering in design and 

development of solar power plants. Between 2008 and 2010, SSO became a fully integrated 

independent solar power producer by building and retaining ownership of four solar power plants in the 

Czech Republic. Further expansion into the South African, French and the US market were conducted 

in 2010. In 2011, SSO was chosen as the preferred bidder for a South African renewable energy 

program, and the power plant was finalized in 2013, becoming the first great solar power plant initiated 

by the South African government. Following the initial success, SSO also became preferred bidder in 

two more solar power plants in South Africa in subsequent years. The company entered UK and Jordan 
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in 2013, and started construction of an 8.5 MW plant in Rwanda in 2014. The same year saw the 

company complete its initial public offering on the Oslo Stock Exchange (Scatec Solar ASA, 2018c). 

The most notable event since the IPO include the sale of their 104 MW solar plant in Utah and the PPA 

for 400 MW in Egypt (Scatec Solar ASA, 2018a). 

4.2. Company presentation   
As of today, SSO has 716 MW of photovoltaic (PV) capacity in operation or in development, with an 

additional 789 MW of project backlog (Scatec Solar ASA, 2018a). Their capacity in operation and 

under construction is geographically diversified over 12 power plants. These power plants are located 

in Czech Republic, South Africa, Rwanda, Honduras, Jordan, Malaysia and Brazil. The projects in their 

backlog of 789 MW are located in Egypt, South Africa, Malaysia, Mozambique and Mali. This brings 

the overall portfolio of current and potential MW to 1505 MW. Projects in their pipeline include 

locations such as Egypt, Nigeria, Kenya and South Africa. The portfolio of pipeline projects are 

estimated at 745 MW (Scatec Solar ASA, 2018a). In addition, SSO accounts for potential opportunities 

of 2800 MW (Scatec Solar ASA, 2018a) 

Figure 6: Company structure 

 

Source: Scatec Solar ASA 2017 / Own creation 

As depicted in figure 6, SSO is divided into three operating business segments. Namely; Power 

Production, Operation & Maintenance and Development & Construction. 
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1. Power Production: This business segment is composed of SSO’s solar power plants in 

operation. These power plants generate and sell electricity governed by a fixed price scheme, 

normally adjusted for inflation (Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b). 

2. Operation & maintenance: The O&M business segment covers services administered by SSO 

to SSO owned or third party controlled solar power plants, designed and built by SSO. 

Revenues are mainly recognized based on fixed service fees in addition to profit-distributing 

scheme on the basis of plant performance (Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b). 

3. Development and construction: This segment is composed of a global project portfolio as well 

as the development of solar power plants. Revenues and profits from this segment are generated 

based on the construction contracts’ percentage-of-completion (Scatec Solar ASA, 2018e). 

The way in which SSO typically organize is depicted in figure 7 below. The illustration depicts how 

projects are organized in separate entities, referred to as project companies, or Special Purpose 

Vehicles (SPVs). These SPVs are set up as a partnership in which SSO seeks equity co-investment, in 

addition to debt financing, in an attempt to increase value and reduce project risk, while simultaneously 

preserving operational and transactional authority. The partner, in this case, is typically the government 

of a country or an investment fund. This setup allows SSO to isolate operational and financial risks to 

each respective project. (Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b) 

Figure 7: Project Structure 

 

Source: Scatec Solar ASA 2017b 
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4.3. Vision, Strategy and Business Model 
Vision 

The vision of SSO is “improving our future”, by delivering an affordable, rapidly deployable and 

sustainable source of clean energy worldwide (Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b). A vision is an interpretation 

of where the company sees itself in the future where the business has achieved its overall goals. To 

fulfill their goals SSO´s vision is built on their corporate values, which are predictable, driving results, 

change makers and working together. The values express both the behavior and identity that is 

desirable in the company. 

Strategy and Business Model              

SSO´s strategy is to develop, construct, own and operate utility-scale photovoltaic solar power plants 

(Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b). To accomplish this strategy successfully, SSO is pursuing an integrated 

business model incorporating virtually all aspects required to bring solar power to the market. As an 

integrated independent solar power producer, SSO believes its business model enables realization of 

premium margins over the lifetime of solar power plants. This business model consists of the last five 

out of a total six-step value chain, as illustrated in figure 8. 

Figure 8: Value chain 

 

Figure 8: Scatec Solar ASA´s value chain, Scatec Solar 2014 / Own creation 

The value chain shows every step that SSO operates in. From external partners SSO receives 

manufactured PV equipment. Subsequently, the first step for SSO is project development. New projects 

are being identified and developed both in-house and through partners (Scatec Solar, 2017b). 
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Thereafter, negotiations for PPAs and securing FiTs begin. In order to develop new projects, financing 

and preparation takes place. This is done through structuring of debt and equity and by performing due 

diligence. SSO also operates in partnerships, and seeks, as previously mentioned, equity co-investments 

on project basis to enhance value and reduce risk (Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b). The next step involves 

constructing and finalizing the power plants. This includes activities as project management, 

monitoring and cash flow management of these plants. SSO maintains transactional and operational 

control of all its power plant in order to maximize performance and availability. Finally, the last step is 

about delivering the electricity of solar power plants to customers. Based on the PPAs and FiTs, in the 

first step, the solar power plant generates stable long-term returns due to predictable power production 

levels and pre-defined prices (Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b).  

4.4. Ownership Structure 
Per 15.02.2018, SSO is listed with 103.412.432 shares outstanding on the Oslo Stock Index. The 

company has one class of shares, where all shares carry equal rights (Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b). The 

ownership is fairly diversified with only two shareholders holding more than 5%. Scatec AS and Ferd 

AS are the largest shareholders, with respectively 18.84% and 12.97% equity stake each in the 

company. The ownership structure is illustrated in table 1 below. 

Table 1: Ownership structure 

 

Source: Scatec Solar ASA 2017 / Own creation 
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4.5. Share performance   
The historical performance of the SSO stock is illustrated in figure 9 below. From the IPO on the 

01.10.14 at which the shares were issued for NOK 19.00 until the cut-off date at NOK 42.85, the SSO 

share has experienced an overall growth of approximately 126%. The share price has been through 

several ups and downs, with an overall positive trend. 

Figure 9: Historical share price  

	

Source: Thomson One Banker 2018 / Own creation 

4.6. Competitive environment – Peer group 
Determining a peer group that can serve as a benchmark for both the strategic and financial analysis is 

necessary to perform an adequate valuation of SSO compared to its competitors. An ideal peer group 

should operate in the same industry, with similar risk profiles and accounting policies (Petersen & 

Plenborg, 2012). The process of obtaining comparable peers for SSO is cumbersome as they, as 

previously mentioned, operate in several parts of the value chain. Additionally, none of the competitors 

in the countries SSO operates in are publicly listed, making it hard to find suitable peers. Therefore, it 

has been important to review other markets in other regions to look for listed companies with 

comparable projects and level of vertical integration. Considering the fact that SSO is competing on an 

international arena, it is important to pick peers with the same accounting standard, as outlined by both 

Koller et al. (2010) and Petersen & Plenborg (2012). In the case of SSO, this accounting standard is 
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IFRS. To ensure that the conditions for good peers are met, we have used the data for three companies 

in the solar industry, of which all use the PV technology. In addition, the financial statements collected 

from the peers have to be reformulated, with the purpose of making the multiples in the relative 

valuation sensible. Accordingly, the most direct and comparable companies are considered to be 

Innergex Renewable Energy, Northland Power and First Solar. 

Innergex Renewable Energy 

Innergex is a Canada-based independent renewable power producer. 

Since 1990, the company has developed, owned and operated renewable 

power facilities including solar PV and wind power. It sells electricity 

produced by these facilities to diverse utilities and counterparties. Operations are based on 63 facilities 

in Canada, United States, France and Iceland with a net installed capacity of over 1124 MW (Innergex, 

2017). Headquartered in Longueuil, Canada, the company has over 163 employees. Innergex has it 

shares listed on Toronto Stock Exchange under the symbol INE. 

Northland Power 

Northland Power is an independent power producer that develops, finance, 

builds, owns and operate power generation facilities. Partnering with various 

developers, they have facilities in Canada, Europe and other selected regions. 

With a management having over 200 years of combined experience in the energy 

industry, the company has a long track record in producing electricity from renewable resources such 

as wind, solar and biomass. Currently, they are operating projects that generate 2029 MW of electricity, 

with an additional 252 MW of generating capacity under construction (Northland, 2018). Northland 

Power has been traded since 1997 on the Toronto Stock Exchange under the ticker NPI. The company 

has approximately 300 employees working out of the head office in Toronto, Canada (Northland, 

2017). 
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First Solar 

First Solar is a leading global provider of PV solar energy solutions. The 

company develops, finance, engineers, constructs and operates several PV 

power plants worldwide (First Solar, 2018). Primarily the operations take 

place through two segments, components and systems. The component 

segment is engaged in design, manufacture, and sales of PV solar modules, while the system segment 

involves the development, construction, operation and maintenance of PV solar power systems. 

Additionally, operations and maintenance services are also provided to third-party manufacturers (First 

Solar, 2017). First Solar invest substantially in R&D, helping them increase yield energy and lower 

LCOE so that cost is competitive with fossil fuels (First Solar, 2018). In 2009, it was the first solar 

panel company to reduce its manufacturing cost to $1 per watt (Hutchinson, 2009). Headquartered in 

Tempe, Arizona, United States they are listed on NASDAQ and accommodate approximately 5400 

employees worldwide. As of 2018, the company has over 17 GW installed worldwide (First Solar, 

2017). 

 

5. Strategic Analysis 
The purpose of the strategic analysis is to describe both external- and internal aspects that affect SSO´s 

operation. The PESTLE analysis and Porters Five Forces will shape the external analysis, while the 

VRIO analysis determines the internal analysis. Together with the financial analysis, the findings will 

serve as a foundation for the forecast and valuation later in the paper. The results of the strategic 

analysis will be summarized in a SWOT-model in the last section. 

5.1. PESTLE 
In order to make robust forecasts, it is important to explore the factors that affect the solar PV industry. 

Thus, it is pertinent to have an understanding of the underlying measures of these factors in order to 

forecast the industry development. For this purpose, a PESTLE analysis will be applied. This analysis 

provides a framework to assess the macroeconomic factors that could have implications for the growth 

and direction of a given market. The authors have chosen to omit the “legal” part of the PESTLE, as it 

will be covered by the political factors paragraph.  
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Applying this analysis to SSO will be beneficial in identifying the crucial performance indicators that 

will have an effect on SSO’s future outlook. As SSO is a Norwegian company with the vast majority of 

its operations and backlog in Africa, Asia, The Middle East and South America (Scatec Solar ASA, 

2017b), the PESTLE analysis will focus on these geographies as well as the solar PV sector as a whole. 	

 

5.1.1. Political factors 

Solar PV power plants are very much located in locations that have a higher degree of exposure to 

sunshine. Many of these locations are in emerging countries in Asia, Africa and South America. SSO 

has observed that governments in emerging markets acknowledge the appeal of solar energy, as it is 

cost efficient, clean and not dependent on fuel. Governments wanting to be less carbon-dependent are 

looking to create policies to promote private investment in solar PV, which bodes well for SSO (Scatec 

Solar ASA, 2017b). The previous decade saw the amount of countries with a dedicated support scheme 

for renewable energy grow from below 20 to in excess of 150 (IEA, 2016). The favorable agreement 

and inception of the Paris Agreement in December 2015, an agreement encompassing 195 countries, 

introduced more momentum to the global initiative of decreasing the carbon intensity of the power 

sector (IEA, 2016 & European Commission, 2018), and its effects are visible, as solar PV surpassed the 

net growth of coal for the first time and became the world’s fastest growing power source in 2016. The 

record-low auction prices set by governments have received a lot of credit for this immense growth. 

 

In terms of utility-scale projects, governments are changing policy focus from the FiTs to competitive 

auctions with long-term PPAs. FiTs were the most prominent type of policy mechanism as of 2016 

(Ren21, 2017), but the change in policy focus is a result of the technologies becoming increasingly 

cost-competitive in the energy sector, and thus also more cost-efficient for governments. PPA’s 

popularity is expected to continue its surge, with roughly half of the renewable capacity expansion up 

until 2022 is anticipated to be propelled by PPA auctions (IEA, 2017a). Thus, the most quickly 

growing form of policy support for utility-scale power projects are now auctions, i.e. competitive 

bidding. A minimum of 34 countries issued new auctions in 2016, and most of them were related to 

solar PV (Ren21, 2017). Most of the countries in which SSO has power plants in operation, i.e. South 

Africa, Jordan, Czech Republic, Rwanda and Honduras, have regulatory policies or fiscal incentives for 

renewable energy already in place (Ren21, 2017). 
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Renewable energy companies with operations in multiple geographies are subject to numerous 

regulations, governed by various authorities in different countries. These legal frameworks are liable to 

be altered at any moment, which makes ensuring compliance at any given time a challenge, and could 

put the company’s operations at risk (Scatec Solar ASA, 2016b). Another political risk to consider is 

the political stability and security risk within a country. SSO mitigates this risk via extensive evaluation 

of country-specific risk, conducted by global risk consultancies. In addition to this, the company 

conducts continuous monitoring of the areas in which they operate, as well as having security 

mitigation plans in place (Scatec Solar ASA, 2016b). Political stability is crucial for these companies as 

their current and future projects are heavily reliant on it. Political stability could also facilitate more 

investment, new support policies and grid integration. As an example, Grant Thornton (2017) reports 

that business executives in South Africa, a country in which SSO has a majority of their power 

production capacity, are experiencing decreasing business confidence. The findings revealed that 

answers from surveyed business executives revealed a 28% more pessimistic responses than positive 

ones. The declining business confidence is mainly attributed to several political shake-ups, e.g. the 

termination of the minister of finance, which led to a dip in the nation’s sovereign credit rating. To 

contextualize, the same report reveals that global business optimism reached an all-time high with a net 

score of 51% positive responses (Grant Thornton, 2017). Thus, the geographical diversification of 

projects, which SSO is deliberately undertaking, is important. Other countries, such as Malaysia, one of 

the most stable countries in its region, is facilitating a change to a less carbon-dependent electricity 

supply. The government has an ambition of producing 11% of the country’s power from renewable 

sources by 2020. This desire has caused a surge in investor interest in renewable projects in the country 

(MarketLine, 2017) 

 

There are cautionary tales of retroactive changes to support schemes. Spanish solar incumbent Abengoa 

struggled against bankruptcy as a consequence of the Spanish government withdrawing generous tariff 

benefits from 2010 (Forbes, 2013 & Wall Street Journal, 2016). Although the impact from this is 

substantial, IFC (2015) considers retroactive changes to FiT schemes very unlikely. This notion is also 

supported by legislations actively attempting to increase the attractiveness of renewable energy, such as 

the EU Directive 2009/28/EC, which requires 20% of energy consumed within the European Union to 
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come from renewables by 2020 (European Parliament, 2009), and the aforementioned Paris 

Agreement.  

 

5.1.2. Economic factors: 
The global economy is also considered a macro driver for the renewable energy sector as a whole. A 

revised estimate by the IMF (2018) expects that the global economic growth for both 2018 and 2019 to 

be 3.9%. Emerging and developing countries in Asia are estimated to grow by approximately 6.5% 

between 2018 and 2019. This territory persists in accounting for approximately 50% of the global 

economic growth (IMF, 2018). Latin America is going through a recovery phase with an estimated 

growth of 1.9% in 2018. The Middle East is expected to have a 3.5% growth in the same time span. 

Sub-Saharan Africa is looking at a 3.5% growth during the same time. South Africa is pulling down the 

average with its growth expected to be below 1% due to political instability, which has ripple effects on 

investor confidence (IMF, 2018). For companies like SSO, economic growth is important because it 

can influence the subsidies on which they rely. As an example, Brazil, a country in which SSO has 

project backlog, experienced an unfavorable trend which saw a contraction in the national economy 

causing a decline in electricity demand. Plans of new solar and wind auctions were discontinued, and 

this resulted in the cessation of all planned auctions in 2016 (Ren 21, 2017). However, the strong 

growth in Asian emerging and developing countries bodes well for SSO as they currently have a 

project in Malaysia, and could potentially expand their operations in the region, as regional investment 

level might increase as a result of the strong regional economic growth.  

 

Companies operating across multiple geographies are likely exposed to the risk of unfavorable changes 

in foreign currency exchange rates. This could have a negative effect on company performance (Scatec 

Solar ASA, 2017). Companies are subject to incurring additional costs or increased capital expenditure 

as a result of variation in exchange rates (Global Data, 2018). As SSO reports their results in NOK and 

fluctuations between NOK and the respective currencies of the countries in which they operate, directly 

affects its financial performance, i.e. a solid NOK results in decreased O&M and D&C costs and vice 

versa. Conversely, revenues derived from power production would appear weaker in the same scenario. 

SSO currently has revenue producing operations in Honduras, USA, Jordan, Rwanda, Czech Republic 

and South Africa, as depicted in figure 10, and is therefore exposed to USD, ZAR and CZK. As SSO’s 
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backlog materializes and thereby drives the company expansion into new markets, the exposure to 

currency risk increases. This will expose the company to other foreign currencies, e.g. EUR, MYR, 

BRL (Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b). 99% of the company’s total sales were from global customers in 

FY2016, and it is therefore important that they pay attention to foreign exchange rate fluctuations 

(Global Data, 2018). In terms of how NOK will perform going forth, Norges Bank (2018) observes that 

the krone has appreciated thus far in 2018, and is projected to appreciate gradually in the coming years. 	

 

Figure 10: MW Capacity in %  

 
Source: Scatec Solar ASA 2017 / Own creation 

 

As SSO’s projects are highly capital intensive and partly financed through debt, the other part being 

equity co-investment, interest rates fluctuations have an impact on the profitability of projects. Some of 

the projects are financed through debt with a fixed interest rate, e.g. the Czech project entities, and 

some have non-recourse debt financing with floating interest rates, e.g. the project entities in South 

Africa who are primarily at floating interest rates. An interest rate appreciation would cause expenses 

to go up and vice versa, under a floating scheme. SSO attempts to hedge against this risk by using 

interest rate swaps for some projects, but other projects are left unhedged and thus face a higher 
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exposure to interest rate changes (Scatec Solar ASA, 2017). In addition to this, SSO conducted a 750 

million issuance of unsecured bonds that follows a floating interest of 3 month NIBOR +4.75%. This 

interest has not been hedged and is also subject to interest rate fluctuations. Moreover, one should also 

be aware of inflation risk when operating in multiple countries. SSO has attempted to mitigate 

commodity price risk by ensuring that all contracts are based on FiTs and PPAs. However, some of the 

agreements do not include an inflation-base price increase scheme, and leaves SSO vulnerable to local 

inflation spikes. This remains a concern as some of the countries in which they operate, or are 

expanding into, have endured high inflation rates in the past (Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b). 	

 

5.1.3. Socio-cultural factors  
Population and demand growth 

According to the UN (2015), the world population was 7.3 billion in 2015 and is projected to reach 8.5 

billion by 2030 and 9.7 billion by 2050. As the total population increases, so does the total demand for 

electricity, and the supply and required infrastructure is still lagging behind. IEA (2017b) reports that 

1.1 billion of the world’s population does not have access to electricity. 97% of these 1.1 billion people 

are situated in sub-Saharan Africa and developing Asia-regions. Paired with the fact that Africa is 

forecasted to account for more than 50% of the global population growth between 2015 and 2050 (UN, 

2017), the potential impact solar PV could have in the region is immense. 

 

Figure 11: People without Access to Electricity and Clean Cooking Facilities 

 
Source: IEA 2017 
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Approximately 40% of the global population are also lacking access to non-fossil fuel cooking 

apparatuses. The carbon emissions from fossil fuels used in cooking cause approximately 2.5 million 

premature deaths per annum. Women and children are the worst victims. The expansion of electricity 

access has thus become a priority for a multiple emerging and developing economies (IEA, 2017b). 

Sub-Saharan Africa is heavily impacted, as population growth rate has outpaced infrastructure progress 

and thus 84% of the people are still dependent on coal, kerosene or biomass for cooking (IEA, 2017b). 

Another consequence of this lack of clean energy sources is air pollution, which will be further 

analyzed in the paragraph on environmental factors. 

	

As different geographies have different struggles, it is important to understand each plant location’s 

problems, e.g. Sub-Saharan Africa’s lack of infrastructure or the general lack of electricity access in the 

world. As population growth outpaces infrastructure projects in the Sub-Saharan African region, it is 

evident that demand will not cease in this area. Nevertheless, the general trend is population growth 

and population concerns. 

 

5.1.4. Technological factors 
As outlined earlier, the PV industry has faced overall cost reductions, both in in terms of the cost of 

manufacturing modules, but also balance-of-system costs (all costs of a PV system except the panels, 

e.g. wiring, switches, inverters). Module prices have decreased by 80% the last 6 years leading up to 

2014, and a complete PV system cost has decreased by 66% during the same time interval (IEA, 

2014a). IEA (2016) forecasts that costs will continue to decline further by 40-70% by 2040. This is 

good news for SSO as they purchase their modules. Lower module prices may enable them to increase 

their investment in new projects. However, there are also technological challenges looming. 

 

In terms of technological innovations, the leading developed solar PV technology that will establish 

itself as market leader consists of silicon cells (c-Si), but it has certain constraints (Schmalensee, R et 

al., 2015). These constraints include the complicated manufacturing process and the relatively 

inefficient performance of the cells. This leaves a vast room for improvement in terms of efficiency and 

cost reduction, which industry participants could exploit and further develop. An additional constraint 

is this technology’s reliance on scarce inputs, e.g. silicone, which has almost none, if any, substitute 
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materials. Thus, to avoid reaching a standstill in deployment, solar PV companies should focus their 

R&D efforts on finding ways to use less scarce resources in the manufacturing of PV systems, and 

thereby increase the sustainability prospects and potential scale of the industry (Schmalensee, R et al., 

2015). Another factor to consider is the requirement of modern competitive power storage 

technologies, accompanied by technologies that can help mitigate the sporadic power output of PV 

installations, and facilitate smooth grid integration. This is crucial because PV technology is dependent 

on this infrastructure in order to fully reach its scale potential. 

 

5.1.5 Environmental 
According to IEA (2017a) two-thirds of global greenhouse-gas (GHG) emissions originate from the 

energy sector, which makes it the biggest source of GHG emissions. Pair this with the aforementioned 

fact of population growth, energy demand increase and the growing threat of air pollution, it is evident 

that an increase of renewable energy sources, such as solar PV energy, would help mitigate the problem 

and contribute to reaching the climate goal of the Paris agreement. IEA (2017a) estimates, in their New 

Policies Scenario, that the global demand for energy will rise by 30% between 2017 and 2040, mainly 

driven by population growth and urbanization, with India being the main contributor.  

 

As mentioned in the socio-economic paragraph, a consequence of the lack of access to renewable 

energy sources is air pollution. Air pollution is linked to premature deaths, and IEA (2014b) reports 

that air pollution in China is involved in 1 million premature deaths today, and projected to increase to 

1.4 million in 2040. Other countries such as India and Indonesia are also experiencing increasing air 

pollution death rates, where rapidly increasing energy demand is the main factor. Sub-Saharan Africa 

will experience a rapid increase in population by 2040 and consequently demand more energy. Policies 

to address air pollution are currently absent in the region, with the exception of South Africa (IEA, 

2017b). In addition to this, a study conducted by Nielsen (2011) reports that 69% of the surveyed state 

that they are concerned about global warming and 77% are concerned about air pollution. Overall, the 

study concluded that water shortages and air pollution were the main concern in the Asia-Pacific 

region, while the rest of the world were more concerned about water pollution. Air pollution is 

becoming a growing problem in several regions, and thus the need for cleaner energy sources has 

become even more evident.  
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There are a couple of environmental risks associated with the solar PV industry, such as the actual 

process of manufacturing solar PV cells. Byproducts of silicon PV manufacturing, such as silane gas 

and waste silicon dust, are potentially harmful and have caused several incidents every year. Another 

risk, Sulphur hexafluoride, which is normally used to wash equipment used in silicon production, is 

considered a harmful matter with 16000 times more global warming potential compared with CO2. In 

addition to this, utility-scale solar systems can negatively impact its environment. It can disturb local 

biodiversity by creating unnatural barriers hindering animals to move through it (World Energy 

Council, 2016). As an example, McCray et al. (1986), who documented bird mortality at a solar power 

plant, concluded that the causes of death were mainly collision with the infrastructure, and thereby 

recommended that solar power plants should not be situated near open water or agricultural activity.  

 

Summary macro environment 

With the Paris Agreement and a global focus on the green shift, the solar PV sector is benefitting from 

the ongoing policy support schemes in several countries. Demand growth is driven by an increasing 

global population and the rising issue of air pollution. PV systems have had a dramatic price decrease 

in recent years along with a surge in efficiency. There are still challenges related to raw materials, as 

the technology is dependent on scarce resources such as silicon and silver. However, the potential 

benefits are immense, as the energy sector is the leading source of GHG-emissions.  

 

5.2. Porters Five Forces 
Having conducted an analysis of the macro factors, the thesis continues with a closer look at the 

competitive environment within the industry. The basis for this analysis is Michael Porter´s 

comprehensive framework from “The Five Competitive Forces That Shape Strategy” published in 

2008. The application of this framework aims to assess the attractiveness, profitability and competition 

intensity of the solar industry in which SSO operates. According to Porter, to gain a complete picture of 

profitability and industry competition, one must analyze all five competitive forces including their 

underlying causes (Porter, 2008). An understanding of these forces will help in developing a strategy 

for enhancing a company’s long-term profits (Porter, 2008). The competition for profit exceeds the 
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established industry rivals to include; threat of new entrants, power of suppliers, power of buyers and 

threat of substitutes. 

5.2.1. Threat of new entrants 
The threat of new entrants in the industry is a balance between the size of entry barriers, and the 

potential to obtain profits. Bringing new capacity and an appetite to attain market share will influence 

prices, costs, and investments needed to keep up with the competition. Consequently, it will put a cap 

on the potential profit of an industry. As Porter (2008) points out, it is the threat of entry itself that 

holds down profitability, not whether entry actually occurs. 

Double-digit market growth in the renewable energy sector and an LCOE still declining makes the 

industry more attractive for new entrants. However, the barriers to market entry are still considered 

material due to capital requirements associated with building solar power plants. The International 

Finance Corporation anticipated the average capital expenditure (CAPEX) for a multi-MW solar PV 

power plant to be approximately 1,33 million USD per MW in 2017 (IFC, 2015). The number is 

however expected to decline by 25% from 2017 to 2020, possibly drawing attention from future 

entrants (Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b). Thus, capital can make it challenging for new entrants, as lack of 

experience in the industry might increase the financing costs with creditors compared to incumbents. 

Furthermore, incumbents like SSO will have the benefit of scale and enjoy lower operation costs 

helping them position themselves better in winning a potential auction. 

Incumbency advantages like cumulative experience, reputation, and geographic locations are 

knowledge new entrants might not possess when developing solar power plants. Which land to acquire, 

licenses to have, regulations to be aware of are all barriers to entry. On the other hand, government 

subsidies and cultural interest in the solar sector makes the industry lucrative. Tax incentives and Feed-

in-Tariffs are such examples that attract new entrants. 

In sum, we conclude that the threat of new entrants is medium due to the high capital requirements, 

economies of scale and incumbency advantages, while profitability and subsidies are making the 

industry attractive.    
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5.2.2. Power of suppliers 
Supplier power is determined by how significant impact suppliers have on their customers’ bottom line 

by charging higher prices, limit quality and services or shift costs to industry participants. If these 

participants are unable to transfer the cost increase to its own prices the industry profitability will be 

squeezed out (Porter, 2008). 

In the solar power industry, SSO and other solar power producers rely on suppliers of services and 

goods to varying degrees. Crystalline silicon and thin-film are of importance for producers of PV 

products, which supply SSO with modules and equipment. Considering the fact that silicon is a raw 

material, which historically has varied in demand, the production and availability have been restricted 

to some extent. Therefore, solar industry suppliers can control supply and increase the prices for their 

own interest. However, the supplier group depends heavily on the industry for its revenues, and 

participants, like SSO, may take the opportunity to enter the industry of crystalline silicon themselves if 

pressured. In 2014, Photon International did a survey pointing out that there are 89 suppliers of PV 

modules and over 3250 PV products available (IFC, 2015). Numerous suppliers, mostly from China put 

a pressure on prices. The modules are not particularly differentiated, which makes participants of the 

industry not massively dependent on any specific manufacturer. However, the producers need 

companies in the utility-scale solar market to buy their modules as the technology is specific for that 

use. 

Summing up, the factors show that the bargaining power of suppliers appears to be low as the 

importance of crystalline silicon is neutralized as companies can choose to vertically integrate and 

control the preparation of crystalline silicon themselves.  

5.2.3. Power of buyers 
Very much alike suppliers, buyers can capture more value by driving prices down, asking for better 

quality or more service. By setting industry participants up against each other, the power of buyers can 

reduce the industry profitability. Porter (2008) contends that buyers are powerful if they have more 

negotiating leverage relative to industry participants. 

Most buyers in the utility solar industry are large utilities or state-owned utilities. The number of these 

customers are relatively low compared to solar power producers. Few buyers, of which each makes 

purchases in sizeable volumes, contribute to strengthening the power of buyers. Taking SSO as an 
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example, 50 % of the distribution of external revenues comes from three power plants in South Africa 

(Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b). Additionally, the solar industry’s products are undifferentiated, where 

producers offer the same goods and services. This results in powerful buyers, which have leverage in 

negotiating by choosing the producer with the lowest price or highest quality in service. Furthermore, 

the chance of buyers integrating backwards and developing the solar power plants themselves, due to 

the stable profitability of the industry, will constantly threaten SSO and its competitors. 

In conclusion, the buying power of customers are strong as the competition for new contracts is getting 

more intense and the threat of customers backward integrating exists. 

5.2.4. Threat of substitutes  
When the threat of similar products and services that function as an industry´s product b is high, 

industry profitability suffers. To avoid a fall in both profitability and growth, an industry should 

differentiate their products from its substitutes. In the solar industry, there are multiple competing 

sources of substitutes. Figure 12 from Renewables 2016 Global Status Report illustrates the share of 

total final energy consumption. It demonstrates that the solar industry has substitutes both in the non-

renewable energy and in the renewable energy sector. 

Figure 12: Share of Total Final Energy Consumption 

 

Source: Ren21 2017 

The closest renewable energy substitutes are wind and hydropower, which, with solar, only account for 

approximately 5.2% of total energy consumption. In addition, there are non-renewable sources like oil, 

coal, and gas competing with the solar industry. These are by far the largest sources of energy 

consumption and make up a total of 78.4 % of total energy consumption. Historically, the common 
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fossil fuel alternatives have put a ceiling on prices, and limited the potential of the renewable energy 

industry due to high technological cost. However, as discussed earlier, the recent decline in LCOE has 

made it more affordable for consumers to choose solar as an alternative. The decline of LCOE is 

expected to continue in the coming years, which makes the solar industry more attractive than its 

substitutes without climate, health and other benefits factored in. The IEA roadmap demonstrates how 

the solar PV industry could generate up to 16 % of the world´s electricity by 2050 (IEA, 2014b).  

Even though LCOE has been declining and is expected to continue its decline in coming years, the 

pressure of the several substitutes from both renewable and non-renewable sector, that offer similar 

products and services, is high. Consequently, the profitability of the solar industry will be limited. 

5.2.5. Industry rivalry 
The primary determinant of the competition, and overall level of profitability, is the intensity of rivalry 

among competitors within the industry. Rivalry comes in many shapes, including price wars, new 

products, and service improvements (Porter, 2008). Profitability can be at stake if rivalry gravitates 

entirely to price, because price cuts are easy for competitors to replicate. 

The solar industry is recognized as fragmented, as there are numerous companies that compete within 

the same parts of the value chain as SSO. Since the product is not easy to differentiate, competition is 

concentrated on development in prices, efficiency and technology. SSO compete on an international 

arena, making rivalry country specific. Being identified as a serious participant in the industry will ease 

the way in becoming a preferred bidder. Contracts for the construction of different projects are awarded 

through diverse bidding mechanisms. Competition for these contracts are pushing down prices, and the 

developer with the lowest cost usually wins. The exit barriers are high in the solar industry due to the 

sizeable investments required for power plants. These barriers contribute to keeping companies in the 

market even when returns are lower than marginal cost, helping them cover some parts of fixed costs. 

The pressure on price, along with high fixed cost and low marginal costs create an intense pressure for 

competitors to win contracts. As Porter (2008) argues, rivals competing on the same dimensions results 

in a zero-sum competition, whereas one’s gain is often another’s loss. 
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Despite these arguments, rivalry can also be the reason for increased profitability in an industry. More 

attention and knowledge towards the solar industry will expand the industry. Hence, the thesis 

concludes that the intensity of rivalry among existing competitors is medium to high. 

 

6. Internal Analysis 
An internal analysis serves as a tool to determine SSO’s strengths and weaknesses. This section will 

use theory from both Barney (1995) and Grant (2013) to assess SSO’s resources and to identify 

whether they have a competitive advantage over their competitors. Firstly, capabilities and resources 

will be explained, followed by an explanation of the industry’s key success factors (KSF) as a source of 

competitive advantage. Lastly, the VRIO framework will be applied in an attempt to identify and match 

SSO’s capabilities with the industry’s KSFs.  

Kothandaran and Wilson (2001) state that organizational core capabilities are a result of the firm’s 

unique bundling of resources. These capabilities are what forms the firm’s core competencies, which, 

in turn, determines the foundation of a competitive advantage. Resources include an extensive range of 

individual, social and organizational developments. On a stand-alone basis, a resource is unlikely to 

create a competitive advantage. However, a unique pairing of several resources is more often required 

to create a foundation for it. Traditionally, resources can be separated into two categories, tangible and 

intangible resources. Tangible resources are assets that are observable and quantifiable, such as 

machinery, buildings, and land. While intangible assets are nonphysical and difficult to quantify, such 

as intellectual property and brand recognition (Grant, 2013). According to Grant (2013), tangible assets 

often receive the most attention, but intangible assets are often comparatively superior in facilitating a 

sustained competitive advantage. 

Capabilities are a product of combining resources to achieve a specific task. Such tasks encompass the 

alignment of organizational functions to increase cost efficiency, marketing efforts and R&D (Grant, 

2013). Both resources and capabilities have the potential to generate considerable profits for the firm to 

which they belong. The firm’s strategy should, therefore, seek to establish a competitive advantage 

through the cultivation and deployment of resources and capabilities (Grant, 2013). 
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6.1. Determining key success factors 
Key success factors are considered the source of competitive advantage within an industry. These 

factors determine a firm’s capability to outperform other competitors in the industry. Firstly, industry 

KSFs will be identified, followed by an analysis of SSO’s resources and capabilities to see if they 

correspond with the industry KSFs (Grant, 2013).  

As electricity is a commodity, there is little room for product diversification. Thus, the primary KSF is 

cost efficiency as a means to appropriate positive margins (The Economist, 2010). This indicates that 

factors such as government subsidies, production cost and economies of scale are important. 

Government subsidies have played a major role in the industry growth over the years. However, these 

subsidies are subject to change, and thus the ability to adapt to this, and not rely blindly on them, is 

crucial. The underlying trend is that as cost efficiency has increased, government support schemes such 

as PPAs or FiTs, have gradually been minimized. Should a government subsidy cease to be given, 

companies must be prepared to handle this without incurring fatal losses. Another factor that has a 

direct effect on cost efficiency is decreasing production cost. This could be achieved through 

outsourcing module production to cheaper locations, using less costly material, R&D breakthroughs 

and/or having economies of scale. Having the benefit of economies of scale is important as it gives 

companies more bargaining power with suppliers and helps spread fixed costs on more units. 

According to The Economist (2010), customers prefer a “one-stop shop” at which they can get project 

development, engineering, financing i.e. a company with an integrated value chain. Earlier surges in 

silicon prices have encouraged companies to acquire more of their value chain in an attempt to gain 

more control. The Economist (2010) confirms that M&A activity is an important success factor in the 

industry. The efforts of lowering production costs should also be accompanied by a significant 

emphasis on R&D. The prospects of developing technology that could either decrease production cost 

or increase cell efficiency could have a significant impact on the firm’s potential.  

6.2. Comparing industry KSF with SSO’s resources and capabilities	

This paragraph attempts to match SSO’s resources and capabilities with the KSFs outlined in the 

previous section. These resources shall be identified and assessed through the VRIO framework. 

According to Barney (1995), this framework consists of four questions which help decide whether the 

resource or capability could be a source of sustained competitive advantage. Namely, is the resource or 
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capability: valuable, rare, costly to imitate and is the company organized to capture its value? If the 

resource or capability in question fulfills all these requirements, it can deliver a sustained competitive 

advantage to the firm. 

To contextualize, a capability might be necessary as a means of participating in an industry, i.e. 

competitive parity, but it might not necessarily lead to a competitive advantage if it is common among 

industry peers. The capability should also be able to meet the KSFs of the industry. Moreover, a 

capability’s sustainability over time can be assessed by considering the following factors: Is it durable? 

Is it transformable? Is it replicable? Is it easy for the firm to take advantage of it? This implies that the 

capability or resource would lose its value quickly if it is easily transferable. If industry peers are not 

able to appropriate the capability or resource by means of transferability, they are forced to develop it 

by imitation. If the capability or resource is simple to imitate, the competitive advantage will 

deteriorate rapidly (Grant, 2013). The KSFs and capabilities of SSO will be analyzed and assessed on 

whether they serve as a source of continuous competitive advantage. 

6.2.1 Government subsidies: Long-term contracts	

Like other players on the market, SSO has long-term FiT or PPA contracts with governments, and is 

therefore not under immediate risk of having their profit margin severely reduced through a sudden 

change in government policy. This ensures that their cash flow is stable and predictable, which is of 

great value to investors and SSO itself. As this is customary in the sale of electricity, this resources is 

not considered rare. When auctions are conducted, multiple companies are allowed to bid on a contract 

alongside SSO. Hence, long-term contracts are, although necessary to participate, not synonymous with 

a continuous competitive advantage. 

6.2.2. Slashing production costs: Integrated business model and SPV	

As outlined in section 4.3, SSO operates with an integrated business model, which means that they 

incorporate the majority of their value chain in their operations, i.e. are highly vertically integrated. 

This encompasses development & construction, operations & maintenance and power production. SSO 

believes that this gives them an advantage in terms of higher returns and allows them to develop their 

projects by themselves. As an example, when SSO completes the Honduras project, they will own 70% 

of the revenues from operations, but 100% of the revenue from building the plant (Scatec Solar ASA, 
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2017b). This capability is highly valuable, as it allows SSO to reinvest in other projects at a more rapid 

pace than if they did not get revenue from constructing the plants. It is a rare resource, as their peers do 

not have the same degree of vertical integration. However, it is possible to copy this business plan, and 

it is therefore characterized as imitable. Nevertheless, attempting to integrate a larger part of your value 

chain and both run and maintain power plants take time, is capital intensive and cannot be replicated 

instantaneously. 

The SPV concept is an essential component of the company’s business model. As explained earlier, for 

every solar project SSO creates an SPV, a separate entity, which is financed partly by debt, internal 

equity and co-investment from a third party. This SPVs act as standalone entities which ensure that 

projects do not affect each other. It helps in decreasing the financial risk of a project because of its 

adoption of non-recourse debt (lenders only have repayment claim on the profits of the project). 

Consequently, the company is capable of accepting multiple contracts simultaneously without 

endangering other projects. According to IEA (2016), this is a typical financing method in the energy 

sector and is therefore not considered rare. Despite the fact that it is imitable, it remains a prominent 

part of SSO’s business plan and is still considered valuable.  

6.2.3. Scaling up through mergers and partnerships: Prominent partners and joint ventures	

The ability to scale operations through mergers and partnerships was pointed out by The Economist 

(2010). Partners could supply know-how, capital and be instrumental in doing business with 

governments or other stakeholders. SSO has several key partners, which could prove to be strategically 

beneficial. As an example, SSO has a joint venture with Statoil, in which Statoil co-owns and co-

operates utility-scale solar plants in Brazil, a country in which Statoil is a huge player in the petroleum 

industry (Statoil, 2018). Statoil does not only bring capital, but also expertise in dealing with Brazilian 

stakeholders. Another example of a strategically important partnership is SSO’s partnership with 

Bangladeshi conglomerate A. K. Khan & Company, which, according to GlobalData (2018), is 

instrumental in allowing SSO to co-develop utility-scale solar plants in Bangladesh. Lastly, SSO’s joint 

venture with Norfund, an investment fund, gives the company valuable access to capital. This does not 

only help them spread financial risk, but it also gives them the actual capital needed to expand 

operations.  
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Partnerships and joint ventures such as these are not easily imitated since establishing and fostering 

such relationships requires trusts and time. These relationships are important, not only as a risk 

mitigation tool but also to have access to capital, which IEA (2016) regards as a rare resource.  

6.2.4. Other resources: Local value creation	

Another resource SSO focuses on is its contribution to local value creation. Solar projects affect local 

communities, and although it is commonly positive, unforeseen consequences can occur. Thus, 

engaging the local community and promote communication is pertinent. SSO, therefore, strives to 

employ local labor and use local suppliers, regardless of regulatory requirements (Scatec Solar ASA, 

2017b). The company attempts to keep a dialogue with everyone from national governments to 

neighbors of the project sites, in order to ensure a mutual understanding and respect. For every project, 

SSO assigns a Community Liaison Officer (CLO) whose responsibility is ensuring community 

engagement and maintain positive relations with the local community. The CLOs hold regular meetings 

with local stakeholders at which they can share their experiences, concerns, and thoughts. In addition to 

this, SSO initiates local initiatives in the locations they operate. Examples include building day care 

centers, schools and funding solar research. These efforts to include the local communities might 

improve their reputation, reduce potential skepticism and ultimately facilitate a smoother process when 

they enter new locations. This is therefore considered a valuable resource for the company. 

Contributing locally is not considered a rare capability, but difficult to imitate in depth. However, as 

reputation is earned over time, this could give SSO an advantage in comparison with more recent 

competitors. 
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Table 2: VRIO 

 
Source: Own creation 
 

The VRIO analysis concludes that long-term contracts and the deployment of SPVs are common 

among industry peers and are thus necessary to compete, but not a source of sustained competitive 

advantage. The commitment to local community development could lead to reputational benefits when 

entering new markets and running operations. This is very valuable to SSO, as they have gained a 

preferred bidder status in several countries partially on the back of this capability. The combination of 

the vertical value chain and the focus on local value creation have made SSO an attractive bidder, as 

they can provide a full-fledged project and will benefit local communities. This has resulted in them 

having operations in multiple markets worldwide. Their successful track record of operating in these 

complex markets have lead serious financial partners to continue their partnerships with them (Scatec 

Solar ASA, 2017b). However, as mentioned earlier, emphasis on R&D is a key success factor in the 

industry. SSO did not allocate any funds to R&D in 2015 or 2016 and should re-consider this if they 

choose to integrate the whole value chain (Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b). 
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7. SWOT 
The strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of SSO examined in the strategic analysis is now 
summarized in figure 13 below.   

Figure 13: SWOT 	

 
Source: Own creation 

8. Financial Analysis 
The financial analysis intends to explain how SSO´s economic status has developed from the IPO in 

2014 to the end of 2017. Considering the short time period, the analysis will be performed on quarterly 

reports. The reports will be a good indicator for financial performance over SSO´s entire life cycle, and 

therefore a valuable choice in examining key numbers against a chosen peer group. Traditional 

financial statements are not organized for an investor’s point of view, and can therefore not serve as a 

robust assessment of operating performance. Hence, a reformulation of financial statements will be 

undertaken, as neglecting it can lead to double-counting, excluding certain cash flows and leverage that 

can misrepresent the company’s performance. Subsequently, a profitability analysis and a quantitative 

industry analysis will be conducted which, together with the strategic analysis, will be the basis of the 

forecasts in section 13. Lastly, a liquidity analysis will be applied in attempt to assess SSO’s liquidity 

situation and whether the company requires additional capital. This section will use consolidated 
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financial statements from SSO’s four past years. For the reformulation of these financial statements, 

theory from Koller et al. (2010), Petersen & Plenborg (2012), and Penman (2013) will be applied.  

8.1. Accounting quality 
In financial statement analysis, the accounting quality is important in order to make valuable future 

prediction of a company. According to Petersen & Plenborg (2010) the quality of earnings is the degree 

of which current earnings can serve as an indicator of future earnings. From time to time companies 

have been manipulating financial reports to make themselves look healthier for equity, debt- and 

compensation holders. Further, recurring items are viewed as having high quality, while transitory 

items or special items are of low quality. It is hard to assess a firm´s accounting quality, as it is 

challenging for an analyst to obtain a consistent and neutral picture of the profitability, risk and growth. 

Often reported financial data are insufficient, and a number of estimates and judgements have to be 

undertaken.  

8.1.1. Motives for accounting manipulation 
The awareness of accounting manipulation is needed as management may have specific motives to 

exploit flexibilities in the income statement and balance sheet. With the use of accrual accounting, 

management can have a motive to move revenue or cost between periods. The company’s CFO, Mikkel 

Tørud, was employed in 2014, but otherwise there are few relevant changes in the executive 

management team. New key members may have incentives to move as many costs as possible to their 

first year of engagement if they are assessed upon future performance. Management can also be 

tempted to recognize future costs in periods where performance is poor and bonuses will not be 

achieved anyways (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). Accordingly, future bonus targets will be much easier 

to reach. SSO’s annual report states that the company receives share-based payments and bonuses from 

various services they offer. This may increase the risk of errors in arbitrary accounting estimates, which 

in turn could be manipulated by the company. Manipulated numbers will affect key figures from the 

annual report, which in turn will lower the quality of the valuation. However, an independent auditor 

have audited SSO every year since the public listing on the Oslo Stock Exchange. This helps reducing 

the risk of accounting manipulation, as the auditor will ensure to obtain a reasonable assurance about 

the financial statement are free from material misstatement.        
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8.2. Reformulation of income statement and balance sheet 
Both SSO and its peers use the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) when reporting their 

financials. According to Petersen & Plenborg (2012), a company’s primary source of value creation 

stems from its operating activities. The IFRS do not separate operating items from financial items, and 

thus, it is important to reformulate the income statement and the balance sheet (Koller et al., 2010). The 

financial statements of SSO and its peers have therefore been reformulated in accordance with Petersen 

and Plenborg (2012) & Koller et al. (2010). By reformulating the income statement, one obtains an 

analytical income statement, whose function is to separate operational items from financial items. The 

former refers to core operations, while the latter refers to operations that are non-core. Operating 

earnings are considered a key performance measure as it explains the profits of the firm from core 

business no matter how it was financed (Petersen & Plenborg. 2012). The items from the analytical 

income statement should be matched with the corresponding items in the balance sheet, and for this 

reason, the balance sheet must also be reformulated. Explanation of several items will be omitted as 

their connection with their corresponding classification is evident. Subsequent paragraphs will be 

dedicated to the reformulation of the income statement and the balance sheet. 

8.2.1. Analytical income statement 
SSO present its income statement by the nature of expense method, which directly discloses 

information of each major type of expense, including depreciation, amortization and impairment. The 

main objective of reformulating the income statement is to identify items that are linked to the core 

business activities and the strategic value drivers of SSO prior to net operating profit after tax 

(NOPAT), as well as non-operating items after NOPAT. This yields the NOPAT that represents the 

profits from the core operating activities themselves. In addition, calculations of EBITDA and EBIT 

will be conducted based on the adjustment. Accordingly, non-recurring costs and revenue shall be 

removed from the income statement as per Petersen & Plenborg (2012). By doing this, we get the 

analytical income statement, which is an income statement that displays the contribution from 

operating and financing activities separately and omits non-recurring costs & revenues. The following 

items will be emphasized further in detail; 
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Net gain/ (loss) from sale of project assets 

The classification is up for discussion, and is determined by the type of industry the company operates 

in. SSO recognizes gains and losses from sale of projects under operating income. Even though the 

adjustments are recurring, they fluctuate from approximately NOK -1m to NOK 375m, making it 

difficult to do a reliable forecast later on. It is too volatile for SSO to speculate on income or losses 

from project assets. Furthermore, by looking at the chosen peer group it is clear that the companies in 

the industry do not recognize such activity in their income statement. Hence, this post will be excluded 

from core operation and allocated to financial income as a non-recurring activity. The exclusion will 

give less noise in calculating key ratios estimates compared to competitors for valuation purposes.  

Net income/ (loss) from associated companies 

Investments in associated companies are related to core business activities, and accordingly considered 

as core operation for both SSO and the peer group. For SSO net income and losses from associated 

companies are recurring in all quarterly reports, besides Q4 2015. Similarly, the relevant balance sheet 

items will be classified as operational and are included in the invested capital according to Petersen and 

Plenborg (2012).  

Net personnel expenses  

Net personnel expenses are adjusted, as pension cost and share-based payment are deducted from the 

operating expenses and added as a financing activity to interest and other financial expenses, see figure 

14. The rationale behind this is Petersen and Plenborg’s (2012) way of defining pension cost as an 

interest-bearing item, and share-based payment as a financial decision.   

Operational leasing 

Like other items, the classification for operational leasing is up for discussion, both because of the little 

literature on how to capitalize operating lease and the new IFRS 16 that was issued by IASB in 2016. 

The standard is effective from 1 January 2019 and requires all leases to be recognized in the financial 

statement with subsequent depreciation (Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b).  
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Koller, et. al (2010) highlights the importance of capitalizing operational leases to perform a reliable 

benchmarking in comparing companies. The use of operating leases can bias and lead to a boost in 

return on invested capital, as reduction in operating profit by rental expense is smaller than the 

reduction in invested capital by leaving out assets (Koller et al., 2010). Following Koller, et. al (2010), 

the financial statements will be adjusted to reflect the correct economic picture. By calculating the cost 

of secured debt, estimated asset life and rental expense it is possible to capitalize the value of leased 

assets on the balance sheet, and correspondingly adjust long-term debt. Accordingly, both sources and 

uses of invested capital are increased. Proportionately, NOPAT is adjusted upward as the implicit 

interest in rental expense is removed. Table 3 shows the calculation. 

Table 3: Operating Lease Calculations 

    

Source: Scatec Solar ASA 2015-2017b / Own creation 

The risk-free rate is calculated by estimating a term-structure, which is better explained in section 11. 

Together with the AA-rated 10-year bond spread (Appendix 27), as recommended by Koller, et. al 

(2010) it estimates the cost of debt to be 3,06%. For the estimation of asset life property, plant, and 

equipment (PP&E) is divided by annual depreciation. To compensate the lessor correctly, the rental 

expense of financing the asset has to be included. Rental expense is expressed as; 

𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙	𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 = 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡	𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒012 	 𝑘4 +
1

𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡	𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒  
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To estimate the asset´s value, the equation above has to be rearranged as follows; 

𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡	𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒012 =
𝑅𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙	𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒0

𝑘4 +
1

𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡	𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒
 

Looking at the analytical income statement at the bottom of this section in combination with the 

calculation of operating lease above, one can get a clearer picture of how all of this is linked together. 

Rental and lease interest are eliminated from operating profit. The implicit rental and lease interest 

expense is calculated as the value of operating leases multiplied by the cost of secured debt. Lease 

depreciation remains as an operating expense since depreciation is not relevant to capital structure. 

Income tax 

Tax is an accounting item that both relates to operating and financing items. As accounting practices do 

not separate these, there is necessary for analytical purposes to distinguish and allocate tax accordingly. 

SSO states in its annual reports that they use effective tax. The logical reason behind the choice of 

effective tax rate, and not marginal tax rate can be that SSO have numerous operations abroad. 

Obtaining information about each local corporate tax can be difficult. The effective tax rate is 

calculated according to Petersen & Plenborg (2012) as; 

𝑇𝑎𝑥	𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑡𝑎𝑥 ∗ 100
𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠	𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒	𝑡𝑎𝑥 	 

As stated above it is necessary to divide the income tax into operations and financing, as adding back 

the tax shield that the net financial expenses offer should be reflected. The tax benefit is calculated as; 

𝑇𝑎𝑥	𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑠	 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = 𝑁𝑒𝑡	𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙	𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑎 ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒	𝑡𝑎𝑥	𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 

The effective tax rate expresses the average tax rate imposed and reflects different tax rates within the 

firm. Therefore, it is assumed that operating income, as well as financial income, are taxed at the same 

rate (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). 
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Restructuring cost  

In 2014 and 2016 SSO had respectively NOK 15m and NOK 4m related to restructuring costs. These 

costs are mainly related to operations in Germany and Japan, as well as discontinuing project 

development activities in the US (Scatec Solar ASA, 2016c). Since SSO does not target the markets in 

Germany and Japan any longer, and the restructuring costs in the US is related to a specific project, the 

item is classified as non-recurring and deducted from operating expenses. The reason for this is that net 

income can be manipulated if a large restructuring expense is reported so that the firm takes a big hit in 

the current year to make future year earnings look more profitable. In addition, no footnotes, neither in 

the annual reports or quarterly reports suggest that SSO often does major changes related to plants 

IPO cost 

The item is classified as non-recurring activity due to its one-time appearance. The cost is deducted 

from operating expenses and spread to financial expenses in Q3 2014 and Q4 2014 accordingly to SSO 

(Scatec Solar ASA, 2014a). See figure 14 for a short version of the reformulated income statement, and 

appendix 2 for a comprehensive overview of the reformulated income statement.  
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Figure 14: Analytical Income Statement 2014Q1-Q4 & 2017Q1-Q4 

 

Source: Scatec Solar ASA 2014abc & 2015-2017acde & 2018b / Own creation   

8.2.2. Analytical balance sheet  
To match the items from the analytical income statement with the corresponding items in the analytical 

balance sheet, items that are categorized as operating and financing activities in the analytical income 

statement must be characterized accordingly in the analytical balance sheet (Petersen & Plenborg, 

2012). Operating activities is separated into current assets and current liabilities, while the financing 

side is divided into shareholders equity and net interest-bearing debt. The objective of the analytical 

balance sheet is to compute the invested capital, which is instrumental in calculating the return on 

invested capital (ROIC). This measure shall be used in the profitability analysis. As in the income 

statement, the following items will be highlighted;  

Deferred tax assets and liabilities 

Deferred tax items can be treated as both operational and financial depending on their purpose. 

Deferred tax assets are directly related to operations, and will, therefore, be classified as operations as it 

NOK	THOUSAND Q1	2014 Q2	2014 Q3	2014 Q4	2014 --------> Q1	2017 Q2	2017 Q3	2017 Q4	2017
-------->

External	revenues 56.708																 92.739																 130.550													 175.100													 --------> 276.549													 278.981													 279.701															 285.821																
Net	income/(loss)	from	associated	companies -109																				 -140																				 -1.944																 1.010																		 --------> -271																				 -128																				 2																												 -6.974																			
Total	revenues	and	other	income	 56.599																 92.599																 128.606													 176.110													 --------> 276.278													 278.853													 279.703															 278.847																
Net	personnel	expenses -11.048														 -13.657														 -17.292														 -16.545														 --------> -17.159														 -20.594														 -20.087															 -23.449																	
Operating	expenses -9.888																 -19.305														 -19.133														 -30.267														 --------> -33.486														 -37.885														 -36.958															 -47.210																	
EBITDA 35.663																 59.637																 92.181																 129.298													 --------> 225.633													 220.374													 222.658															 208.188																
Depreciation,	amortisation	and	impairment -19.050														 -16.705														 -27.417														 -38.687														 --------> -61.985														 -65.978														 -60.252															 -59.843																	
Rental	and	lease	payment -------->
Lease	deprectiation -------->
Core	EBIT 16.613																 42.932																 64.764																 90.611																 --------> 163.648													 154.396													 162.406															 148.345																
Tax	on	EBIT 868																						 -6.694																 -27.361														 -18.244														 --------> -29.167														 -481.990												 -1.972																		 -165.565															
Core	NOPAT 17.481																 36.238																 37.403																 72.367																 --------> 134.481													 -327.594												 160.434															 -17.220																	
Special	items -------->
Restructuring	costs -3.772																 -3.772																 -3.772																 -3.772																 -------->
Tax	on	special	items -197																				 588																						 1.594																		 759																						 -------->
NOPAT 13.512																 33.054																 35.225																 69.354																 --------> 134.481													 -327.594												 160.434															 -17.220																	
Net	gain/(loss)	from	sale	of	project	assets 18																								 -1.121																 243																						 18.254																 --------> 375.215															 2.606																					
Interest	and	other	financial	income 23.520																 8.306																		 8.341																		 14.633																 --------> 13.180																 16.597																 11.058																	 10.389																			
Interest	and	other	financial	expenses -------->
Pension	cost -541																				 -541																				 -541																				 -541																				 --------> -2.209																 -2.209																 -2.209																		 -2.209																			
Share	based	payment -2.246																 -2.246																 -2.246																 -2.246																 --------> -1.138																 -1.138																 -1.138																		 -1.138																			
IPO	cost -7.028																 -8.028																 -------->
Rental	and	lease	interest -------->
Interest	expense -27.053														 -28.058														 -49.040														 -86.651														 --------> -123.881												 -127.077												 -116.092													 -115.045															
Forward	exchange	contracts -27.700														 -7.561																 -10.729														 -755																				 -------->
Other	financial	expenses -2.441																 -460																				 -5.524																 -2.585																 --------> -3.492																 -3.355																 -3.200																		 -31.619																	
Net	foreign	exchange	gain/loss 32.903																 23.838																 18.411																 -12.842														 --------> -8.337																 -37.913														 -14.256															 696																									
Net	financial	expenses	before	tax -3.539																 -7.842																 -48.112														 -80.760														 --------> -125.876												 -155.094												 249.379															 -136.319															
Taxes	on	financial	expenses -185																				 1.223																		 20.326																 16.261																 --------> 22.435																 484.169													 -3.028																		 152.143																
Net	financial	expenses	after	tax -3.724																 -6.619																 -27.786														 -64.499														 --------> -103.441												 329.075													 246.351															 15.824																			
Net	profit/loss	for	the	period 9.788																		 26.435																 7.439																		 4.855																		 --------> 31.040																 1.481																		 406.785															 -1.396																			
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arises from tax loss carry forward or assets that are recognized at a lower value in the balance sheet 

than for tax purposes (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). Similarly, Petersen & Plenborg (2012) treat 

deferred tax liabilities as operations, as it is a consequence of temporary differences between book 

values and tax values. Due to analytical purposes and the fact that it relates to both intangible and 

tangible assets, it is recognized as an operating liability.  

Non-current and current financial assets 

Derivatives are used to hedge financial risks including exchange rate risks and interest rate risks. SSO 

states in its annual report that they mainly use financial instruments to hedge financial risk and apply 

hedge accounting. In accordance with Petersen & Plenborg (2012) SSO measure derivatives at fair 

value, and value adjustments are recognized in the consolidated statement of profit or loss as financial 

income or expense. Both assets are classified as financing item as operating and finance hedges are 

regarded as being financial decisions.  

Investments in JV & associated companies  

As mentioned earlier, all associated companies and joint ventures are related to SSO´s core business 

activities, and accordingly, the items in the balance sheet should match the income statement. Hence, 

investments in JV & associated companies are allocated to operating assets.   

Cash and cash equivalents  

Petersen & Plenborg (2012) consider cash and cash equivalents as excess cash, which either can be 

paid out as dividends, buy back own shares, or repay debt without affecting operations. However, the 

items may include cash that is needed in day-to-day operations. Therefore, cash can be separated into 

both operating and excess cash. In the annual reports, SSO states cash and cash equivalents as financial 

assets and therefore it is treated as financing activities. In addition, excess cash is most likely in an 

interest-bearing bank account and will reduce net interest-bearing debt.  

Non-current assets held for sale 

Non-current assets held for sale occurs only in Q3 2015 and Q4 2015, and are thus considered non-

recurring and classified as a financial item.  
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Operational leasing 

The value of leased assets are capitalized on the balance sheet, and corresponding adjustments in long-

term debt are recognized. Accordingly, both sources and uses of invested capital are increased. The 

adjustment is necessary as it affects several financial ratios. Nevertheless, the company’s valuation 

does not change (Koller et al., 2010). 

Current non-recourse and non-current non-recourse 

SSO uses non-recourse financing for the purpose of constructing and acquiring assets, as it has 

advantages of limited and clearly defined risk. The banks recover the financing solely through cash 

flows generated by the projects financed (Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b). Thus, the items are classified as a 

financing activity in the balance sheet. See figure 15 for a short version of the analytical balance sheet, 

and appendix 4 for a comprehensive overview of the analytical balance sheet. 
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Figure 15: Analytical Balance Sheet 2014Q1-Q4 & 2017Q1-Q4 

 

Source: Scatec Solar ASA 2014abc & 2015-2017acde & 2018b / Own creation 

 

 

 

End	of	period Q4	2013 Q1	2014 Q2	2014 Q3	2014 Q4	2014 ---------> Q1	2017 Q2	2017 Q3	2017 Q4	2017
NOK	Thousand ----------->
Non	current	operating	items ----------->
Property,	plant	&	equipment	-	in	solar	projects 1.857.294 2.221.363 2.550.882 2.611.051 3.049.193 -----------> 5.096.191 5.125.562 4.945.518 5.580.404
Property,	plant	&	equipment	-	other 8.715 8.917 10.189 10.199 13.231 -----------> 22.046 22.348 31.510 37.926
Capitalized	operational	lease 91.860,41									 91.860,41									 91.860,41								 91.860,41									 ----------->
Total	adjusted	PPE 1.866.009 2.322.140 2.652.931 2.713.110 3.154.284 ---------> 5.118.237 5.147.910 4.977.028 5.618.330

----------->
Deferred	tax	assets 313.644 332.915 359.886 363.621 402.011 -----------> 351.671 363.234 364.595 401.901
Goodwill 20.566 20.252 20.616 19.918 22.169 -----------> 22.490 23.478 23.089 24.138
Investments	in	JV	&	associated	companies 6.321 6.130 17.251 18.414 25.841 -----------> 422.365 415.149
Other	non-current	assets 31.397 62.985 70.452 129.652 214.401 -----------> 130.160 136.371 129.932 120.095
Total	non-current	operating	assets 2.237.937 2.744.422 3.121.136 3.244.715 3.818.706 ---------> 5.622.558 5.670.993 5.917.009 6.579.613

----------->
Current	operating	assets ----------->
Trade	and	other	receivables 25.472 21.830 58.818 84.747 126.122 -----------> 202.438 182.268 193.664 238.789
Other	current	assets 105.237 150.624 97.205 105.358 82.897 -----------> 97.744 83.626 237.739 558.526
Total	current	operating	assets 130.709 172.454 156.023 190.105 209.019 ---------> 300.182 265.894 431.403 797.315

----------->
Non-interest	bearing	debt ----------->
Deferred	tax	liabilities 80.894 84.478 96.875 92.490 82.640 -----------> 107.149 142.819 135.246 184.948
Trade	and	other	payables 441.811 446.122 354.503 71.073 69.947 -----------> 25.450 28.708 31.081 216.339
Income	tax	payable 91.881 92.858 87.545 92.306 41.543 -----------> 6.923 7.204 18.894 19.400
Other	current	liabilities 92.834 112.975 203.688 125.334 145.717 -----------> 148.593 125.711 239.053 356.473
Total	non-interest	bearing	debt 707.420 736.433 742.611 381.203 339.847 ---------> 288.115 304.442 424.274 777.160

Invested	Capital 1.661.226 2.180.443 2.534.548 3.053.617 3.687.878 ---------> 5.634.625 5.632.445 5.924.138 6.599.768

End	of	period Q4	2013 Q1	2014 Q2	2014 Q3	2014 Q4	2014 ---------> Q1	2017 Q2	2017 Q3	2017 Q4	2017
NOK	Thousand
Equity
Total	equity 398.616 495.986 465.752 560.364 1.176.582 ---------> 1.521.948 1.547.588 1.842.977 1.887.228

----------->
Interest	bearing	debt ----------->
Non-recourse	project	financing 2.376.968 2.381.379 2.494.347 2.974.602 3.337.265 -----------> 4.340.237 4.219.957 3.919.762 6.163.851
Bonds -----------> 496.042 496.667 497.292 740.799
Non-current	financial	liabilities 496 4.650 4.131 14.886 -----------> 14.001 26.200 39.330 28.657
Other	non-current	liabilities 3.608 41 42 40 4.646 -----------> 342.236 340.657 376.280 299.436
Non-recourse	project	financing 21.572 269.417 447.825 77.550 112.786 -----------> 359.056 305.098 354.073 316.645
Current	financial	liabilities 16.298 12.669 18.100 65.183 25.773 -----------> 130.759 5.796 13.787 26.576
Capitalized	operational	lease 91860,40509 91860,40509 91860,40509 91860,40509 ----------->
Total	interest	bearing	debt 2.418.446 2.755.862 3.056.824 3.213.366 3.587.216 ---------> 5.682.331 5.394.375 5.200.524 7.575.964

----------->
Interest	bearing	assets ----------->
Non-current	financial	assets 79.921 93.822 50.803 48.662 23.868 -----------> 6.478 380 242 176
Current	financial	assets 50.552 6.292 17.895 5.353 2.946 -----------> 718 352 209 157
Cash	and	cash	equivalents 1.025.362 971.292 919.329 666.098 1.049.106 -----------> 1.562.458 1.308.786 1.118.912 2.863.091
Non-current	assets	held	for	sale ----------->
Total	interest	bearing	assets 1.155.835 1.071.406 988.027 720.113 1.075.920 ---------> 1.569.654 1.309.518 1.119.363 2.863.424

Net	interest	bearing	debt 1.262.611 1.684.456 2.068.797 2.493.253 2.511.296 ---------> 4.112.677 4.084.857 4.081.161 4.712.540

Invested	Capital 1.661.227 2.180.442 2.534.549 3.053.617 3.687.878 ---------> 5.634.625 5.632.445 5.924.138 6.599.768
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9. Profitability analysis  
This section will examine the historical performance of SSO in comparison with its peers. In order to 

guarantee a company’s future and to meet shareholder’s return requirements, it is crucial to consider 

profitability. Petersen and Plenborg (2012) state that historical probability is pertinent in determining 

the future expectations of a company, and to be able to define its future expectations. As per the 

recommendations of Petersen and Plenborg (2012), an analysis based on the Du Pont model will be 

conducted to evaluate SSO’s profitability.  

A common way of approaching profitability is to start by examining the EBITDA-margin of the 

company and its peers. As it does not include depreciation and amortization, it provides investors with 

a clear idea of the company’s operating profitability (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). Figure 16 illustrates 

SSO’s EBITDA-margin in comparison with its peer group, accompanied by a peer average. 

Figure 16: EBITDA-Margin 

 

Source: Thomson One Banker / Scatec Solar ASA 2014abc & 2015-2017acde & 2018b / Own creation 

Based on the comparison in Figure 16, one can observe that SSO is the best performer apart from its 

first year after the IPO. It also appears that the company has demonstrated the most consistent 

performance among its peers within the given period. In contrast, First Solar has consistently 

performed much worse than their peers have. This might be attributed to the fact that First Solar also 
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produces solar modules, and therefore spends a substantial amount on R&D. The trend line appears 

relatively flat over the analyzed period.  

9.1. ROIC 
ROIC, or return on invested capital, is used as a general measure for the operations of a company’s 

profitability. ROIC communicates a percentage of the return on capital invested in a firm’s net 

operating assets. ROIC is an important component in a valuation, as a greater ROIC, assuming 

everything else remains constant, yields a greater predicted value. The greater the ROIC, the lesser is 

the cost of financing. As per Petersen & Plenborg (2012), ROIC is calculated as such: 

 

𝑅𝑂𝐼𝐶 = 	
𝑁𝑒𝑡	𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔	𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡	𝐴𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟	𝑇𝑎𝑥	(𝑁𝑂𝑃𝐴𝑇)
(𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙0 + 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙0LM)

2
	 

 

When making sense of ratios in general, and ROIC in particular, it is essential to focus on both the 

growth over time as well as the level of return. To determine the level of return, one can either compare 

it to the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) or by benchmarking and comparing it with its peer 

group. Nevertheless, Petersen & Plenborg (2012) argue that the latter is the optimal way of assessing 

development. Additional benchmarking and comparison against peers may uncover whether changes in 

returns should be attributed to firm- or industry-specific factors.  
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Figure 17: ROIC 

 

 

Source: Thomson One Banker / Scatec Solar ASA 2014abc & 2015-2017acde & 2018b / Own creation 

Figure 17 demonstrates SSO’s quarterly development in ROIC in comparison with its peer group. 

Apart from Q2 2017 and Q4 2017, SSO has experienced a positive quarterly growth since its IPO in 

2014. This indicates that operating profitability is increasing. To contextualize, the ROIC was 0.91% in 

Q1 of 2014, and reached an all-time high of 2.78% in Q3 of 2017, decreasing to -0.27% in Q4 the same 

year.  

An annual perspective of the ROIC reveals a generally positive development for SSO, who 

outperformed every peer in 2016 but experienced a dramatic decline in Q2 of 2017. This is not due to a 

decline in operating income, as figure 16 demonstrates; SSO has a healthy operating profit (in 

comparison to itself in earlier years as well as its peers). This sudden decline in ROIC is mainly caused 

by abnormally large tax fees. A surprising finding is First Solar’s solid ROIC performance in 

comparison to EBITDA-margin. Overall, SSO has demonstrated that it is able to deliver an above 
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average ROIC in ten out of the last sixteen quarters. Barring Q2 and Q4 of 2017, SSO has consistently 

given investors a positive ROIC. 

As previously mentioned, ROIC performance can also be assessed by comparing it to the WACC. If 

SSO generates a ROIC that exceeds that of its WACC, it generates so-called above-normal profit 

(Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). The figure below depicts the relationship between SSO’s ROIC and 

WACC. It shows that SSO generates an inferior ROIC compared to WACC, not indicating above 

normal profits. Despite this, the peer comparison still shows that it performs above average in all years 

barring 2017. 

Figure 18: ROIC vs WACC 

 

Source: Thomson One Banker / Scatec Solar ASA 2014abc & 2015-2017acde & 2018b / Own creation 

To get a deeper understanding of ROIC and the factors that drive its growth, it is essential to perform a 

decomposition of ROIC. The next section will be devoted to this matter.  

Decomposition of ROIC  

As previously mentioned, ROIC measures a firm’s return on invested capital in operations. In order to 

gain a deeper understanding of its dynamics, a decomposition will be performed. ROIC is divided into 

two drivers; profit margin (PM) and turnover rate of invested capital (TO). This decomposition should 
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provide the same result as the ROIC formula in the previous section and is computed by the following 

formula: 

𝑅𝑂𝐼𝐶 = 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡	𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛	×𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟	𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒	𝑜𝑓	𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 

Profit Margin 

The relationship between a company’s expenses and revenues is explained by the profit margin, which 

is shown as a percentage of net revenue (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). Generally, the higher the profit 

margin, the more attractive a company is. The profit margin signifies how much a company generates 

on each dollar of net revenue and is computed by the following formula 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡	𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 = 	
𝑁𝑂𝑃𝐴𝑇

𝑁𝑒𝑡	𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠	×100 

Figure 19: Quarterly Profit Margins 

 

Source: Thomson One Banker / Scatec Solar ASA 2014abc & 2015-2017acde & 2018b / Own creation 

As one can see from figure 19, SSO has kept a relatively steady profit margin since 2014, triumphing 

over all its peers in eight out of the sixteen quarters analyzed. It increased its profit margin from 31% in 

Q1 2014 to 57% in Q3 2017, and appears to have only been outperformed by Innergex. Petersen and 

Plenborg (2012) also note that commodity providers have an upper limit to their profit margin, as price 
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is generally the most prominent driver due to the difficulty in differentiating a commodity. The 

negative PM in 2017 is mainly due to extremely high tax expenses in Q2 and Q4 of the same year. 

Turnover rate of invested capital 

The turnover rate conveys a firm’s ability of utilizing their invested capital (Petersen & Plenborg, 

2012). To determine the number of days the invested capital is tied up, one can divide the number of 

days in a year by the turnover rate. Generally, having a high turnover rate, ceteris paribus, is attractive. 

Turnover rate is computed as; 

𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟	𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝑁𝑒𝑡	𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

(𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙0Q +	𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙012)
2

 

 

As seen in figure 20 the turnover rate is generally low within this peer group, meaning that capital is 

tied up over a long time. According to Petersen & Plenborg (2012), this is normal among heavy 

investment companies. SSO’s turnover rate increased from 0,03 in Q1 2014 to 0,04 in Q4 2017. 

Nevertheless, SSO’s TO stays below the peer average during the whole period, demonstrating a 

relatively constant trend, with slight increases. The increase in TO might be attributed to a more 

efficient asset utilization. From 2015 to 2016, revenue grew by 16.74%, whereas invested capital grew 

by 14.23%. From 2016 to 2017, revenues grew by 10.67% while invested capital grew by 0.59%. This 

suggests that SSO generates more net revenue per krone of invested capital. It is also evident that First 

Solar is outperforming the peer group as a whole, with SSO trailing behind from the three most recent 

years 
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Figure 20: Quarterly Turnover Rates 

 

Source: Thomson One Banker / Scatec Solar ASA 2014abc & 2015-2017acde & 2018b / Own creation 

SSO’s low turnover rate could be explained by the fact that their invested capital is greatly impacted by 

their property, plant and equipment (PPE), which accounts for approximately 88%, of their total non-

current operating assets, in the fiscal year of 2017. A quarterly turnover rate of 0.0445 indicates that 

invested capital is tied up in 2021.09 days, i.e. 5,61 years. This is well aligned with the fact that the 

duration of PPA contracts is long, normally between 20 to 25 years, which is also the conventional time 

horizon for projects (IEA, 2017a). Barring First Solar, SSO has a higher TO than its peer group. 

By conducting a decomposition of the ROIC, it has become clear that SSO’s ROIC has primarily been 

driven by their profit margin. The TO has remained relatively constant and low, while the high-profit 

margin has ensured a healthy, above-average, ROIC, which turned negative in Q2 2017 due to negative 

PM.  

9.2. Index and common-size analysis 
Although an analysis of profit margin and turnover rate serves in explaining the relationship between 

revenue and expenses and whether or not the capital utilization efficiency has become better or worse 

over time, they are of limited use in explaining why the ratios have developed in such a way (Petersen 

& Plenborg, 2012). In order to gain a more insight into the development of the capital utilization 
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efficiency and the relationship between revenue and expense, further decomposition of the two ratios is 

pertinent. This could be done by conducting an index analysis or a common-size analysis.  

Indexing is an appropriate procedure to easily recognize trends in multiple revenue and expense items 

(Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). From an analytical perspective, it would be appropriate to compare 

SSO’s index numbers to its peers. However, whereas the peer group reports its numbers by function, 

SSO reports its numbers by nature, and a comparison is thus less appropriate (Petersen & Plenborg, 

2012). 

Income Statement 

Figure 21 depicts the development of selected accounting items from the analytical income statement 

between 2014 and 2017. The accounting items are all adjusted with Q1 2014 as the base score. An 

overview of the numbers is included in appendix 12. 

Figure 21: Index Analysis - Analytical Income Statement 

 

Source: Thomson One Banker / Scatec Solar ASA 2014abc & 2015-2017acde & 2018b / Own creation 
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SSO’s net revenue increases by 393% from Q1 2014 to Q4 2017. In the same period, net personal 

expenses have grown by 112%, while operating expenses have increased by 377%. Simultaneously, 

EBITDA has increased by 484%. Depreciation has grown by 214% during the same period. The fact 

that neither of the costs, nor depreciation, has outpaced total revenues indicates that SSO is capable of 

managing these expenses relatively well. This has led to a healthy increase in the EBIT by 793%. 

NOPAT has increased gradually with EBIT, but a dramatic divergence is observed in Q2 2017 and Q4 

2017, which could be explained by the fact that SSO was heavily impacted by high taxes both these 

quarters. 

Net financial expenses experience fluctuations over the time period. This is mainly driven by varying 

financial expenses. The major decrease in costs in Q2 2017 is mainly attributed to extremely high tax 

benefits. Q3 2017 saw the company achieve its highest net profit/loss, mainly caused by a sale of a 

project asset. Taxes caused an uptake in net financial expenses, which led to a decline in net profit. 

From Q1 2014 to Q4 2016, Net profit decreased by approximately 114%. 

Balance Sheet 

Figure 22 illustrates the development in selected posts between 2014 and 2017 from the analytical 

balance sheet. The accounting items are all adjusted with the Q1 2014 as the base score. An overview 

of the numbers is included in appendix 13. 
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Figure 22: Index Analysis - Analytical Balance Sheet 

 

Source: Thomson One Banker / Scatec Solar ASA 2014abc & 2015-2017acde & 2018b / Own creation 

SSO has more than doubled its invested capital over the analyzed time period. SSO’s invested capital 

increases by 257% from Q1 2014 to Q4 2017. This stems primarily from an increase in total non-

current operating assets, which has increased by 164% between Q1 2014 and Q4 2017. This accounting 

item has mainly been driven by an increase in PPE, which makes up 85% of the total non-current 

operating assets in Q4 2017. Total current assets, which also contributes to invested capital, has grown 

by 230% in the same time period, driven by growth in trade and other receivables and other current 

assets with 660% and 126% respectively. Despite their high growth, their absolute numbers are low in 

comparison with PPE, and they are thus not contributing substantially to the overall growth. Total non-

interest bearing debt has decreased by 40% and has increasingly become canceled out by total current 

operating assets. 

Total interest-bearing debt increased by 223% during the period, mainly driven by non-recourse project 

financing. Despite the fact that other non-current liabilities have increased extraordinarily, with a 

10429% growth over the analyzed period, it makes up only 7,2% of total interest bearing-debt and its 

effect is therefore negligible in this context. Thus, the main driver behind this is the non-recourse 

project financing.  
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Common size 

A disadvantage of an index analysis, when examining invested capital, is that the magnitude of each 

accounting item is not clear (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). It is therefore beneficial to conduct a 

common size analysis. As opposed to the index analysis, the common size analysis adjusts each item to 

a percentage of a benchmark, e.g. revenue (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). Revenue is typically used as 

the benchmark for the income statement while invested capital is used for the balance sheet. 

Figure 23: Key Posts from Common Size Analysis – Analytical Income Statement 

 

Source: Thomson One Banker / Scatec Solar 2014abc & 2015-2017acde & 2018b / Own creation 

 

Depreciation ranges between 34% and 17% during the analyzed period. The analysis shows that 

depreciation as a percentage of total revenue has decreased from 34% in Q1 2014 to 21% in Q4 2017. 

Apart from Q1 2014, depreciation recorded an all-time high in Q4 2016 after a gradual increase in 

previous quarters. This trend turned around in the last fiscal year of the analyzed period, in which it 

decreased to 21% of total revenues. The significant proportion of total revenues captured by 

depreciation is considered normal for a company like SSO, who have big investments in multiple large 

solar PV parks. The decline in depreciation could be attributed to the sale of project assets in both Q4 

2016 and Q3 2017. Net personnel expenses, which grew 112% in the index analysis, have decreased 
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from 20% of total revenue in Q1 2014 to 8% in Q4 2017. This suggests that despite the growth in 

personal expenses, SSO is able to efficiently manage employee compensation. Operating expenses, 

which the index analysis revealed grew by 377% over the analyzed period, has kept relatively stable 

levels. Despite its major growth in trend, this post remains unchanged if you compare Q1 2014 and Q4 

2017 in terms of percentage of total revenues. This strengthens the narrative that SSO are efficient in 

managing their expenses in relation to operations. Another significant driver has been the Interest 

expense item. It has consistently made up a substantial part of total revenue, fluctuating between 30% 

and 55%. It moves from 48% of total revenue in Q1 2014 to 40% in Q4 2017. SSO finances the 

majority of its project partly by debt, and thus it makes sense that interest expenses are a substantial 

part of total revenues. The interest expenses stem from project financing and corporate bonds (Scatec 

Solar ASA, 2017b). Net financial expenses before tax is largely driven by interest expense, but 

diverges from it in Q4 2016 where the interest expense is offset by a project sale. In Q3 2017, it is also 

offset by a project sale. Net financial expenses before tax increases from 6% in Q1 2014 to 48% in Q4 

2017. Net profit/loss moves from 17% of total revenues in Q1 2014 to -1% in Q4 2017, but is 

extremely volatile during the analyzed period. A great surge is observed in Q3 2017, driven by a large 

influx of income from a project sale. A comprehensive overview of the common size analysis is 

included in appendix 14. 

Balance sheet 

Total non-current operating assets makes up 126% of invested capital in Q1 2014 and approximately 

100% in Q4 2017. As previously uncovered, this accounting item is mainly driven by total adjusted 

PPE, which is normal for an industry characterized by high capital intensity, i.e. the construction and 

maintenance of solar parks. Total current operating assets makes up only 12% of invested capital in Q4 

2017, a slight increase from 8% in Q1 2014. This item was driven by the high growing trade and other 

receivables and other current assets, but as previously discovered, they make up very little of the 

invested capital. Total interest-bearing debt, has decreased from making up 77% of invested capital in 

Q1 2017 to 71% in Q4 2017. This is expected as SSO uses a great proportion of debt to finance several 

of its projects. This debt originates primarily from non-recourse project financing, which makes up 

81% of the total interest-bearing debt item in Q4 2017. This non-recourse helps SSO in mitigating 

financial risk, as each SPV is liable, and not the company as a whole (Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b). The 
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cash and cash equivalents item had only a 9% difference between Q1 2014 and Q4 2017, but the 

common size analysis reveals that it makes up 43,4% of invested capital in Q4 2017. A comprehensive 

overview of the common size analysis is included in appendix 15. 

9.3. Return on Equity 
Whereas the previously calculated ROIC measures overall profitability of operations, return on equity 

(ROE) measures the accounting return of company owners (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). It is a measure 

of a company’s profitability by showing the amount of profit a company generates with the funds 

shareholders have invested. Koller et al. (2010) argue that ROE is less suited as an analytical tool, as it 

mixes capital structure and operating performance, resulting in less appropriate trend and peer group 

analyses. However, it is a common measure, and will thus be included. The ROE is computed, per 

Petersen & Plenborg (2012), as such: 

𝑅𝑂𝐸 =
𝑁𝑒𝑡	𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠	𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟	𝑡𝑎𝑥
𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑘	𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒	𝑜𝑓	𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦  

However, the authors argue that since ROE is affected by operating profitability (ROIC), net borrowing 

interest after tax (NBC) and financial leverage (NBID/BVE), and that the following equation should be 

used to express this relationship: 

𝑅𝑂𝐸 = 𝑅𝑂𝐼𝐶 + 𝑅𝑂𝐼𝐶 − 𝑁𝐵𝐶 ×	
𝑁𝐼𝐵𝐷
𝐵𝑉𝐸  

Where:  

𝑅𝑂𝐼𝐶 = 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛	𝑜𝑛	𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙	𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟	𝑡𝑎𝑥	
𝐵𝑉𝐸 = 𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑘	𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒	𝑜𝑓	𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦	
𝑁𝐼𝐵𝐷 = 𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑘	𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒	𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑒𝑡	𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡	𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔	𝑑𝑒𝑏𝑡	
𝑁𝐵𝐶 = 𝑁𝑒𝑡	𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔	𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡	𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟	𝑡𝑎𝑥	𝑖𝑛	% 

Normally, these two equations should produce the identical results. Nevertheless, a slight distortion in 

the numbers could occur when using input from the analytical financial statements. 
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Figure 24: ROE vs Peers 

 

Source: Thomson One Banker / Scatec Solar ASA 2014abc & 2015-2017acde & 2018b / Own creation 

As observed in figure 24 SSO outperforms its peer group in ten out of sixteen quarters. It appears to be 

little coherence between the two, and they appear to be negatively correlated. SSO outperforms all its 

peers in the last fiscal year. ROE is extremely high in Q3 2017, mainly due to a high ROIC and 

negative NBC. The fiscal year ends with a negative ROIC and a higher NBC, which results in a poorer 

ROE. Overall, the historical ROE suggests that SSO is capable of generating sufficient net earnings to 

shareholder equity.  

9.4. Financial leverage and NBC 
FLEV, or financial leverage, is computed by dividing net interest-bearing debt (NIBD) by the book 

value of equity (BVE). In similar fashion to its peers, SSO is substantially leveraged. As a result of 

increasing non-recourse financing associated with an expanding number of projects, NIBD has also 

increased. In addition to this, the 500 million bond that was issued in Q4 2015 has been re-financed in 

Q4 2017 to a total of 750 million, which also contributed to a higher NIBD (which will be further 

explained in section 12). This is partially offset by a decrease in other non-current liabilities and the 

cessation of the capitalized operational lease in Q4 2015, and a large increase in cash and cash 

equivalents. Overall, the numbers demonstrate that SSO has a higher financial leverage than its peers in 

its nascent years as a listed company. Its FLEV exceeds that of its peers, albeit at a decreasing rate, in 

every quarter up until Q1 2017. 
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Figure 25: Financial Leverage & NBC vs Peers  

 

Source: Thomson One Banker / Scatec Solar ASA 2014abc & 2015-2017acde & 2018b / Own creation 

Petersen and Plenborg (2012) state that, normally, the NBC is not equal to the company’s borrowing 

rate. It is influenced by the difference between lending and deposit rates, and other financial items, e.g. 

currency gains/losses on securities. Assuming other factors remain constant, an increase in NBC results 

in a decrease in ROE. In the event that NBC exceeds ROIC, increasing leverage is value destroying.  

The NBC of SSO is higher than that of its peer group in the majority of the analyzed period. The spread 

from its peer group is especially large in Q4 2016 and Q2 2017. The difference in Q2 2017 is attributed 

to a major tax expense in the same quarter. Q1 2016 and Q3 2016 saw SSO incur losses in relation to 

currency exchange, which has more often been gains. Petersen and Plenborg (2012) state that one 

should be careful when interpreting NBC for this very reason. 

𝑁𝐵𝐶 = 	
𝑁𝑒𝑡	𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙	𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠	𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟	𝑡𝑎𝑥

𝑁𝐼𝐵𝐷  

Summary of profitability analysis 

Overall, SSO’s historical performance is characterized by small personnel costs, substantial 

depreciation and financial expenses. It has a low turnover rate, and a high and increasing profit margin 

which drives the ROIC. The TO is below peer average, but its trend is increasing. As stated earlier, the 
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low TO is due high investment in PPE, and the low TO makes sense as the company’s PPAs’ duration 

are between 20-25 years. ROIC is below WACC, which is associated with value erosion, but one could 

argue that the company is still in expansion, and the company’s ROIC is one of the better ones among 

its peers. The common size analysis indicates that non-recourse financing, which helps the company 

mitigate risk, is the main driver behind NIBD. Further analysis reveals that SSO has had a higher level 

of leverage in comparison with its peers, but this trend turned around in Q3 2016, and has since been 

experiencing a decreasing trend in FLEV. The overall impression is that there is an increasing trend in 

ROIC, barring one year due to tax expenses, EBITDA-margin and TO, and thus SSO appears to be on a 

positive trend. 

 

10. Quantitative Industry Analysis  
To analyze the profitability two quantitative industry analyses will be conducted. The former is an 

analysis of the profitability of the industry to which SSO belongs, which yields a wide outlook of how 

the profitability has developed over time and its long-term averages. The latter is a firm-specific 

profitability assessment applied to SSO and its close peer group. This analysis offers a more thorough 

overview of the company’s financial performance in contrast with its close peers, as well as future 

long-run levels and persistence. 

Penman (2013) states that maintaining high profitability levels over time is virtually unattainable in the 

long run. He argues that all value drivers in a company converge towards the average over time, a 

phenomenon he refers to as mean reversion. As an example, stock prices could be high or low, but over 

time, they tend to converge towards a long-run average. In this section, the thesis attempts to illustrate 

the financial development, by collecting key accounting items and create fade diagrams. 

As economic factors have a similar effect on companies within the same industry (Penman, 2013), it is 

important to determine SSO’s industry prior to conducting the analysis. The Standard Industrial 

Classification system (SIC) will be applied to identify SSO’s industry. The company’s SIC code is 

4911, and it captures all companies that are “engaged in the generation, transmission and/or distribution 

of electric energy for sale” (Siccode.com, 2017). The close peer group does not all share the same SIC 

code, but shall also be included in the sample with the companies that fall under SSO’s SIC-code. For 
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the purpose of consistency throughout the paper, the SIC code will extract data from the US company 

database, from which SSO’s peers are also from.  

The methodology of Nissim and Penman (2001) is applied in this section. This entails constructing fade 

diagrams to determine long-term values, in addition to long-term persistence levels. The data will also 

be used to demonstrate industry mean reversion over time. Financial data from 164 companies were 

derived from the Wharton Compustat database between 2007 and 2017. A shorter time span is applied 

due to the industry’s quick development over recent years. Companies whose financial data cannot be 

traced for five consecutive time intervals shall be removed from the sample, as this is required to 

properly analyze a trend (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). Companies that deviate excessively from the 

performance of the other sample companies shall also be eliminated from the sample. The data 

compiled from Compustat will be reformulated as recommended by Nissim and Penman (2001), so as 

to match the calculations from SSO’s analytical financial statements and to derive the same accounting 

items as calculated for SSO in the profitability analysis. 

10.1. Fade diagrams and time series analysis 
For each five-year period between 2008 and 2012, the companies from the sample are distributed into 

five different portfolios based on a performance ranking of a key accounting item, e.g. profit margin, 

from the base year, i.e. the ranking is performed five times by using the years 2008 to 2012 as base 

years. Subsequently, the median value of said accounting item is calculated per year within the 

portfolio. The purpose of calculating median values is to adjust for outliers, which may cause bias in 

the portfolios. The fade diagrams are then created based on the average of the median of each time 

period within each portfolio. This creates a set of values on which the fade diagrams are based on. An 

example of this is included below in table 4. The rest of the values are accessible in appendix 19.  
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Table 4: Sales growth median values  

 

Source: Wharton Compustat / Scatec Solar ASA 2014abc & 2015-2017acde & 2018b / Own creation 

 

In order to determine the industry persistence level (close peer group), a first-order autoregressive 

model with mean reversion must be utilized: 

𝑋Z − 	𝛼 = 	𝜔 𝑋ZLM − 	𝛼 +	𝜀Z 

Where: 

𝑋0 denotes the time-series of the selected financial parameter 

𝛼 is the long run level 

𝜔 is the deviation persistence from the long-term level 

𝜀0 = normally distributed independent variable with zero mean and variance 

The expected value of the parameter at a given future time τ is given as such: 

𝐸 𝑋Z𝑋0 = 	α̅ + 	ω𝜏−𝑡(𝑋𝑡 − α) 

Each company’s financial parameter’s residuals are then computed by panel data estimation 

ucZ α, ω = 𝑋cZ − α − (𝑋c,ZLM − α ̅) 

The final step is to identify the α and 𝜔 values that minimize the sum of squared residuals. This is done 

with the help of solver in Excel. 

𝑆𝑆𝑅 α, ω = 	ΣcgMc ΣZg0Lh0 (ucZ α, ω )i 

Fade	diagram Sales	growth
Years	ahead 0 1 2 3 4 5
Portfolio	1 0,177975 0,003023 0,023123 0,036408 0,006938 0,016731
Portfolio	2 0,059979 0,011869 0,030486 0,016986 -0,00731 0,009625
Portfolio	3 0,013889 0,019272 0,02918 0,003144 -0,00502 0,004951
Portfolio	4 -0,02264 0,010821 0,038746 0,006007 0,012584 0,024392
Portfolio	5 -0,10337 -0,00848 0,018888 -0,01994 0,004692 0,025127
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10.2. Fade diagrams and long-term level 

10.2.1. Sales growth 

Figure 26: Sales Growth - Persistence and Fade Diagram	

	
Source:	Wharton Compustat / Own creation	

The fade diagram clearly demonstrates industry mean reversion. Already after t+1, the sales growth of 

the industry demonstrates a divergence towards the mean, depicted in figure 26. This suggests that no 

companies, in this homogeneous sample, are able to outgrow the market and that the growth in sales 

follows the general trend in the industry. The persistence chart displays the volatile historical sales 

growth of SSO, as well as predicting that long run sales growth level to stabilize at 9.99%, which is 

above that of the industry predictions from the fade diagram. Nevertheless, as discussed in the strategic 

analysis, increasing population and increased access to electricity is expected to continue to propel the 

demand for electricity. As such, it is not inappropriate to suggest that SSO will continue to increase its 

sales. It is also worth mentioning that the model might fail to capture expected technological 

improvements, and is thus limited in that sense. 
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10.2.2. Turnover ratio  
Figure 27: Turnover Ratio - Persistence and Fade Diagram 

 

Source:	Wharton Compustat / Own creation 

The fade diagram of TO displays a gradual mean reversion, with an apex at t+5. One can see that the 

better performing portfolios’ slopes are decreasing and gradually becoming more flat, while the lesser 

portfolios have a relatively constant level. The persistence diagram illustrates that the long-run level of 

TO is converging towards 0.4605, with the last forecasted value being 0.449, which appears to be 

aligned with the corresponding fade diagram, According to Petersen & Plenborg (2012), firms in asset-

heavy industries tend to have lower asset turnover. As discussed in the strategic analysis, the industry is 

expected to experience lower costs in relation to plant and equipment, and that equipment is becoming 

increasingly efficient, so an increase in TO should be expected. Nevertheless, given the historical TO 

and the findings from the strategic analysis, the forecasted TO appears excessive. The persistence is 

high and it takes a long time for the forecasted TO to converge to its long-run level. Although the 

absolute values should not be considered a definitive answer, the trend appears to be in line with what 

the strategic analysis argues. For the purpose of forecasting, the TO should be adjusted to a more 

conservative level. 
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10.2.3. Profit margin 
Figure 28: Profit Margin - Persistence and Fade Diagram 

 

Source:	Wharton Compustat / Own creation 

The profit margin fade diagram demonstrates unanimous mean reversion among the analyzed 

portfolios. However, the top performing portfolio appears to slope upwards from t+4. This might 

suggest that best-ranked portfolio is able to continue being the top performer. This result contradicts 

that of sales growth, at which the top ranking portfolio demonstrates mean reversion. The persistence 

diagram shows that the long run level of profit margin is estimated to be 29.45%, which is above the 

industry average, but closely related to its close peer group. This is not unreasonable, as SSO has 

shown high profit margin over several years, which is what the profitability analysis discovered was the 

main driver for its ROIC. It is also expected that margins decrease as the industry matures, and the 

forecasted PM is not too far off its current levels, and thus considered appropriate.  

Although the absolute numbers should be interpreted with caution, this section has information value in 

the sense that it has demonstrated the trends of key financial values. It must be noted that perfect 

variable measurement requires data that is not available on Compustat, and thus, some of the variables 

are measured with an error (Nissim & Penman, 2001). Although the forecasted profit margin numbers 

appear reasonable, the turnover rate appears high for such an asset-heavy company and the low 

industry sales growth from the fade diagram perhaps fails to capture the increasing demand for 

electricity (as outlined in the PESTLE). However, the fade diagrams have generally demonstrated mean 

reversion in the industry linked with SSO’s SIC code.  
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11. Estimation of the term-structure 
Bond rates have been historically low, and not even two years have passed since the 10-year US 

Treasury yield hit the historical lowest point ever of 1.36% (Trading Economics, 2018). Many financial 

professionals are now questioning if these ultra-low rates will stay. Bob Michele, head of fixed income 

for JP Morgan has given his opinion on the matter. He stated that the tools that helped push down rates, 

such as quantitative easing and short-term rate cuts, have done their jobs (Morningstar, 2018). He 

expects rates both in the US and Europe to rise. Thus, a precise estimation of bond rates assumes great 

importance in the current low-rate environment. Based on these arguments, the thesis finds it more 

appropriate to use an estimated term-structure for future calculations.  

Estimation of the term-structure allows a more accurate presentation and analysis of expectations in the 

bond market. In addition, it ensures international comparability of the results which fits SSO’s business 

model as they both compete and own projects in several countries. The term-structure shows the 

relationship between the interest rates and different terms or maturities indicating the market’s 

expectations of interest rates. In a multi-period model, the future cash flow is discounted by 

determining applicable interest rates for future periods. Interest rates for future periods are determined 

by an estimation of the prices of zero-coupon bonds. However, since zero-coupon bonds are not being 

directly traded, the estimation must be based on actively traded government bonds or interest rates 

swaps. The underlying assumption is that these are risk-free. There are several popular methods which 

are appropriate, such as Smoothed Farma-Bliss, McCulloch Cubic Spline, Extended Nelson-Siegel to 

mention a few. The thesis will use the extended Nielson-Siegel as proposed by Bliss (1996). This 

method introduces a modified version of the approximation function developed by Nelson and Siegel in 

1987 (Bliss, 1996). The extended version among other fits the discount rate function directly to bond 

prices.  

𝑟 𝑚 = 	𝛽l +	𝛽M 	
1 − 𝑒L
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Where m is the duration of the bonds and ∅	 ≡ 	 𝛽l, 𝛽M, 𝛽i, 𝜏M, 𝜏i  are parameters that are estimated by 

minimizing the sum of squared errors. The most important parameter is 𝛽l, which is the asymptote of 

the zero-coupon yield curve.   
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𝑀𝑖𝑛	 𝑤c ∗ 	𝜖c i
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cgM

	 

Where the weights are defined in terms of the inverse Macaulay duration and 𝜖M is the error term, i.e. 

the difference between market price and theoretical price. 

Petersen & Plenborg (2012) suggest that the risk-free rate should be based on the same currency as the 

underlying cash flow. However, as mentioned before SSO generates revenue streams in different 

currencies as operations take place in several countries. Because of this, the term-structure is based on 

US government bond, which is a good estimation as it has the highest possible rating from rating 

agencies and therefore reflects a risk-free rate. It is also worth noting that the company is considering 

transferring to a USD company for currency management purposes, as the majority of PPAs are USD 

based or USD indexed (Scatec Solar ASA, 2018a). US treasury bonds are quoted daily both for short 

maturities and for longer maturities. The short-term is included in order to get the most precise yield 

possible. The following estimation for the risk-free yield curve is illustrated below based on data from 

Datastream.  

Figure 29: Estimated Term-Structure 

	

Source: Datastream / Own creation 
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Figure 29 provides a reasonable estimate of the term-structure of interest rates based on US treasury 

bonds. The estimation gives 𝛽l a value of 2.34%, which can be defined as the long-term interest rate. 

The convergence towards the long-term interest rate is shown above.    

Table 5: Estimated Term-Structure Parameters  

 

Source: Datastream / Own creation  

 

12. Estimation of Cost of Capital 
Cost of capital is a central concept in financial analysis and is applied in many different contexts. 

Equity and debt investors to the firm expect a return on their capital as a compensation for the risk they 

assume. However, they require different returns on their investments. Equity holders, who are last to be 

paid, undertake higher risk, and therefore require greater return. On the other hand, debt is less risky 

and creditors have a lower required return. The weighted average cost of capital (WACC) represents all 

capital providers required return, and is calculated as followed:  

𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 =
𝑁𝐼𝐵𝐷

𝑁𝐼𝐵𝐷 + 𝐸𝑄𝑈𝐼𝑇𝑌 ∗ 𝑟4 ∗ 1 − 𝑇𝑎𝑥 +
𝐸𝑄𝑈𝐼𝑇𝑌

𝑁𝐼𝐵𝐷 + 𝐸𝑄𝑈𝐼𝑇𝑌	 ∗ 𝑟x 

WACC is applied as a discount rate in the DCF-and EVA-model in order to derive the net present value 

of future cash flows for SSO. SSO does not have any other securities, such as preferred stock and 

therefore WACC can be applied in its simplest form. SSO has both equity and debt, and therefore a 

rather stable capital structure is assumed. In the following sections, WACC will be determined by 

assessing each component of the formula above, and historical data will be downloaded from 

Datastream.  

12.1. The cost of equity 
The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) is the most recognized method most financial literature 

suggests using when calculating the required return on equity (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). CAPM 

β_0 β_1 β_2 t_1 t_2
0,02335 -0,00904 0,0305 0,43151 17,64442
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consists of three components; the risk-free rate(𝑟y), the equity beta(𝛽x), and the market risk 

premium(𝑟m − 𝑟y). Based on the CAPM, cost of equity is calculated as; 

𝑟x = 𝑟y +	𝛽x ∗ 𝑟m − 𝑟y  

In addition, firm-specific measures can be added. The analysis will include a small firm premium on 

the estimation, which later will be justified. The cost of equity will be modified as;  

𝑟x = 𝑟y +	𝛽x ∗ 𝑟m − 𝑟y + 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙	𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚	𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚 

 

12.1.1. Risk-free rate 
The risk-free rate expresses the return an investor can earn without taking any risk. The best estimate of 

the risk-free rate would be a zero-beta portfolio, tough due to the unpracticality and cost of constructing 

such a portfolio, Petersen & Plenborg (2012) favor the use of government bonds as a proxy. As 

mentioned earlier, the analysis uses a risk-free rate based on a US government bond, which is a good 

estimation as it has the highest possible rating from rating agencies and therefore reflects a risk-free 

rate. The risk-free rate is calculated as 2.34%, which can be defined as the long-term risk-free rate. 

12.1.2. Systematic risk 
The equity beta (𝛽x) measures the covariance between the returns on a stock or portfolio, and the 

return on the market portfolio. In CAPM theory the stock’s expected return is driven by the beta, which 

captures how aligned stock and market movements are (Koller et al., 2010). Damodaran (2012) 

expresses the beta by standardizing the covariance as following; 

𝛽 =
𝐶𝑜𝑣	 𝑟c, 𝑟m
𝑉𝑎𝑟	(𝑟m)

		 

Where a beta greater than 1 tends to be more sensitive than the market. On the other hand, a beta below 

1 will be less volatile than the market. Both a high and low beta have advantages and disadvantages in 

terms of risk. A high beta gives the opportunity of higher returns, and a lower beta reduces the 

volatility during downturns.  
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There are different methods to estimate the beta for CAPM. One common way is to base it on historical 

returns, where a regression between the stock and an index reflecting the market portfolio are 

conducted. The measurement is estimated through regressions of SSO’s excess return against the 

market premium. The choice of excess returns instead of raw returns is due to the consideration of spot 

interest rates varying over the estimated maturity. Furthermore, the analysis will use USD LIBOR 3M 

to ensure consistency with the risk-free rate above. LIBOR 3M is the interest rate that banks are 

charging or receiving when lending or borrowing money to each other for the duration of three months. 

Even though SSO is listed on Oslo Stock Exchange (OSE) and three of the largest investors are 

Norwegian companies, the thesis will not include OSEBX in the regression model. This is mainly due 

to two factors; the fact that SSO is an international company operating in several countries, and 

OSEBX to a large degree being dominated by the oil industry. The regression will be based on other 

international indexes. MSCI World, MSCI Europe and STOXX 600 have been chosen as proxies to the 

market portfolio. S&P 500 has been excluded from the regression as the index has a correlation of 

95,8% with MSCI World (Koller et al., 2010). Daily, weekly and monthly observations on a 

measurement period of 4 years will be considered. The reason is that public data is limited as SSO was 

listed on OSE in 2014. The regressed beta parameters are illustrated below;  

Table 6: Regressed Beta Parameters 

	

Source: Datastream / Own creation  

In order to test CAPM´s assumption of betas being constant, the analysis will further estimate rolling 

betas for the different measurement periods. In the search for any patterns or systematic changes in a 

stock’s return, rolling betas should be graphed (Koller et al., 2010). Koller et al. (2010) recommend 

including at least 60 data points on the basis of monthly observations in the regression. SSO’s monthly 

observations are 41 and do not satisfy this requirement. Thus, monthly will be excluded from the 

Beta	Values	 Daily Weekly Monthly
Proxy 4	Years 4	Years 4	Years
MSCI	World 0,60 0,89 1,16
MSCI	Europe 0,56 0,72 0,82
STOXX	Europe 0,57 0,73 0,80
Average 0,58 0,78 0,93
Total	Average 0,76
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rolling beta calculations. Daily and weekly observations are respectively 890 and 179 between 2014 

and 2018.                                                                                                                                      

Figure 30: Daily Rolling Beta                                       Figure 31: Weekly Rolling Beta 

Source: Datastream / Own creation                                                       Source: Datastream / Own creation 

Figure 30 and 31 interpret that the betas are not constant. In fact, the beta fluctuates from 

approximately -0.7 to 1.8, showing no sign of stability. The rolling beta shows that the three indexes 

follow the same trend. Using an average of all betas in the chosen time-period gives an estimation of;  

Table 7: Average Rolling Beta 

 

Source: Datastream / Own creation  

Koller, et. al (2010) believes that regressions should be based on monthly returns, and that daily and 

weekly can lead to systematic biases. However, as mentioned before SSO does not have enough 

monthly data points, therefore the second-best alternative is using the weekly rolling beta of 0.61. The 

choice of beta is clearly affected by estimation choices of time-period, return interval and indexes. 

Improvement of the estimation can be done through Bloomberg’s smoothening technique, which 

adjusts the beta regression estimates towards the market beta of one. Smoothening moderate volatile 

observations towards the overall average (Koller et al., 2010).  

𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑎 =
1
3 ∗ 1 + 0,61 ∗

2
3 = 0,74 

ROLLING	BETA
Daily Weekly
Total	average 0,55 Total	average 0,61
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The final adjusted beta equals 0.74, which defines SSO with less systematic risk than the market 

portfolio. The justification of a low beta might be SSO´s business model, where contracts secure 

revenue streams on a 20-25 years’ basis, independent of marked movements. This is supported by the 

weekly regression statistics which suggests a <10% R-Squared of SSO and the different indexes. In 

other words, less than 10% of SSO´s risk is attributable to the market, while the rest is firm-specific. 

For a comprehensive regression beta summary see appendix 23 and 24.   

12.1.3. Market Risk Premium 
The market risk premium is defined as the spread between the market’s expected return and returns 

from risk-free investments, (𝑟m − 𝑟y) (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). Since, the expected return cannot 

be observed as a specific number in the market, Petersen & Plenborg (2012) propose two ways of 

estimating the market risk premium; ex-post and ex-ante approach. The first approach is based on 

historical excess returns on stock market 50 to 100 years back in time. The intention is that the 

historical risk premium can be used as an indicator for the future. The second approach uses implied 

equity premiums as proxy for the market risk premium, assuming the market is correctly priced. 

Considering no single model for sizing the market risk premium has gained universal acceptance, the 

thesis will follow Damodaran’s ex-ante estimates which is one of the five most used in the justification 

of the risk premium (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). As mentioned, SSO is operating on an international 

level with a corresponding peer group. Hence, a suitable market risk premium is the one for United 

States. Damodaran (2018) lists an implied equity premium of 5.08%. Thus, the thesis will use a market 

risk premium of 5.08%. 

12.1.4. Small Firm Premium 
The thesis chooses to include a small firm premium to SSO’s cost of equity. The adjustment is based 

on the idea of small capitalized stocks yielding higher risk, but also providing greater returns than large 

capitalized stocks. PWC (2017) conducted a survey in 2017 asking participants if small firm premium 

should be taken into account when calculating cost of equity. The result indicated that 80% of 

Norwegian analysts and economists with experience from the financial and stock market agreed on 

including such premium (PWC, 2017). Including such a small firm premium will have a significant 

impact on the WACC, and accordingly be of big importance in the final valuation. As of the cut-off 

date, SSO had a market cap below NOK 5bn which is the limit to add a small firm premium. A 
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common practice is to add a 3-3.5% premium for small capitalized stocks in emerging markets. 

However, as SSO have good contractual terms with customers which secure long-term revenues, the 

suitable small firm premium falls on 3%.  

12.2. The cost of debt 
The cost of debt refers to the required return of debtholders and consist of the following three variables; 

the risk-free rate, the credit spread (risk premium on debt), and corporate tax rate (Petersen & Plenborg, 

2012). In normal terms the cost of debt is calculated as; 

𝑟4 = 𝑟𝑓 + 𝑟𝑠 ∗ (1 − 𝑇𝑎𝑥) 

The calculation should demonstrate the current cost to the firm of borrowing funds to finance projects 

(Damodaran, 2012). There are multiple ways of calculating the cost of debt, but since SSO does not 

have credit ratings, alternatives are limited. Damodaran (2012) presents two approaches when there no 

rating available to estimate the cost of debt; recent borrowing history and estimating a synthetic rating.  

Looking at the recent borrowing history of SSO, one can predict the types of default spreads being 

charged to the firm and use these interest rates to estimate the cost of debt. SSO’s outstanding debt is 

divided into non-recourse project financing debt from each SPV and a senior unsecured green bond that 

carry an interest rate of NIBOR +4,75% issued in Q4 2017 (Scatec Solar ASA, 2018a). Table 8 

illustrates the respective interest rates and value of long-term debts. 

Table 8: Recent Borrowing History  

 

Source: Scatec Solar ASA 2017b / Own creation 
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Multiplying the interest rates with corresponding weights gives an average interest rate of each debt. 

The sum of these gives a cost of debt of 7.90%.   

The results from the recent borrowing history will be compared with the second alternative of 

estimating cost of debt, namely the estimation of synthetic rating. This method takes the role of a 

ratings agency and assigns a rating to a firm based upon for example the interest coverage ratio 

(Damodaran, 2012). Interest coverage ratio is calculated as;  

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡	𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒	𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝐸𝐵𝐼𝑇

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡	𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 

Based on average EBIT and interest expense over the period of 2014-2017, SSO yields an interest 

coverage ratio of 1.198, which, according to Damodaran, translates to a CC-rating of the company, see 

appendix 27 for Damodaran’s rating list. CC-rating for companies with a market cap below 5bn gives a 

spread of 10.63%. Adding the spread to the risk-free rate calculated earlier, the following cost of debt is 

given 

𝑟4 = 2,34% + 10,63% = 12,97% 

Estimating cost of debt based on synthetic rating has some limitations. One is the method solely 

emphasizes the interest coverage ratio, which can be arbitrary. For example, if the company has 

restructuring costs or a bad year, then the EBIT will significantly affect the interest coverage ratio, 

which in turn gives a biased spread. Furthermore, it does not make sense that the cost of debt is higher 

than the cost of equity. In addition, approximately 90% of the debt is derived from non-recourse 

financing of SPV’s which this method does not take into account. Because of these arguments, the 

thesis will use the method of recent borrowing history as the cost of debt.   

12.3. Tax 
Tax is an essential part of the cost of capital estimation as interest expenses are tax deductible for the 

firm. While the calculation of after-tax cost of debt is relatively simple, multiplying the pre-tax cost by 

(1 − 𝑇𝑎𝑥), the question of which tax rate to use requires knowledge of the corporate tax rate. 

Damodaran (2012) recommends using the marginal tax rate considering interest expenses save taxes at 

the margin. However, as mentioned before SSO has a complex tax structure and uses effective tax 
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rates, as several of the operations are abroad. Figure 32 shows external revenues from each respective 

countries. 

Figure 32: External Revenues by Country 

 

Source: Scatec Solar ASA 2017b / Own creation 

Thus, adjustments are necessary for SSO as revenues are generated globally. The underlying tax rates 

in the companies in operation are in the range of 0%-35% (Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b). The marginal 

tax rate will be based on a revenue-weighted average of all local corporate taxes which SSO operates 

in. The marginal tax rate is calculated to be 25.74% as shown in table 9 below.  

Table 9: Average Marginal Tax Rate 

 

Source: Scatec Solar ASA 2017b / Own creation 

One drawback with this method is the continuously expanding of SSO may add new weights to the 

calculation, and consequently change the revenue-weighted average over time. 
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12.4. Target Capital Structure  
One final step is needed to calculate the WACC, namely target weights to determine the capital 

structure. The weights of debt and equity to enterprise value should be based on market values rather 

than book values as the latter one is sunk cost (Koller et al., 2010). The market value of equity is 

determined easily from publicly traded common stock. Multiplying the share price by shares 

outstanding gives total market capitalization. However, the market value to debt can be difficult to 

obtain as most securities are not traded, making them hard to observe. In such cases, book value is a 

reasonable approximation for the current market value. SSO’s stable non-traded debt from non-

recourse project financing is a satisfying proxy. The WACC should rely on target weights as they will 

reflect the future level throughout the life of SSO (Koller et al., 2010). Table 10 presents D/EV and 

E/EV of respectively 0.52 and 0.48.  

Table 10: Target Capital Structure 

 

Source: Scatec Solar ASA 2017b / Own creation 

12.5. Estimated WACC 
Having calculated each component of the cost of equity and the cost of the debt, along with marginal 

tax rate and the capital structure, the WACC can be computed as;  

Table 11: Estimated WACC  

 

Source: Own creation 
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13. Forecast	
This section performs a valuation analysis of Scatec Solar ASA as per accessible data in annual reports 

up to 1st of March 2018, their current fiscal year. The valuation analysis is commenced by forecasting 

SSO’s financials for the ten upcoming years. Considering the future uncertainty, a ten-year forecasting 

period is recognized as appropriate for the rapidly changing solar industry. The strategic, financial and 

quantitative analysis will serve as the basis for these forecasts, and the authors reserve the right to use 

additional data or relevant information from other sources if required.  

Different approaches can be undertaken in the design of forecast. Some prefer an approach where each 

accounting item is forecasted, whereas other prefer to forecast on key value drivers. The latter is 

favored by Penman (2013), which argues that forecasting on each accounting item will depend on more 

assumptions and not contribute value as a whole. Underlying drivers are looked into, and calculations 

are made upon the most essential value drivers. The financials in question are operating revenue, profit 

margin, and turnover rate. PM and TO are considered the most meaningful drivers of value as both the 

DCF- and EVA model is dependent on NOPAT and invested capital. The quantitative industry analysis 

in section 10 provides a suggestion of the future development of these drivers over time.  

It is important to be aware of subjective opinions and perceptions when making a forecast. Despite 

several assumptions and estimations, the analysis tries to its best ability to build on reliable estimates. 

Albeit the value of the company could deviate with changes in the projected future of the company, the 

analysis intends to rationalize the forecasting and valuation in order to produce an appropriate estimate 

for Scatec Solar ASA. 

13.1. Operating revenue 
As mentioned in the strategic analysis, SSO´s revenue is mainly based on three operating business 

segments: Power Production (PP), Operation & Maintenance (O&M), and Development & 

Construction (D&C). However, PP is the dominating segment accounting for all external revenue and 

is responsible for the largest proportion of recognized revenues in the consolidated income statement. 

Revenues and costs related to O&M and D&C for companies controlled by SSO are eliminated in the 

consolidated income statement. An assessment of future power production will provide the foundation 

of the forecasted operating revenues. Current projects, projects under construction, project backlog, 
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pipeline and opportunities will be considered as the base for the forecast. As of 2017, SSO had the 

following project capacity portfolio; 

Figure 33: Project Capacity Portfolio 

  

Source: Scatec Solar ASA 2017b & 2018a / Own creation 

SSO is subject to currency risk as it operates internationally. Revenues are consolidated in NOK, but 

these are in reality exchanged from foreign currencies such as USD, ZAR, EUR, MYR, BRL and CZK. 

The general policy of the company is not to hedge foreign currency exposures based on long-term cash 

flows the power plant companies (Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b). Thus, SSO’s income statement is 

exposed for fluctuations in exchange rates. However, the analysis assumes that gains and losses from 

the exchange rate spread will be evened out in the long run. The only adjustments initiated is related to 

inflation, which will be discussed further below.  

13.2. Current projects  
Figure 12 depicts the total 2017 MWh production for each plant in SSO’s project portfolio. The graphic 

also shows the MW capacity of each plant, as well as each plant’s production share of the total 

electricity generated by the portfolio.    

Table 12: Total Production  

 

Source: Scatec Solar ASA 2017bcde & 2018a / Own creation 
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These capacity numbers are used to compute the amount of NOK SSO receives per MWh per project, 

i.e. NOK/MWh. This measure is assumed to be constant in 2018. In order to derive the estimated 

revenues for each plant in 2018, annual total production of each plant is multiplied by the NOK/MWh 

for each respective plant. As mentioned earlier in the paper, SSO’s PPAs and FiTs are often inflation 

adjusted. Accordingly, the revenues we derive are adjusted for inflation based on the figures in figure 

(inflation figure below). There is some uncertainty in relation to whether SSO’s current long-term 

contracts will be renewed (Scatec Solar, 2017b), but it is assumed that these are extended. 

Table 13: Inflation rates 

 

Source: Statista  

The 2018 estimates are thus computed for the plants that were in place and operational during 2017. 

SSO have several plants that were under construction in 2017 and are scheduled to be completed in 

different quarters of 2018. These plants are Quantum, Apodi and Los Prados, and their 2018 revenues 

are derived by dividing their annual revenues by four and then multiplying it by the number of quarters 

the plant will be operational and generate revenue in 2018. In subsequent years, their forecast will be 

based on their full annual revenue.  

Table 14: Estimation 2018 

Source: Scatec Solar ASA 2017bcde & 2018a / Own creation 
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13.3. Solar PV Plant Backlog 
The present backlog is composed of projects in Mozambique, Egypt, South Africa, Mali, Honduras and 

Malaysia. This backlog represents an accumulated capacity of 789 MW. According to Scatec Solar 

ASA (2018a), all of these projects are estimated to be completed by 2020. As some of the projects are 

completed and operational in certain quarters of 2019 and some in 2020, the same method used for the 

plants under construction are applied to estimate their revenues, e.g. the Mocuba plant generates 

revenue from Q2 in 2019. Each revenue figure is adjusted for their corresponding inflation rate the year 

after.  

13.4. Pipeline & Opportunities 
The MW capacity from both pipeline projects and opportunities are 745 and 2800 respectively. It is 

important to note that these potential projects have not yet secured any power purchasing agreements, 

but if they are agreed to and planned, they will become backlog. As the last backlog projects are 

completed in 2020, revenues from this the pipeline and opportunities-segment is expected to commence 

in 2021. SSO define pipeline as projects that have more than 50% of probability to be realized, while 

the definition of opportunities is somewhat limited to projects not reached 50% likelihood of financial 

closer (Scatec Solar ASA, 2017b). As the analysis aims to not be overconfident, the probability of 

realization for these projects are 50% and 20% respectively. A calculation of the expected MW is 

calculated by multiplying the potential capacity by its probability of realization. It is assumed that the 

annual capacity added in this segment is based on the average annual capacity added in the UC & 

backlog segment, which is 22.06% annually. As SSO does not disclose any projected annual revenue 

from these projects, it is derived by multiplying the adjusted revenue factor, used in calculating backlog 

revenues, by the expected MW added each year by pipeline and opportunities. The revenues are then 

adjusted for inflation, which is assumed to be a moving average of all the inflation rates from the 

current project portfolio and backlog.  

13.5. Forecasting revenues 
When the previous section is completed, revenues can be forecasted up until 2027. Table 15 illustrates 

all the forecasted revenues for each plant and the pipeline and opportunities-segment up until 2027. The 

table provided serves as a summary of the forecast, which is based on available information from 

annual reports and available macroeconomic numbers, e.g. inflation.  
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Table 15: Forecasted Revenues 10 years 

 

Source: Scatec Solar ASA 2017bcde & 2018a / Own creation 

13.6. Terminal Period 
The terminal period illustrate a steady-state, where all remains constant forever. A long-run growth rate 

of 9.99% was presented in the quantitative industry analysis as an option to the growth in the terminal 

period. However, such high growth rate for all future seems unrealistic since only a handful of firm’s 

may be capable to sustain such growth in the long-run. According to Koller et al. (2010) the terminal 

growth rate cannot be higher than the growth in global economy as a firm cannot grow faster than the 

economy forever. Thus, using McKinsey & Company’s projected global GDP growth is considered a 

suitable proxy. The reported number for 2014-2064 is 2.1% (Manyika et al., 2015). The solar industry 

is a growing industry with strong potential in the future. Some might consider 2.1% as pessimistic. 

NOK	1000 SSO	shareholding 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E
Czech	portfolio 100% 102.958 105.017 107.118 109.260 111.445
Kalkbult 39% 344.390 362.677 382.516 403.554 411.625
Dreunberg 39% 292.184 307.699 324.530 342.379 349.227
Linde 39% 161.023 169.574 178.849 188.686 192.460
ASYV 54% 32.126 32.910 33.611 34.296 34.982
Agua	Fria 40% 116.888 119.740 122.291 124.785 127.281
Jordan 50% 143.154 146.647 149.770 152.826 155.882
Quantum 49% 145.710 298.443 305.308 312.849 319.106
Apodi	 50% 119.822 249.662 260.098 270.632 276.045
Los	Prados 70% 12.944 53.038 54.168 55.273 56.379
Mocuba 52% 44.379 60.432 61.665 62.898
Segou 51% 12.204 48.818 49.843 50.840
Los	Prados	II 70% 26.627 27.194 27.749 28.304
Aswan 51% 591.716 603.787 615.863
Upington 42% 381.657 401.732 409.767
RedSol 100% 59.172 60.633 61.846
Pipeline+opportunities 56% 314.990 649.525
Segment	overhead -127 -172 -276 -314 -349
Total	segment 1.471.073 1.928.446 3.086.971 3.514.625 3.913.124

NOK	1000 SSO	shareholding 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E
Czech	portfolio 100% 113.674 115.948 118.267 120.632 123.045
Kalkbult 39% 434.264 458.149 483.347 509.931 537.978
Dreunberg 39% 368.434 388.698 410.076 432.630 456.425
Linde 39% 203.045 214.213 225.994 238.424 251.537
ASYV 54% 35.706 36.446 37.200 37.970 38.756
Agua	Fria 40% 129.916 132.605 135.350 138.152 141.011
Jordan 50% 159.109 162.403 165.764 169.196 172.698
Quantum 49% 327.179 335.457 343.944 352.645 361.567
Apodi	 50% 287.362 299.144 311.409 324.177 337.468
Los	Prados 70% 57.546 58.737 59.953 61.194 62.460
Mocuba 52% 64.200 65.529 66.885 68.270 69.683
Segou 51% 51.948 53.080 54.238 55.420 56.628
Los	Prados	II 70% 28.890 29.488 30.098 30.721 31.357
Aswan 51% 628.611 641.623 654.905 668.461 682.299
Upington 42% 431.525 454.439 478.570 503.982 530.743
RedSol 100% 63.410 65.015 66.660 68.346 70.075
Pipeline+opportunities 56% 1.004.612 1.381.199 1.780.268 2.202.855 2.650.036
Segment	overhead -392 -437 -484 -534 -587
Total	segment 4.389.041 4.891.735 5.422.444 5.982.473 6.573.182
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However, the competition and volatility in the industry support the rationale of being conservative. 

Therefore, the terminal period is assumed to start from 2027E and to have a growth rate of 2.1%.  

13.7. Profit Margin 
The quantitative industry analysis predicted that the long-run profit margin of SSO is around 29.45%. 

As previously discussed, this is considered a suitable long-term level, and it is fairly aligned with the 

historical profit margins calculated in the profitability analysis, which had a quarterly average of 

26.65%. Paired with the findings from the strategic analysis, i.e. that the industry will have increasing 

demand and less expensive and efficient equipment in the coming years, it appears very reasonable. 

However, there are some caveats to keep in mind. As the industry reaches maturity and solar PV 

becomes increasingly competitive, at which point incentive schemes, such as FiTs and PPAs, may 

become less and less common. Thus, it is expected that industry gains, from the increasing electricity 

demand, will be offset by the cessation of incentives and support schemes, as well as higher 

competition. However, as technological advancements are expected to yield more efficient equipment, 

one can assume that maintenance and costs associated with installments will also decrease.  

To determine the long-run PM levels, the results from the quantitative industry analysis, 29.45%, will 

be used. This represents an appropriate long-run estimation of PM for SSO.  

13.8. Turnover rate  

According to the quantitative industry analysis, the forecasted long-run level of TO is flattening out at 

0.449. This is a far cry from the current and recent TO levels calculated in the profitability analysis. 

The peer group average from the profitability analysis ranges from 0.05 to 0.1, which is aligned with 

the theory from Petersen & Plenborg (2012), stating that asset-heavy companies tend to have low TOs. 

The current TO is very low, and although it is expected to increase as solar technology advancements 

improves efficiency, which in turn might decrease invested capital in each project and thus increase 

TO. The fact still remains that SSO is an asset-heavy company with major investments in plants, and 

albeit an increase in TO is expected. However, it is not expected that the long run levels will increase 

as dramatically as suggested by the quantitative industry analysis. The TO from the quantitative 

analysis will be applied, but adjusted to better fit the findings of the strategic analysis. Ceteris paribus, 

an assumption of a 5% reduction in each year’s TO is made. 
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13.9. Equity attributed to SSO 
SSO enter partnerships with financial investors when developing solar power plants, leading to material 

non-controlling interest of shareholders. Accordingly, a proportion of the profit is allocated to the 

financial investors. As SSO gives minimal information to value the non-controlling interests, an 

average of non-controlling ownership based on current and future projects is assumed. Estimating 

SSO’s total average ownership over the projects is essential for two reasons. Firstly, one can predict 

how much average ownership SSO carry on future projects, which is calculated to be 56% of the 

pipeline and opportunities. Secondly, the valuation of SSO is dependent on how much of the average 

total equity is attributed to SSO as of today, which is calculated to be 52% of all current projects. 

Considering the uncertainty of the pipeline and opportunities, as well as backlogs have previously been 

postponed, the attributed share to SSO is assumed to be fairly distributed. As long as this measurement 

covers both current and future projects, it is assumed that the ratio is representative for the full 

valuation period.     

14. Valuation 
The objective of the thesis has until now been focused on obtaining a comprehensive understanding of 

SSO and the industry it operates in. When theory has been limited, own assumptions about SSO’s 

forecast has been conducted based on the strategic, quantitative- and financial analysis. Now, the aim is 

to perform a fundamental valuation analysis based on these set of findings. Several valuation 

approaches can be used to predict a reasonable value for SSO. The thesis chooses to use a present value 

approach supported by the discounted cash flow (DCF) model and economic value added (EVA) 

model. By using two or more approaches the analysis will ensure that the valuation is valid, and further 

does not contain any technical errors (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). The different present value 

approaches are theoretically equivalent, and should accordingly yield identical value estimates as long 

as it relies on the same inputs (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). In addition, a relative valuation approach 

based on multiples will give the findings from the present value approach extra soundness. The 

multiple valuation is popular among practitioners due to its simplicity and comparability. The valuation 

is based on the forecast calculated in the previous section and will to its best ability try to estimate a 

share price for SSO. However, predicting a share price is difficult and does not often reflect the 

underlying risk of the company. Therefore, it is important to be vigilant when interpreting the given 

share price. The valuation will be complemented with sensitivity- and scenario analysis, which gives 
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the reader an understanding of the impact on estimated value based on changes in different assumptions 

and scenarios.  

14.1. Discounted Cash Flow model 
The discounted cash flow model is the most popular of the present value approaches among 

practitioners, and estimates the intrinsic value of a firm based on future cash flows of the firm 

discounted by the weighted average cost of capital (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). The enterprise value 

approach has been chosen, which determine SSO’s value on the free cash flow to the firm (FCFF). 

Following Penman (2013) the FCFF is calculated as NOPAT minus the change in invested capital. The 

FCFF is used as input in a two-staged discounted cash flow model; 

𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒	𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒l = 	
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The model is divided in two periods; the forecasting horizon and the terminal period. The output from 

the valuation indicates if SSO is over- or undervalued compared to the cut-off date based on 

assumptions made in the thesis. The results from the DCF-model are shown below in table 16.  

Table 16: DCF-Model 

 

Source: Petersen & Plenborg 2012 / Own creation 

The negative FCFF in 2020 is due to substantial investments in the new plants Aswan, Upington and 

RedSol, which is assumed to account for more than half of the forecasted MW that will be realized in 

the analyzed period. This is the reason why a large portion of the present value of FCFF in the 

forecasting horizon is eaten up, making the value very low compared to the value of FCFF in the 
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terminal period. Therefore, the sensitivity- and scenario analysis in the next section will come in handy 

to assess the results from the DCF-Model as the modest adjustments of the key financial value inputs 

will have a significant impact on the share price. The negative FCFF also indicates that SSO is 

dependent on substantial financing in order to continue the growth outlook for the future. However, the 

strategic analysis presented SSO’s strengths of both solid partnerships and the concept of SPVs, which 

helps them raise the required funds to be in line with the growth strategy.  

To obtain the estimated market value of equity it is necessary to deduct the market value of net interest-

bearing debt from the calculated enterprise value. Furthermore, SSO is only entitled to 52% of the 

equity share, therefore the value is adjusted for the non-controlling interests of 48%. SSO´s estimated 

market value of equity is then divided by the number of outstanding shares to get the share price of 

NOK 58.41. This suggests an upside of 36.31% compared to the real share price of NOK 42.85 on 

March 1st 2018. 

14.2. Economic Value Added model 
In recent years, excess return approaches like the Economic Value Added (EVA) model has gained 

increasing attention from practitioners (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). In comparison to the DCF-model 

that favors cash flow data, the EVA-model rely on accrual accounting data. As mentioned above, the 

two models yield the exact same value despite this difference. According to Petersen & Plenborg 

(2012) the EVA is calculated as;  

𝐸𝑉𝐴l = 𝑁𝑂𝑃𝐴𝑇 −𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙0LM 

The EVA-model determines the enterprise value by taking the invested capital and adding the present 

value of all future EVAs. The EVA is used as an input in the two-staged model;  

𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒	𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒l = 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑	𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙l +
𝐸𝑉𝐴0
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The model consists of three parts; the invested capital from the last fiscal year, the present value of 

EVAs in the forecast horizon and the present value of EVAs in the terminal period (Petersen & 

Plenborg, 2012). The results from the EVA-model are shown in table 17 below. 
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Table 17: EVA-Model 

 

Source: Petersen & Plenborg 2012 / Own creation 

Not surprisingly, the EVA-model yields the same share price as the DCF-model of NOK 58.41 and an 

upside of 36.31% compared to the share price of NOK 42,85 on March 1st 2018. The same assumptions 

and adjustments are accounted for in the EVA-model as in the DCF-model in the calculations. 

However, the present value of terminal period is now significantly smaller and accounts only for 49% 

of the estimated value of enterprise. According to Petersen & Plenborg (2012) the difference is rooted 

in the model using invested capital as a base and only add excess returns. Accordingly, the EVA-model 

particularly measures if SSO is traded above or below its book value of invested capital.   

14.3. Relative valuation 
A valuation that is based on multiples differs from one that is based on the present value approach. This 

approach creates a comparison of financial parameters between the company in question and its peers. 

Analysts frequently apply this method, commending it for its speed and simplicity. In contrast to this, 

Petersen & Plenborg (2012) state that conducting a relative valuation of high quality could prove 

cumbersome, as accounting policies may differ and special items need to be accounted for. Both the 

EVA- and DCF-model build on the forecasts in the previous section, and therefore follow these 

predictions to a high degree. Conversely, a relative valuation approach is based on book and market 

values, and thus makes a good contrast to the other aforementioned models.  
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According to Petersen & Plenborg (2012), certain multiples are used to estimate the total enterprise 

value, while some are used to value equity, e.g. price to equity or market to book ratio. Both types of 

multiples are applied in this section in order to get a comprehensive overview. The figure 34 illustrates 

the pros and cons of each multiple. 

Figure 34: Multiples  

 

Source: Petersen & Plenborg 2012 / Own creation 
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Ideally, all firms included in a multiple analysis ought to have identical economic characteristics, 

outlook, and accounting policies, as well as excluding non-recurring items. Multiples used to value 

equity require that the firms included in the analysis have the same level of growth, cost of capital and 

profitability. Moreover, a valuation built on the EV/EBIT multiple ought to be composed of companies 

with identical tax rates, which could be challenging when an international sample group is used 

(Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). An EV/EBITDA valuation requires that the expected depreciation rate 

stays constant across the sample. Petersen and Plenborg (2012) acknowledge that these requirements 

are not always fulfilled. At last, a valuation that depends on EV/Revenue requires that the analyzed 

peer group have the same EBITDA-margin. Nevertheless, the same authors state that all these 

requirements are often not met in the real world, and with these limitations in mind, it is important to 

not blindly accept the results as the one and only truth. In accordance with Petersen & Plenborg (2012) 

and Liu et al (2002), expected values for 2018 are applied, as these on average yield results of higher 

accuracy.   

Current and expected multiples for 2018 are sourced from the Thomson One Banker database. The peer 

group from the profitability analysis is used, but expanded to ensure a more representative mean (the 

three close peers had a wide spread in values). The companies added all share SSO’s SIC code. The 

peer values are used to compute a harmonic mean, which Baker and Ruback (1999) claims generates a 

more accurate result than other variations of the mean. This information is used to calculate the stock 

price based on each multiple and an average stock price.  

Tables 18: Multiples 

Source: Thomson One Banker / Own creation 

2017 E2018 2017 E2018 2017 E2018 2017 E2018 2017 E2018
INNERGEX 12,09 10,00 16,34 14,35 29,03 23,20 5,17 2,45 64,88 37,19
NORTHLAND 8,40 7,62 11,28 13,01 17,65 15,48 5,98 3,60 27,32 17,51
FIRST	SOLAR 1,51 1,87 12,95 13,92 19,50 27,45 1,38 1,24 29,05 37,66
ETRION 8,43 13,71 4,50 40,61 5,90 73,50 7,40 3,76 3,01 3,22
ENCAVIS 10,01 9,07 11,02 11,97 22,36 20,01 1,39 1,30 32,10 19,04
TRANSALTA	RENEWABLES 9,60 9,22 20,40 9,83 43,62 18,76 1,55 1,43 349,61 13,81
MEDIAN 8,40 7,62 12,11 13,47 19,50 23,20 3,36 2,45 30,58 37,19
MEAN 8,34 8,58 12,75 17,28 23,01 29,73 3,81 2,30 84,33 21,41
HARMONIC	MEAN 2,53 5,67 10,19 14,01 15,81 22,99 2,32 1,86 13,25 10,99
SSO 9,00 7,78 8,47 10,19 10,70 14,53 3,94 4,51 14,90 110,93

Enterprise	value-based	multiples Equity	value-based	multiples
EV/Sales EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT Price/Book P/E
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SSO’s EV/Sales (7.78) multiple exceeds both the median and the harmonic mean (5.67), which 

indicates that the company is currently overvalued or have better prospects than its peers. In contrast to 

this, SSO’s EV/EBIT multiple (14.53) is below both the harmonic mean (22.99) and the median of its 

peers. This indicates that SSO is on average approximately 40% less expensive compared to its 

industry peers. This implies that SSO is undervalued in comparison or has worse prospects (Petersen & 

Plenborg, 2012). The subpar values in the EV/EBITDA multiple also points to the same conclusion.  

The equity-based P/B multiple, which is above the harmonic mean, suggests the opposite of 

EV/EBITDA and EV/EBIT; that SSO is overvalued. This multiple is expected to exceed that of all 

peers in 2018, which implies an excellent ability of generating value for equity holders. Lastly, the P/E 

multiple indicates what investors are willing to pay for the company’s earnings. SSO P/E multiple is 

expected to greatly exceed that of its peers and the harmonic mean in 2018. This suggests that investors 

are willing to pay more for SSO’s earnings, and thus expecting the company to have better growth 

possibilities than its peers. The expected 2018 P/E is substantially higher than the 2017 number, and 

this might be explained by the completion of three new plants (Apodi, Los Prados and Quantum) in 

2018, as well as the expectations of new plants in the pipeline and backlog, e.g. the PPA for the 400 

MW Egyptian plant was signed in Q2 2017, which could have boosted investors’ faith in SSO’s growth 

possibilities.  

According to Petersen & Plenborg (2012) multiples are also used to predict stock prices and serve as a 

complement to the PV approach. The table below illustrates stock prices based on the different 

multiples as well as an average. 

Table 19: Stock prices based on multiples 

Source: Thomson One Banker / Own creation 

Unsurprisingly, The EV/Sales multiple, which suggested that SSO is overvalued, yields a low share 

price of 25.48. The two other enterprise based multiples, EV/EBITDA and EV/EBIT, yield a stock 

2017 E2018 2017 E2018 2017 E2018 2017 E2018 2017 E2018
Stock	price	(harmonic) -16,617 25,48191 53,63792 92,72405 62,83544 114,2751 30,8007 24,67398 7,157383 5,933589
Average	S	(harmonic) 52,62
Harmonic	S	range	(min/max) 5,93 114,28

Enterprise	value-based	multiples Equity	value-based	multiples
EV/Sales EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT Price/Book P/E
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price that points in the same direction as the DCF and EVA models. In contrast with EV/Sales, this 

multiple also accounts for costs, as well as excluding the effect of discrepancies in depreciation and tax 

rates. This yields a result that is more accurate, as these accounting items can vary between companies. 

In terms of equity-based multiples, P/B provides a low stock price, implying that SSO is characterized 

as having a higher market-to-book value than that of the peer group. Lastly, the P/E multiple yields a 

very low stock price of NOK 5.93. 

In conclusion, this analysis establishes that SSO is, at the current time, undervalued with a considerable 

spread with an average price of NOK 52.62.   

15. Sensitivity analysis 
As specified earlier, the results from the fundamental valuation analysis are influenced by subjective 

assessments and assumptions. The importance of obtaining an understanding of how small changes in 

key value drivers affects the company’s estimated value was emphasized in the previous section. This 

is essential as the fundamental valuation analysis depends on the projected forecast, which is associated 

with uncertainty. Therefore, a valuation should according to Petersen & Plenborg (2012) always be 

accompanied by a sensitivity analysis that assesses the valuation consequences of changing some of the 

key value drivers. The sensitivity analysis is a helpful tool to stress the subjective assumptions and 

measures made in the analysis to see how the share price changes.  

Through the strategic analysis, the key value drivers that became evident for SSO is the strong backlog 

and pipeline, as well as the future opportunities. The realization of each one is of big importance for the 

changes in share price. In the financial analysis key value drivers for SSO have been identified as sales 

growth, profit margin, turnover rate, WACC and the terminal growth rate. PM and TO is recognized as 

the most meaningful drivers of value in the forecast as both the DCF- and EVA model is dependent on 

NOPAT and invested capital. In addition, the WACC should be considered as it is a critical part in both 

models. It was mentioned in the previous section that the terminal period accounted for a large portion 

of the estimated value of enterprise in the DCF-model. In this section, the sensitivity analysis will 

elaborate on the impact of the growth rate in the terminal period to the share price by changing the 

growth rate.   
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SSO is contingent on realizing both pipeline and opportunities in the future to be able to carry out the 

growth strategy. As mentioned in the PESTLE, SSO experienced a fall of opportunities in Brazil due to 

their contraction in the national economy causing a decline in the electricity demand. Therefore 

examining how dependent the share price is on each project being realized is material. Table 19 

visualize the share price´s sensitiveness. 

Table 19: Sensitivity of Pipeline and Opportunities 

 

Source: Own creation 

In the forecast, the probability of pipeline and opportunities being realized is as estimated by SSO, 

namely 50% and 20% respectively. The most realistic scenarios range between 40%-60% for pipeline 

and 15%-25% for the opportunities. This yield a spread of 19% in share price which indicates relative 

dependency on each project to be realized.  

PM and TO are greatly emphasized throughout the financial analysis and it is debated on the validity of 

these assumptions. Since both ratios vary throughout the forecast, the analysis chooses to focus on the 

long-run and terminal period as these values yield constant ratios. Table 20 illustrates the sensitivity of 

share price related to changes in PM and TO. 
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Table 20: Sensitivity of PM and TO  

 

Source: Own creation 

It is noted that the share price is relatively sensitive to PM and TO as the combination between changes 

have a great impact on the estimated value of enterprise. Solely, in the realistic scenario the share price 

yield a spread of 64%. This result indicates the importance of criticizing the output of the diverse 

analysis to obtain a comprehensive understanding of what impact different assumptions will have on 

the estimated enterprise value of SSO. TO was strategically adjusted as the high TO would have given 

a too optimistic share price. 

Table 21 presents how the combination of changes in terminal growth rate and WACC affects the 

estimated share price from NOK 45,79 to NOK 76,59 in a realistic scenario. It became evident in the 

DCF-model that the terminal period constituted a significant percentage of the estimated enterprise 

value. The outcome of the sensitivity analysis supports the idea of SSO being sensitive to changes in 

the terminal growth rate. In a realistic scenario the share price has a spread of 14% based on a change 

of +/- 0,5% in the terminal growth rate, all else remaining constant.   
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Table 21: Sensitivity of Terminal Growth Rate and WACC 

 

Source: Own creation	

However, the largest impact on share price stems from the changes in WACC. A slight change of +/- 

0,5% in WACC yields a spread of 46% from NOK 45,79 to NOK 76,59. Therefore, it is valuable 

information to look at the underlying assumptions that determine the WACC. Both market- and 

company-specific aspects play a role in the estimation of WACC. By adjusting the diverse components 

that the WACC relies on as in table 22, it is possible to increase the understanding of the different 

values given in the analysis.  

Table 22: Adjustment of underlying assumption  

 

Source: Own creation 

Table 22 shows different adjustments to the WACC and the corresponding changes in the estimated 

share price. It is clear that each factor has an impact on share price, if all else is equal. Again, the 

necessity to stress the importance of the sensitivity analysis is material. The findings reveal how 

sensitive the share price is to changes in key value drivers of SSO. This may indicate some uncertainty 

based on assumptions made throughout the various analyses. However, one essential finding is the 

measures shows commonly an upside of SSO’s share price. In spite of the analysis being fairly 
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conservative throughout the paper, the sensitivity analysis shows that the final share price would still 

have been higher than the current share price in most cases. It is fair to conclude that the results from 

the fundamental valuation analysis is exposed to uncertainty, but there is less uncertainty associated 

with the upside potential of SSO’s share price.    

16. Scenario analysis 
A forecast is an essential part of a valuation, but the future is notoriously unpredictable. In order to 

account for the potential outcomes the future presents, Koller (2010) urges analysts to make financial 

projections contingent on different scenarios. These scenarios ought to express a diverse set of 

assumptions in regards to future macroeconomic, industry or business developments.   

Scenario 1: The PESTLE analysis established that South Africa has endured a turbulent political 

climate as of late, and as the majority of SSO’s current power production capacity (45%) is situated in 

the country, its valuation is highly dependent on these power plants. In the event that this political and 

economic turbulence continues, it could, in a worst-case scenario, result in loss of the current contracts, 

rendering these revenue streams obsolete. In this scenario, SSO would lose revenue streams from 

Kalkbult, Linde, and Dreunberg, as well as future revenue from the Upington plant and potential 

opportunities. The worst case effect of a political shift is estimated to result in a share price of NOK 

34.24, which represents a 20.10% downside from the share price of the cut-off date. However, violating 

the current PPAs is an extreme outcome that is considered to have a low probability. A more moderate 

scenario could be South Africa honoring the current PPAs, but a policy change leading them to cancel 

future contracts. In this scenario, SSO would lose the future revenue streams for Upington, resulting in 

a reduced share price of NOK 54.18, reducing the upside to 26.45%. This scenario is more likely, and 

its probability is considered medium to low. One could also speculate that such an event would have 

knock-on effects, e.g. brand equity damage, but this is difficult to quantify and outside of the scope.  

Scenario 2: The PESTLE analysis also discovered SSO’s dependency on scarce resources such as 

silicon and silver. Silicon has virtually no substitutes and is crucial in the production of modules. The 

module prices could increase as a result of a silicon shortage, and thus hamper SSO’s profitability. As 

outlined earlier, the industry has also experienced great technological advancements, and if a substitute 

to silicon would be found, module prices, and consequently LCOE, could potentially decrease. Based 
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on this, two scenarios are created in addition to the estimated base case. Ceteris paribus, the scenarios 

are based on the assumption that the forecasted profit margin decreases by 5% on average until the end 

of the analyzed period in the pessimistic scenario, and an increase of 5% in every year forecasted in the 

optimistic scenario. The pessimistic outcome yields a stock price of NOK 36.34, which represents a 

15.19% downside from the market value, while the optimistic case yields an upside of 80.82% or a 

stock price of NOK 80.48. However, silicon shortages have happened before, and is, therefore, 

considered more likely than a substitute input being found in the near future. 

Scenario 3: As mentioned in the PESTLE, Brazil once experienced an economic recession, which 

resulted in all renewable auctions being terminated. With this cautionary tale in mind, an extreme 

scenario is examined. If the global economy fell into a long-lasting depression, we assume that all 

future pipeline and opportunities would not be realized, thus rendering their probability to 0%. A long-

term boom period is assumed to increase their probability of realization by 20% each (to 70% and 40% 

respectively). The pessimistic outcome yields a stock price of NOK 36.82, which represents a 14.07% 

downside from the market value, while the optimistic case yields an upside of 74.63%, or a stock price 

of NOK 74.83.  

Table 23: Outcome of the Different Scenarios 

	

Source: Own creation	

Outcome Complete	turmoil Partial	turmoil No	turmoil
Scenario	1
Cancellation	of	South	African	projects 100% 50% 0%
Stock	price 34,24 54,18 58,41
Upside/downside	 -20,09% 26,44% 36,31%
Outcome Pessimistic Base Optimistic
Scenario	2
Profit	margin	affected	by	silicon/tech -5% 0% 5%
Stock	price 36,34																										 58,41 80,48
Upside/downside	 -15,19% 36,31% 87,82%
Scenario	3
Pipeline	affected	by	global	economy -100% 0% 20%
Stock	price 36,82 58,41 74,83
Upside/downside	 -14,07% 36,31% 74,63%
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The scenario analysis has outlined three different scenarios that are based on the findings from the 

strategic analysis. The different outcomes are not intended as a precise prediction of the future, but 

rather as a way to explore how the stock price could be affected by different events, and give investors 

more insight and perspective 

17. Conclusion  
The aim of this thesis has been to identify Scatec Solar’s fair equity value of March 1st 2018. In order 

to ensure a reliable result, comprehensive strategic, financial and quantitative analyses of the solar PV 

industry have been conducted.  

The strategic analysis identified an expanding industry reliant on policy support and characterized by 

high capital intensity. Competition within the industry is characterized as high, with PV companies 

fiercely competing in auctions to win the FiT or PPA contracts they rely on. The industry faces 

competition from substitutes, both renewable and non-renewable. However, LCOE has decreased by 

58% between 2010 and 2015, and is expected to continue its decline. Additionally, PV technology’s 

increasing efficiency and the rising global population growth bodes well for the future. There are still 

large parts of the global population that lack access to electricity or to renewable resources, and with 

the ever-pressing concern of air and water pollution, manifested by local and international regulations 

motivated by a greener future, the industry is expected to continue to expand.  

SSO has proved that it excels in navigating this highly competitive industry. Their internal capabilities 

match the majority of the industry key success factors that were identified. They have a healthy 

portfolio of long-term contracts, ensuring a steady and predictable revenue stream. In addition to this, 

they have a healthy backlog and have identified multiple opportunities for future projects. Their 

integrated value chain provides customers with a “one-stop-shop” to a solar PV power plant, which 

makes them an attractive player in the industry. Moreover, their focus on local value creation and their 

powerful partnerships are identified as sources of sustained competitive advantage.  

The financial analysis indicated that SSO’s ROIC was above its peer group average and was mainly 

driven by a high PM. The quantitative industry analysis was applied in order to identify appropriate 

industry growth levels, which later served as important input to the forecasting section. Due to 

uncertainty in the market regarding the inputs of WACC, the majority of its components were 
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calculated. This was considered important as it was instrumental to the final share price result, given its 

extreme sensitivity to changes in WACC. 

The thesis provided valuable insights in order to create robust and prudent forecasts for plant 

construction, price per MWh and costs. The forecasts, which were based on the findings in the 

strategic, profitability and quantitative industry analysis, served as the basis for the present value 

models in the valuation part. In addition to deriving a stock price from the DCF and EVA model, a 

multiple analysis was conducted to serve as a sanity check for the previous estimates. Additionally, a 

sensitivity analysis was carried out to highlight the share price’s sensitivity to changes in completed 

backlog and opportunities, profit margin, turnover rate, terminal growth rate, WACC and its 

components. Lastly, an exploration of three scenarios, based on findings from the strategic analysis, 

was conducted to examine how this would affect the share price. 

In conclusion, it is important to consider all of the estimates derived in the analysis, but emphasis has 

been put on the present value models. Nevertheless, the analysis as a whole suggests that Scatec Solar 

ASA’s share price is NOK 58.41 on the 1st of March 2018, which represents an upside of 36.31% in 

comparison to the closing price on the same date. 

18. Thesis in Perspective  
It has proven unfeasible to discuss all the elements to consider of a valuation in this thesis. Therefore, 

this section is dedicated to addressing matters that could have been fascinating to explore further. 

After completing our analysis and writing the thesis itself, we have attained a comprehensive 

understanding of the renewable energy sector, and the solar industry in particular. In retrospect, novel 

perspectives regarding the thesis have developed. The solar PV power industry is characterized as 

extremely capital-intensive, and emphasis should be put on the cost of building the plants themselves. 

Unfortunately, Scatec Solar do not make these numbers public for their SPVs. Consequently, this 

valuation is largely based on educated assumptions. Another way of executing our analysis would have 

been to examine each individual project in their portfolio in closer detail. Being able to use these 

undisclosed figures would be of great value in deriving more accurate estimates. This could help us 

better understand each project’s risk, which would be of great aid in calculating an individual WACC 

for each project, and subsequently conduct a sum-of-the-parts valuation. As seen in the sensitivity 
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analysis, the share price is extremely sensitive to changes in WACC, so full access to each project 

would enable us to estimate a more accurate share price. However, quantifying risk could also prove 

complicated. 

In the thesis, we assumed that foreign exchange rate fluctuations would be neutral in the long run. In 

light of today’s political climate and recent events, it could be interesting to examine how a devaluation 

of the dollar would affect SSO’s share price. However, this would require us to not have taken that 

assumption earlier. In retrospect, it would have been an interesting feature to add. Additionally, a more 

thorough investigation of the only part of the value chain Scatec Solar has not integrated would be 

interesting as the company has no R&D expenditure. It would be interesting to investigate why they 

have not integrated this part, or if an acquisition of such a company would make sense strategically, 

and how this would impact the share price.  

Despite the fact that the thesis is based only on publicly available information, we are certain that the 

outcome and results of the analysis are sound. We do, however, acknowledge that more robust results 

could have been obtained if the matters above were thoroughly investigated.  
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Appendix 1: Consolidated income statement 

 

 

 

 

CONSOLIDATED	FINANCIALS Q1	2014 Q2	2014 Q3	2014 Q4	2014 Q1	2015 Q2	2015 Q3	2015 Q4	2015
NOK	THOUSAND

External	revenues 56.708										 92.739										 130.550								 175.100								 225.358								 184.895								 202.345								 255.100								
Internal	revenues
Net	gain/(loss)	from	sale	of	project	assets 18																		 -1.121											 243																 18.254										 2.585												 11.543										
Net	income/(loss)	from	associated	companies -109														 -140														 -1.944											 1.010												 -587														 -188														 -90																	
Total	revenues	and	other	income 56.617										 91.478										 128.849								 194.364								 224.771								 187.292								 202.255								 266.643								
Cost	of	sales
Gross	profit 56.617										 91.478										 128.849								 194.364								 224.771								 187.292								 202.255								 266.643								
Personnel	expenses -13.834								 -16.443								 -20.078								 -19.331								 -18.457								 -15.116								 -18.000								 -18.970								
Other	operating	expenses -13.660								 -23.077								 -29.933								 -42.067								 -28.583								 -25.935								 -25.098								 -32.411								
EBITDA 29.123										 51.958										 78.838										 132.966								 177.731								 146.241								 159.157								 215.262								
Depreciation,	amortisation	and	impairment -19.050								 -16.705								 -27.417								 -38.687								 -38.946								 -38.100								 -46.100								 -52.463								
Operating	profit	(EBIT) 10.073										 35.253										 51.421										 94.279										 138.785								 108.141								 113.057								 162.799								
Financial	expenses -771														 -3.935											 -38.542								 -88.200								 -66.016								 -78.538								 -86.884								 -71.692								
Profit	before	income	tax 9.302												 31.318										 12.879										 6.079												 72.769										 29.603										 26.173										 91.107										
Income	tax	(expense)/benefit 486																 -4.883											 -5.441											 -1.224											 -25.751								 -8.278											 -17.803								 -32.138								
Profit/(loss)	for	the	period 9.788												 26.435										 7.438												 4.855												 47.018										 21.325										 8.370												 58.969										

Profit/(loss)	attributable	to:
Equity	holders	of	the	parent -9.724											 8.170												 -5.376											 -10.994								 19.496										 18.598										 3.253												 26.313										
Non-controlling	interests 19.512										 18.265										 12.814										 15.849										 27.522										 2.727												 5.117												 32.656										

9.788												 26.435										 7.438												 4.855												 47.018										 21.325										 8.370												 58.969										

CONSOLIDATED	FINANCIALS Q1	2016 Q2	2016 Q3	2016 Q4	2016 Q1	2017 Q2	2017 Q3	2017 Q4	2017
NOK	THOUSAND

External	revenues 228.238								 214.377								 280.735								 289.588								 276.549								 278.981								 279.701								 285.821								
Internal	revenues
Net	gain/(loss)	from	sale	of	project	assets 207																 1.411												 73.787										 375.215								 2.606												
Net	income/(loss)	from	associated	companies -584														 -2.418											 -116														 -242														 -271														 -128														 2																					 -6.974											
Total	revenues	and	other	income 227.861								 213.370								 280.619								 363.126								 276.278								 278.853								 654.918								 281.453								
Cost	of	sales
Gross	profit 227.861								 213.370								 280.619								 363.126								 276.278								 278.853								 654.918								 281.453								
Personnel	expenses -23.296								 -23.673								 -20.506								 -18.724								 -20.505								 -23.940								 -23.433								 -26.795								
Other	operating	expenses -39.383								 -37.138								 -38.425								 -50.767								 -33.486								 -37.885								 -36.958								 -47.210								
EBITDA 165.182								 152.559								 221.688								 293.635								 222.287								 217.028								 594.527								 207.448								
Depreciation,	amortisation	and	impairment -58.611								 -59.600								 -68.138								 -83.734								 -61.985								 -65.978								 -60.252								 -59.843								
Operating	profit	(EBIT) 106.571								 92.959										 153.550								 209.908								 160.302								 151.050								 534.275								 147.605								
Financial	expenses -141.144						 -86.972								 -141.498						 -94.443								 -122.530						 -151.748						 -122.490						 -135.579						
Profit	before	income	tax -34.573								 5.987												 12.052										 115.465								 37.772										 -698														 411.785								 12.026										
Income	tax	(expense)/benefit 11.623										 -462														 -866														 -38.705								 -6.732											 2.179												 -5.000											 -13.422								
Profit/(loss)	for	the	period -22.950								 5.525												 11.186										 76.760										 31.040										 1.481												 406.785								 -1.396											

Profit/(loss)	attributable	to:
Equity	holders	of	the	parent -46.155								 4.595												 -1.138											 46.234										 3.630												 -12.660								 382.996								 -34.870								
Non-controlling	interests 23.205										 930																 12.324										 30.526										 27.410										 14.141										 23.789										 33.474										

-22.950								 5.525												 11.186										 76.760										 31.040										 1.481												 406.785								 -1.396											
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Appendix 2: Analytical income statement 

 

NOK	THOUSAND Q1	2014 Q2	2014 Q3	2014 Q4	2014 Q1	2015 Q2	2015 Q3	2015 Q4	2015

External	revenues 56.708																 92.739																 130.550													 175.100													 225.358													 184.895													 202.345													 255.100															
Net	income/(loss)	from	associated	companies -109																				 -140																				 -1.944																 1.010																		 -587																				 -188																				 -90																						
Total	revenues	and	other	income	 56.599																 92.599																 128.606													 176.110													 224.771													 184.707													 202.255													 255.100															
Net	personnel	expenses -11.048														 -13.657														 -17.292														 -16.545														 -13.691														 -10.350														 -13.234														 -14.204															
Operating	expenses -9.888																 -19.305														 -19.133														 -30.267														 -28.583														 -25.935														 -25.098														 -32.411															
EBITDA 35.663																 59.637																 92.181																 129.298													 182.498													 148.423													 163.924													 208.486															
Depreciation,	amortisation	and	impairment -19.050														 -16.705														 -27.417														 -38.687														 -38.946														 -38.100														 -46.100														 -52.463															
Rental	and	lease	payment 1.478																		 1.478																		 1.478																		 1.478																			
Lease	deprectiation -1.433																 -1.433																 -1.433																 -1.433																		
Core	EBIT 16.613																 42.932																 64.764																 90.611																 143.597													 110.368													 117.869													 156.068															
Tax	on	EBIT 868																						 -6.694																 -27.361														 -18.244														 -50.815														 -30.863														 -80.175														 -55.053															
Core	NOPAT 17.481																 36.238																 37.403																 72.367																 92.782																 79.505																 37.694																 101.015															
Special	items
Restructuring	costs -3.772																 -3.772																 -3.772																 -3.772																
Tax	on	special	items -197																				 588																						 1.594																		 759																						
NOPAT 13.512																 33.054																 35.225																 69.354																 92.782																 79.505																 37.694																 101.015															
Net	gain/(loss)	from	sale	of	project	assets 18																								 -1.121																 243																						 18.254																 2.585																		 11.543																	
Interest	and	other	financial	income 23.520																 8.306																		 8.341																		 14.633																 12.921																 15.755																 18.510																 17.216																	
Interest	and	other	financial	expenses
Pension	cost -541																				 -541																				 -541																				 -541																				 -1.078																 -1.078																 -1.078																 -1.078																		
Share	based	payment -2.246																 -2.246																 -2.246																 -2.246																 -3.689																 -3.689																 -3.689																 -3.689																		
IPO	cost -7.028																 -8.028																
Rental	and	lease	interest -45																						 -45																						 -45																						 -45																								
Interest	expense -27.053														 -28.058														 -49.040														 -86.651														 -95.779														 -94.334														 -98.396														 -107.024													
Forward	exchange	contracts -27.700														 -7.561																 -10.729														 -755																				 -2.954																
Other	financial	expenses -2.441																 -460																				 -5.524																 -2.585																 -2.375																 -975																				 -2.140																 -4.069																		
Net	foreign	exchange	gain/loss 32.903																 23.838																 18.411																 -12.842														 22.171																 1.016																		 -4.858																 22.185																	
Net	financial	expenses	before	tax -3.539																 -7.842																 -48.112														 -80.760														 -70.828														 -80.765														 -91.696														 -64.961															
Taxes	on	financial	expenses -185																				 1.223																		 20.326																 16.261																 25.064																 22.585																 62.372																 22.915																	
Net	financial	expenses	after	tax -3.724																 -6.619																 -27.786														 -64.499														 -45.764														 -58.180														 -29.324														 -42.046															
Net	profit/loss	for	the	period 9.788																		 26.435																 7.439																		 4.855																		 47.018																 21.325																 8.370																		 58.969																	

NOK	THOUSAND Q1	2016 Q2	2016 Q3	2016 Q4	2016 Q1	2017 Q2	2017 Q3	2017 Q4	2017

External	revenues 228.238													 214.377													 280.735													 289.588													 276.549													 278.981													 279.701													 285.821															
Net	income/(loss)	from	associated	companies -584																				 -2.418																 -116																				 -242																				 -271																				 -128																				 2																										 -6.974																		
Total	revenues	and	other	income	 227.654													 211.959													 280.619													 289.346													 276.278													 278.853													 279.703													 278.847															
Net	personnel	expenses -17.786														 -18.163														 -14.996														 -13.214														 -17.159														 -20.594														 -20.087														 -23.449															
Operating	expenses -35.383														 -37.138														 -38.425														 -50.767														 -33.486														 -37.885														 -36.958														 -47.210															
EBITDA 174.485													 156.658													 227.198													 225.365													 225.633													 220.374													 222.658													 208.188															
Depreciation,	amortisation	and	impairment -58.611														 -59.600														 -68.138														 -83.734														 -61.985														 -65.978														 -60.252														 -59.843															
Rental	and	lease	payment 418																						 418																						 418																						 418																						
Lease	deprectiation -405																				 -405																				 -405																				 -405																				
Core	EBIT 115.887													 97.071																 159.073													 141.644													 163.648													 154.396													 162.406													 148.345															
Tax	on	EBIT -38.960														 -7.491																 -11.430														 -47.480														 -29.167														 -481.990												 -1.972																 -165.565													
Core	NOPAT 76.927																 89.580																 147.643													 94.164																 134.481													 -327.594												 160.434													 -17.220															
Special	items
Restructuring	costs -4.000																
Tax	on	special	items 1.345																		
NOPAT 74.272																 89.580																 147.643													 94.164																 134.481													 -327.594												 160.434													 -17.220															
Net	gain/(loss)	from	sale	of	project	assets 207																						 1.411																		 73.787																 375.215													 2.606																			
Interest	and	other	financial	income 12.070																 15.840																 8.776																		 14.110																 13.180																 16.597																 11.058																 10.389																	
Interest	and	other	financial	expenses
Pension	cost -1.771																 -1.771																 -1.771																 -1.771																 -2.209																 -2.209																 -2.209																 -2.209																		
Share	based	payment -3.740																 -3.740																 -3.740																 -3.740																 -1.138																 -1.138																 -1.138																 -1.138																		
IPO	cost
Rental	and	lease	interest -13																						 -13																						 -13																						 -13																						
Interest	expense -116.230												 -117.174												 -129.243												 -133.670												 -123.881												 -127.077												 -116.092												 -115.045													
Forward	exchange	contracts
Other	financial	expenses -2.504																 -2.104																 -1.829																 -2.047																 -3.492																 -3.355																 -3.200																 -31.619															
Net	foreign	exchange	gain/loss -34.480														 16.466																 -19.202														 27.164																 -8.337																 -37.913														 -14.256														 696																							
Net	financial	expenses	before	tax -146.460												 -91.084														 -147.021												 -26.179														 -125.876												 -155.094												 249.379													 -136.319													
Taxes	on	financial	expenses 49.238																 7.029																		 10.564																 8.775																		 22.435																 484.169													 -3.028																 152.143															
Net	financial	expenses	after	tax -97.222														 -84.055														 -136.457												 -17.404														 -103.441												 329.075													 246.351													 15.824																	
Net	profit/loss	for	the	period -22.950														 5.525																		 11.186																 76.760																 31.040																 1.481																		 406.785													 -1.396																		
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Appendix 3: Consolidated balance sheet   

 

 

 

 

Interim	Consolidated	statement	of	financial	position
End	of	period Q4	2013 Q1	2014 Q2	2014 Q3	2014 Q4	2014 Q1	2015 Q2	2015 Q3	2015 Q4	2015
Nok	Thousand
Assets
Non-current	assets
Deferred	tax	assets 313644 332915 359886 363621 402011 400029 368668 357172 340670
Property,	plant	and	equipment	–	in	solar	projects 1857294 2221363 2550882 2611051 3049193 3888301 4935952 5240486 5196298
Property,	plant	and	equipment	–	other 8715 8917 10189 10199 13231 13340 18460 18627 19891
Goodwill 20566 20252 20616 19918 22169 21350 21564 23364 23595
Non-current	financial	assets 79921 93822 50803 48662 23868 7204 50483 44447 126810
Investments	in	JV	&	associated	companies 6321 6130 17251 18414 25841 55708 55218
Other	non-current	assets 31397 62985 70452 129652 214401 209411 245189 251956 136543
Total	non-current	assets 2317858 2746384 3080079 3201517 3750714 4595343 5695534 5936052 5843807

Current	assets
Trade	and	other	receivables 25472 21830 58818 84747 126122 157102 117043 126482 221382
Other	current	assets 105237 150624 97205 105358 82897 94965 121850 115260 251892
Current	financial	assets 50552 6292 17895 5353 2946 42 160 87 1086
Cash	and	cash	equivalents 1025362 971292 919329 666098 1049106 1294072 1002539 963022 1639029
Non-current	assets	held	for	sale 64047 26427
Total	current	assets 1206623 1150038 1093247 861556 1261071 1546181 1241592 1268898 2139816
TOTAL	ASSETS 3524481 3896422 4173326 4063073 5011785 6141524 6937126 7204950 7983623

Intertim	Consolidated	statement	of	financial	position
End	of	year
NOK	THOUSAND Q4	2013 Q1	2014 Q2	2014 Q3	2014 Q4	2014 Q1	2015 Q2	2015 Q3	2015 Q4	2015

EQUITY	AND	LIABILITIES
Equity
Share	capital 1624 1624 1624 1688 2345 2345 2345 2345 2345
Share	premium 301286 301286 301286 307381 794142 797587 801032 804468 807903
Total	paid	in	capital 302910 302910 302910 309069 796487 799932 803377 806813 810248

Other	equity
Retained	earnings -147074 -156799 -190858 -196234 -207227 -187732 -194472 -191220 -164909
Other	reserves -51860 19246 -3143 -15201 40511 19929 49271 114507 161803
Total	other	equity -198934 -137553 -194001 -211435 -166716 -167803 -145201 -76713 -3106
Non-controlling	interests 294640 330629 356843 462730 546811 677537 757755 700060 618255
Total	equity 398616 495986 465752 560364 1176582 1309666 1415931 1430160 1425397

Non-current	liabilities
Deferred	tax	liabilities 80894 84478 96875 92490 82640 74467 81516 75809 203436
Non-recourse	project	financing 2376968 2381379 2494347 2974602 3337265 3823208 4563663 4846732 5060328
Bonds 492917
Non-current	financial	liabilities 496 4650 4131 14886 23374
Other	non-current	liabilities 3608 41 42 40 4646 91283 92614 95995 253399
Total	non-current	liabilities 2461470 2466394 2595914 3071263 3439437 4012332 4737793 5018536 6010080

Current	liabilities
Trade	and	other	payables 441811 446122 354503 71073 69947 407512 415552 232167 154154
Income	tax	payable 91881 92858 87545 92306 41543 50018 9351 10313 23508
Non-recourse	project	financing 21572 269417 447825 77550 112786 195887 127521 207087 171364
Current	financial	liabilities 16298 12669 18100 65183 25773 30054 74485 102316 6184
Other	current	liabilities 92834 112975 203688 125334 145717 136056 156493 204371 192936
Total	current	liabilities 664396 934041 1111661 431446 395766 819527 783402 756254 548146
Total	liabilities 3125866 3400435 3707575 3502709 3835203 4831859 5521195 5774790 6558226
TOTAL	EQUITY	AND	LIABILITIES 3524482 3896421 4173327 4063073 5011785 6141525 6937126 7204950 7983623
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Interim	Consolidated	statement	of	financial	position
End	of	period Q1	2016 Q2	2016 Q3	2016 Q4	2016 Q1	2017 Q2	2017 Q3	2017 Q4	2017
Nok	Thousand
Assets
Non-current	assets
Deferred	tax	assets 348752 361617 375430 327456 351671 363234 364595 401901
Property,	plant	and	equipment	–	in	solar	projects 5468194 5807401 5794317 5059802 5096191 5125562 4945518 5580404
Property,	plant	and	equipment	–	other 19085 20282 19187 21465 22046 22348 31510 37926
Goodwill 23094 22815 22044 22289 22490 23478 23089 24138
Non-current	financial	assets 44529 32578 7513 18237 6478 380 242 176
Investments	in	JV	&	associated	companies 422365 415149
Other	non-current	assets 139558 137203 126352 141789 130160 136371 129932 120095
Total	non-current	assets 6043212 6381896 6344843 5591038 5629036 5671373 5917251 6579789

Current	assets
Trade	and	other	receivables 191690 182433 222934 231484 202438 182268 193664 238789
Other	current	assets 273064 156846 99435 114104 97744 83626 237739 558526
Current	financial	assets 472 3788 1322 1289 718 352 209 157
Cash	and	cash	equivalents 1217151 908176 868803 1137224 1562458 1308786 1118912 2863091
Non-current	assets	held	for	sale
Total	current	assets 1682377 1251243 1192494 1484101 1863358 1575032 1550524 3660563
TOTAL	ASSETS 7725589 7633139 7537337 7075139 7492394 7246405 7467775 10240352

Intertim	Consolidated	statement	of	financial	position
End	of	year
NOK	THOUSAND Q1	2016 Q2	2016 Q3	2016 Q4	2016 Q1	2017 Q2	2017 Q3	2017 Q4	2017

EQUITY	AND	LIABILITIES
Equity
Share	capital 2345 2345 2345 2345 2580 2580 2580 2580
Share	premium 811338 814773 818207 819053 1192644 1193245 1193991 1194660
Total	paid	in	capital 813683 817118 820552 821398 1195224 1195825 1196571 1197240

Other	equity
Retained	earnings -211175 -268440 -275084 -221977 -218085 -304078 78010 31024
Other	reserves 113188 104376 68657 85309 56530 108685 98525 81659
Total	other	equity -97987 -164064 -206427 -136668 -161555 -195393 176535 112683
Non-controlling	interests 571573 505924 544577 628009 488279 547156 469871 577305
Total	equity 1287269 1158978 1158702 1312739 1521948 1547588 1842977 1887228

Non-current	liabilities
Deferred	tax	liabilities 170651 180011 176299 127508 107149 142819 135246 184948
Non-recourse	project	financing 4677331 4681875 4579937 4304098 4340237 4219957 3919762 6163851
Bonds 493542 494167 494792 495417 496042 496667 497292 740799
Non-current	financial	liabilities 12231 3848 12773 7330 14001 26200 39330 28657
Other	non-current	liabilities 418309 460633 418902 318798 342236 340657 376280 299436
Total	non-current	liabilities 5772064 5820534 5682703 5253151 5299665 5226300 4967910 7417691

Current	liabilities
Trade	and	other	payables 22245 39898 20002 29346 25450 28708 31081 216339
Income	tax	payable 6907 4590 6951 10680 6923 7204 18894 19400
Non-recourse	project	financing 256218 221888 302769 279473 359056 305098 354073 316645
Current	financial	liabilities 7354 5436 21195 6584 130759 5796 13787 26576
Other	current	liabilities 373532 381815 345015 183166 148593 125711 239053 356473
Total	current	liabilities 666256 653627 695932 509249 670781 472517 656888 935433
Total	liabilities 6438320 6474161 6378635 5762400 5970446 5698817 5624798 8353124
TOTAL	EQUITY	AND	LIABILITIES 7725589 7633139 7537337 7075139 7492394 7246405 7467775 10240352
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Appendix 4: Analytical balance sheet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

End	of	period Q4	2013 Q1	2014 Q2	2014 Q3	2014 Q4	2014 Q1	2015 Q2	2015 Q3	2015 Q4	2015
NOK	Thousand
Non	current	operating	items
Property,	plant	&	equipment	-	in	solar	projects 1.857.294 2.221.363 2.550.882 2.611.051 3.049.193 3.888.301 4.935.952 5.240.486 5.196.298
Property,	plant	&	equipment	-	other 8.715 8.917 10.189 10.199 13.231 13.340 18.460 18.627 19.891
Capitalized	operational	lease 91.860,41									 91.860,41									 91.860,41								 91.860,41									 19.921,18												 19.921,18									 19.921,18									 19.921,18								
Total	adjusted	PPE 1.866.009 2.322.140 2.652.931 2.713.110 3.154.284 3.921.562 4.974.333 5.279.034 5.236.110

Deferred	tax	assets 313.644 332.915 359.886 363.621 402.011 400.029 368.668 357.172 340.670
Goodwill 20.566 20.252 20.616 19.918 22.169 21.350 21.564 23.364 23.595
Investments	in	JV	&	associated	companies 6.321 6.130 17.251 18.414 25.841 55.708 55.218
Other	non-current	assets 31.397 62.985 70.452 129.652 214.401 209.411 245.189 251.956 136.543
Total	non-current	operating	assets 2.237.937 2.744.422 3.121.136 3.244.715 3.818.706 4.608.060 5.664.972 5.911.526 5.736.918

Current	operating	assets
Trade	and	other	receivables 25.472 21.830 58.818 84.747 126.122 157.102 117.043 126.482 221.382
Other	current	assets 105.237 150.624 97.205 105.358 82.897 94.965 121.850 115.260 251.892
Total	current	operating	assets 130.709 172.454 156.023 190.105 209.019 252.067 238.893 241.742 473.274

Non-interest	bearing	debt
Deferred	tax	liabilities 80.894 84.478 96.875 92.490 82.640 74.467 81.516 75.809 203.436
Trade	and	other	payables 441.811 446.122 354.503 71.073 69.947 407.512 415.552 232.167 154.154
Income	tax	payable 91.881 92.858 87.545 92.306 41.543 50.018 9.351 10.313 23.508
Other	current	liabilities 92.834 112.975 203.688 125.334 145.717 136.056 156.493 204.371 192.936
Total	non-interest	bearing	debt 707.420 736.433 742.611 381.203 339.847 668.053 662.912 522.660 574.034

Invested	Capital 1.661.226 2.180.443 2.534.548 3.053.617 3.687.878 4.192.074 5.240.953 5.630.608 5.636.158

End	of	period Q4	2013 Q1	2014 Q2	2014 Q3	2014 Q4	2014 Q1	2015 Q2	2015 Q3	2015 Q4	2015
NOK	Thousand
Equity
Total	equity 398.616 495.986 465.752 560.364 1.176.582 1.309.666 1.415.931 1.430.160 1.425.397

Interest	bearing	debt
Non-recourse	project	financing 2.376.968 2.381.379 2.494.347 2.974.602 3.337.265 3.823.208 4.563.663 4.846.732 5.060.328
Bonds 492.917
Non-current	financial	liabilities 496 4.650 4.131 14.886 23.374
Other	non-current	liabilities 3.608 41 42 40 4.646 91.283 92.614 95.995 253.399
Non-recourse	project	financing 21.572 269.417 447.825 77.550 112.786 195.887 127.521 207.087 171.364
Current	financial	liabilities 16.298 12.669 18.100 65.183 25.773 30.054 74.485 102.316 6.184
Capitalized	operational	lease 91860,40509 91860,40509 91860,40509 91860,40509 19921,17514 19921,17514 19921,17514 19921,17514
Total	interest	bearing	debt 2.418.446 2.755.862 3.056.824 3.213.366 3.587.216 4.183.727 4.878.204 5.272.051 6.004.113

Interest	bearing	assets
Non-current	financial	assets 79.921 93.822 50.803 48.662 23.868 7.204 50.483 44.447 126.810
Current	financial	assets 50.552 6.292 17.895 5.353 2.946 42 160 87 1.086
Cash	and	cash	equivalents 1.025.362 971.292 919.329 666.098 1.049.106 1.294.072 1.002.539 963.022 1.639.029
Non-current	assets	held	for	sale 64.047 26.427
Total	interest	bearing	assets 1.155.835 1.071.406 988.027 720.113 1.075.920 1.301.318 1.053.182 1.071.603 1.793.352

Net	interest	bearing	debt 1.262.611 1.684.456 2.068.797 2.493.253 2.511.296 2.882.409 3.825.022 4.200.448 4.210.761

Invested	Capital 1.661.227 2.180.442 2.534.549 3.053.617 3.687.878 4.192.075 5.240.953 5.630.608 5.636.158
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End	of	period Q1	2016 Q2	2016 Q3	2016 Q4	2016 Q1	2017 Q2	2017 Q3	2017 Q4	2017
NOK	Thousand
Non	current	operating	items
Property,	plant	&	equipment	-	in	solar	projects 5.468.194 5.807.401 5.794.317 5.059.802 5.096.191 5.125.562 4.945.518 5.580.404
Property,	plant	&	equipment	-	other 19.085 20.282 19.187 21.465 22.046 22.348 31.510 37.926
Capitalized	operational	lease
Total	adjusted	PPE 5.487.279 5.827.683 5.813.504 5.081.267 5.118.237 5.147.910 4.977.028 5.618.330

Deferred	tax	assets 348.752 361.617 375.430 327.456 351.671 363.234 364.595 401.901
Goodwill 23.094 22.815 22.044 22.289 22.490 23.478 23.089 24.138
Investments	in	JV	&	associated	companies 422.365 415.149
Other	non-current	assets 139.558 137.203 126.352 141.789 130.160 136.371 129.932 120.095
Total	non-current	operating	assets 5.998.683 6.349.318 6.337.330 5.572.801 5.622.558 5.670.993 5.917.009 6.579.613

Current	operating	assets
Trade	and	other	receivables 191.690 182.433 222.934 231.484 202.438 182.268 193.664 238.789
Other	current	assets 273.064 156.846 99.435 114.104 97.744 83.626 237.739 558.526
Total	current	operating	assets 464.754 339.279 322.369 345.588 300.182 265.894 431.403 797.315

Non-interest	bearing	debt
Deferred	tax	liabilities 170.651 180.011 176.299 127.508 107.149 142.819 135.246 184.948
Trade	and	other	payables 22.245 39.898 20.002 29.346 25.450 28.708 31.081 216.339
Income	tax	payable 6.907 4.590 6.951 10.680 6.923 7.204 18.894 19.400
Other	current	liabilities 373.532 381.815 345.015 183.166 148.593 125.711 239.053 356.473
Total	non-interest	bearing	debt 573.335 606.314 548.267 350.700 288.115 304.442 424.274 777.160

Invested	Capital 5.890.102 6.082.283 6.111.432 5.567.689 5.634.625 5.632.445 5.924.138 6.599.768

End	of	period Q1	2016 Q2	2016 Q3	2016 Q4	2016 Q1	2017 Q2	2017 Q3	2017 Q4	2017
NOK	Thousand
Equity
Total	equity 1.287.269 1.158.978 1.158.702 1.312.739 1.521.948 1.547.588 1.842.977 1.887.228

Interest	bearing	debt
Non-recourse	project	financing 4.677.331 4.681.875 4.579.937 4.304.098 4.340.237 4.219.957 3.919.762 6.163.851
Bonds 493.542 494.167 494.792 495.417 496.042 496.667 497.292 740.799
Non-current	financial	liabilities 12.231 3.848 12.773 7.330 14.001 26.200 39.330 28.657
Other	non-current	liabilities 418.309 460.633 418.902 318.798 342.236 340.657 376.280 299.436
Non-recourse	project	financing 256.218 221.888 302.769 279.473 359.056 305.098 354.073 316.645
Current	financial	liabilities 7.354 5.436 21.195 6.584 130.759 5.796 13.787 26.576
Capitalized	operational	lease
Total	interest	bearing	debt 5.864.985 5.867.847 5.830.368 5.411.700 5.682.331 5.394.375 5.200.524 7.575.964

Interest	bearing	assets
Non-current	financial	assets 44.529 32.578 7.513 18.237 6.478 380 242 176
Current	financial	assets 472 3.788 1.322 1.289 718 352 209 157
Cash	and	cash	equivalents 1.217.151 908.176 868.803 1.137.224 1.562.458 1.308.786 1.118.912 2.863.091
Non-current	assets	held	for	sale
Total	interest	bearing	assets 1.262.152 944.542 877.638 1.156.750 1.569.654 1.309.518 1.119.363 2.863.424

Net	interest	bearing	debt 4.602.833 4.923.305 4.952.730 4.254.950 4.112.677 4.084.857 4.081.161 4.712.540

Invested	Capital 5.890.102 6.082.283 6.111.432 5.567.689 5.634.625 5.632.445 5.924.138 6.599.768
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Appendix 5: Key financials Innergex 

 

 

Appendix 6: Key financials Northland 

 

 

Appendix 7: Key financials First Solar 
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Appendix 8: EBITDA-Margin with peers 

 

 

Appendix 9: ROIC with peers 

 

 

Appendix 10: PM quarterly with peers 

 

 

 

 

Q4	2017 Q3	2017 Q2	2017 Q1	2017 Q4	2016 Q3	2016 Q2	2016 Q1	2016 Q4	2015 Q3	2015 Q2	2015 Q1	2015 Q4	2014 Q3	2014 Q2	2014 Q1	2014
NOK	THOUSAND
ROIC
SSO -0,27% 2,78% -5,82% 2,40% 1,61% 2,42% 1,50% 1,33% 1,79% 0,69% 1,69% 2,35% 2,14% 1,33% 1,53% 0,91%
INNERGEX 1,33% 0,61% 1,26% 0,82% 2,55% 0,23% 1,06% 0,78% 0,56% 0,34% 1,00% 0,76% 0,93% 1,32% 1,22% 0,22%
NORTHLAND 1,70% 1,11% 1,74% 1,95% 2,90% 0,85% 0,62% 0,69% 0,75% 0,94% 0,87% 1,17% 0,79% 1,33% 0,96% 2,00%
FIRST	SOLAR -0,79% 5,61% 4,60% 0,22% -2,31% 3,09% -2,49% 3,69% 4,13% 8,90% 2,49% -2,10% 4,96% 2,05% 0,11% 5,26%

AVERAGE 0,49% 2,53% 0,45% 1,35% 1,19% 1,65% 0,17% 1,62% 1,81% 2,72% 1,51% 0,54% 2,21% 1,51% 0,95% 2,10%

Q1	2014 Q2	2014 Q3	2014 Q4	2014 Q1	2015 Q2	2015 Q3	2015 Q4	2015 Q1	2016 Q2	2016 Q3	2016 Q4	2016 Q1	2017 Q2	2017 Q3	2017 Q4	2017
SSO 0,31																		 0,39																			 0,29																	 0,41																	 0,41										 0,43																				 0,19										 0,40																				 0,34										 0,42										 0,53										 0,33																								 0,49																					 -1,17																			 0,57																					 -0,06																			
INNERGEX 0,13																		 0,40																			 0,47																	 0,32																	 0,32										 0,35																				 0,14										 0,26																				 0,33										 0,35										 0,10										 1,13																								 0,37																					 0,42																					 0,22																					 0,48																					
NORTHLAND 0,24																		 0,18																			 0,28																	 0,17																	 0,26										 0,25																				 0,28										 0,27																				 0,26										 0,24										 0,24										 0,46																								 0,42																					 0,43																					 0,31																					 0,38																					
FIRST	SOLAR 0,12																		 0,01																			 0,09																	 0,19																	 -0,16								 0,11																				 0,28										 0,18																				 0,18										 -0,11								 0,21										 -0,30																						 0,01																					 0,26																					 0,18																					 -0,08																			
Average 0,20																		 0,24																			 0,28																	 0,27																	 0,21										 0,29																				 0,22										 0,28																				 0,28										 0,23										 0,27										 0,40																								 0,32																					 -0,02																			 0,32																					 0,18																					
SSO	average 0,27																		
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Appendix 11: TO quarterly with peers 

 

 

Appendix 12: Index analysis income statement 

 

 

Appendix 13: Index analysis balance sheet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q1	2014 Q2	2014 Q3	2014 Q4	2014 Q1	2015 Q2	2015 Q3	2015 Q4	2015 Q1	2016 Q2	2016 Q3	2016 Q4	2016 Q1	2017 Q2	2017 Q3	2017 Q4	2017
SSO 0,03												 0,04											 0,05											 0,05											 0,06											 0,04											 0,04											 0,05											 0,04																			 0,04											 0,05											 0,05											 0,05											 0,05											 0,05											 0,04											
INNERGEX 0,02												 0,03											 0,03											 0,03											 0,02											 0,03											 0,02											 0,02											 0,02																			 0,03											 0,02											 0,02											 0,02											 0,03											 0,03											 0,03											
NORTHLAND 0,08												 0,05											 0,05											 0,05											 0,05											 0,03											 0,03											 0,03											 0,03																			 0,03											 0,04											 0,06											 0,05											 0,04											 0,04											 0,04											
FIRST	SOLAR 0,25												 0,14											 0,22											 0,26											 0,13											 0,23											 0,32											 0,23											 0,21																			 0,23											 0,14											 0,08											 0,25											 0,18											 0,30											 0,10											
Average 0,09												 0,07											 0,09											 0,10											 0,06											 0,08											 0,10											 0,08											 0,07																			 0,08											 0,06											 0,05											 0,09											 0,07											 0,10											 0,05											

Q1	2014 Q2	2014 Q3	2014 Q4	2014 Q1	2015 Q2	2015 Q3	2015 Q4	2015 Q1	2016 Q2	2016 Q3	2016 Q4	2016 Q1	2017 Q2	2017 Q3	2017 Q4	2017
Net	revenue 100% 164% 227% 311% 397% 326% 357% 451% 402% 374% 496% 511% 488% 493% 494% 493%
EBITDA 100% 167% 258% 363% 512% 416% 460% 585% 489% 439% 637% 632% 633% 618% 624% 584%
EBIT 100% 258% 390% 545% 864% 664% 709% 939% 698% 584% 958% 853% 985% 929% 978% 893%
NOPAT 100% 207% 214% 414% 531% 455% 216% 578% 440% 512% 845% 539% 769% -1874% 918% -99%
Net	profit/loss	for	the	period 100% 270% 76% 50% 480% 218% 86% 602% -234% 56% 114% 784% 317% 15% 4156% -14%
Net	financial	expenses	after	tax	 100% 178% 746% 1732% 1229% 1562% 787% 1129% 2611% 2257% 3664% 467% 2778% -8837% -6615% -425%

Q1	2014 Q2	2014 Q3	2014 Q4	2014 Q1	2015 Q2	2015 Q3	2015 Q4	2015 Q1	2016 Q2	2016 Q3	2016 Q4	2016 Q1	2017 Q2	2017 Q3	2017 Q4	2017
Total	adjusted	PPE 100% 125% 143% 146% 169% 210% 267% 283% 281% 294% 312% 312% 272% 274% 276% 267%
Total	non-current	operating	assets 100% 123% 140% 145% 171% 206% 253% 264% 256% 268% 284% 283% 249% 251% 253% 264%
Total	current	operating	assets 100% 132% 119% 145% 160% 193% 183% 185% 362% 356% 260% 247% 264% 230% 203% 330%
Total	non-interest	bearing	debt 100% 104% 105% 54% 48% 94% 94% 74% 81% 81% 86% 78% 50% 41% 43% 60%
Total	equity 100% 124% 117% 141% 295% 329% 355% 359% 358% 323% 291% 291% 329% 382% 388% 462%
Total	interest	bearing	assets 100% 93% 85% 62% 93% 113% 91% 93% 155% 109% 82% 76% 100% 136% 113% 97%
Net	interest	bearing	debt 100% 134% 164% 198% 200% 228% 303% 333% 334% 365% 390% 392% 337% 326% 324% 323%
Invested	Capital 100% 132% 153% 184% 222% 252% 316% 339% 339% 355% 366% 368% 335% 339% 339% 357%
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Appendix 14: Common size income statement 
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Appendix 15: Common size balance sheet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analytical	Balance	Sheet Q4	2013 Q1	2014 Q2	2014 Q3	2014 Q4	2014 Q1	2015 Q2	2015 Q3	2015 Q4	2015
NOK	Thousand
Non	current	operating	items
Property,	plant	&	equipment	-	in	solar	projects 112% 102% 100% 85% 83% 93% 94% 93% 92%
Property,	plant	&	equipment	-	other 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Capitalized	operational	lease 0% 5% 4% 3% 3% 1% 0% 0% 0%
Total	adjusted	PPE 112% 106% 105% 89% 86% 94% 95% 94% 93%

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Deferred	tax	assets 19% 15% 14% 12% 11% 10% 7% 6% 6%
Goodwill 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0%
Investments	in	JV	&	associated	companies 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0%
Other	non-current	assets 2% 3% 3% 4% 6% 5% 5% 4% 2%
Total	non-current	operating	assets 135% 126% 123% 106% 104% 110% 108% 105% 102%

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Current	operating	assets 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Trade	and	other	receivables 2% 1% 2% 3% 3% 4% 2% 2% 4%
Other	current	assets 6% 7% 4% 3% 2% 2% 2% 2% 4%
Total	current	operating	assets 8% 8% 6% 6% 6% 6% 5% 4% 8%

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Non-interest	bearing	debt 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Deferred	tax	liabilities 5% 4% 4% 3% 2% 2% 2% 1% 4%
Trade	and	other	payables 27% 20% 14% 2% 2% 10% 8% 4% 3%
Income	tax	payable 6% 4% 3% 3% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0%
Other	current	liabilities 6% 5% 8% 4% 4% 3% 3% 4% 3%
Total	non-interest	bearing	debt 43% 34% 29% 12% 9% 16% 13% 9% 10%

Invested	Capital 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

End	of	period
NOK	Thousand
Equity
Total	equity 24,0% 22,7% 18,3% 18,3% 31,8% 31,2% 27,0% 25,4% 25,3%

Interest	bearing	debt
Non-recourse	project	financing 143,1% 108,8% 98,1% 97,2% 90,3% 91,2% 87,1% 86,1% 89,8%
Bonds 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 8,7%
Non-current	financial	liabilities 0,0% 0,0% 0,2% 0,1% 0,4% 0,6% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0%
Other	non-current	liabilities 0,2% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,1% 2,2% 1,8% 1,7% 4,5%
Non-recourse	project	financing 1,3% 12,3% 17,6% 2,5% 3,1% 4,7% 2,4% 3,7% 3,0%
Current	financial	liabilities 1,0% 0,6% 0,7% 2,1% 0,7% 0,7% 1,4% 1,8% 0,1%
Capitalized	operational	lease 0,0% 4,6% 3,9% 3,3% 2,7% 0,5% 0,4% 0,4% 0,4%
Total	interest	bearing	debt 145,6% 126,3% 120,5% 105,2% 97,3% 99,8% 93,1% 93,6% 106,5%

0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0%
Interest	bearing	assets 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0%
Non-current	financial	assets 4,8% 4,3% 2,0% 1,6% 0,6% 0,2% 1,0% 0,8% 2,2%
Current	financial	assets 3,0% 0,3% 0,7% 0,2% 0,1% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0%
Cash	and	cash	equivalents 61,7% 44,4% 36,2% 21,8% 28,4% 30,9% 19,1% 17,1% 29,1%
Non-current	assets	held	for	sale 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 1,1% 0,5%
Total	interest	bearing	assets 69,6% 49,0% 38,9% 23,5% 29,1% 31,0% 20,1% 19,0% 31,8%

0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0%
Net	interest	bearing	debt 76,0% 77,3% 81,7% 81,7% 68,2% 68,8% 73,0% 74,6% 74,7%

Invested	Capital 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
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Analytical	Balance	Sheet Q1	2016 Q2	2016 Q3	2016 Q4	2016 Q1	2017 Q2	2017 Q3	2017 Q4	2017
NOK	Thousand
Non	current	operating	items
Property,	plant	&	equipment	-	in	solar	projects 93% 95% 95% 91% 90% 91% 83% 85%
Property,	plant	&	equipment	-	other 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1%
Capitalized	operational	lease 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Total	adjusted	PPE 93% 96% 95% 91% 91% 91% 84% 85%

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Deferred	tax	assets 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
Goodwill 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Investments	in	JV	&	associated	companies 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 7% 6%
Other	non-current	assets 2% 2% 2% 3% 2% 2% 2% 2%
Total	non-current	operating	assets 102% 104% 104% 100% 100% 101% 100% 100%

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Current	operating	assets 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Trade	and	other	receivables 3% 3% 4% 4% 4% 3% 3% 4%
Other	current	assets 5% 3% 2% 2% 2% 1% 4% 8%
Total	current	operating	assets 8% 6% 5% 6% 5% 5% 7% 12%

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Non-interest	bearing	debt 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Deferred	tax	liabilities 3% 3% 3% 2% 2% 3% 2% 3%
Trade	and	other	payables 0% 1% 0% 1% 0% 1% 1% 3%
Income	tax	payable 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Other	current	liabilities 6% 6% 6% 3% 3% 2% 4% 5%
Total	non-interest	bearing	debt 10% 10% 9% 6% 5% 5% 7% 12%

Invested	Capital 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

End	of	period
NOK	Thousand
Equity
Total	equity 21,9% 19,1% 19,0% 23,6% 27,0% 27,5% 31,1% 28,6%

Interest	bearing	debt
Non-recourse	project	financing 79,4% 77,0% 74,9% 77,3% 77,0% 74,9% 66,2% 93,4%
Bonds 8,4% 8,1% 8,1% 8,9% 8,8% 8,8% 8,4% 11,2%
Non-current	financial	liabilities 0,2% 0,1% 0,2% 0,1% 0,2% 0,5% 0,7% 0,4%
Other	non-current	liabilities 7,1% 7,6% 6,9% 5,7% 6,1% 6,0% 6,4% 4,5%
Non-recourse	project	financing 4,3% 3,6% 5,0% 5,0% 6,4% 5,4% 6,0% 4,8%
Current	financial	liabilities 0,1% 0,1% 0,3% 0,1% 2,3% 0,1% 0,2% 0,4%
Capitalized	operational	lease 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0%
Total	interest	bearing	debt 99,6% 96,5% 95,4% 97,2% 100,8% 95,8% 87,8% 114,8%

0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0%
Interest	bearing	assets 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0%
Non-current	financial	assets 0,8% 0,5% 0,1% 0,3% 0,1% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0%
Current	financial	assets 0,0% 0,1% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0%
Cash	and	cash	equivalents 20,7% 14,9% 14,2% 20,4% 27,7% 23,2% 18,9% 43,4%
Non-current	assets	held	for	sale 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0%
Total	interest	bearing	assets 21,4% 15,5% 14,4% 20,8% 27,9% 23,2% 18,9% 43,4%

0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0%
Net	interest	bearing	debt 78,1% 80,9% 81,0% 76,4% 73,0% 72,5% 68,9% 71,4%

Invested	Capital 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
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Appendix 16: ROE with peers 

 

 

Appendix 17: FLEV & NBC with peers 

 

 

Appendix 18: Quantitative industry analysis peer overview 

 

PINNACLE	WEST	CAPITAL	CORP SAFE	HARBOR	WATER	PWR OKLAHOMA	GAS	&	ELECTRIC	CO
ALABAMA	POWER	CO EDISON	INTERNATIONAL UNION	ELECTRIC	CO
ALLEGHENY	ENERGY	INC SOUTHERN	CO MAXIM	POWER	CORP
AMERICAN	ELECTRIC	POWER	CO SOUTHWESTERN	ELECTRIC	PWR	CO OLD	DOMINION	ELECTRIC	COOP
APPALACHIAN	POWER SOUTHWESTERN	PUBLIC	SVC	CO TRANSALTA	POWER	LP
ARIZONA	PUBLIC	SERVICE	CO TENNESSEE	VALLEY	AUTHORITY NRG	ENERGY	INC
ENTERGY	ARKANSAS TEXAS	NEW	MEXICO	POWER	CO GENON	ENERGY	INC
BANGOR	HYDRO-ELECTRIC	CO ENERGY	FUTURE	HOLDINGS	CORP RRI	ENERGY	INC
BLACK	HILLS	CORP ENERGY	FUTURE	COMPETITIVE CARIBBEAN	UTILITIES	CO	LTD
NSTAR TOLEDO	EDISON	CO BALTIMORE	GAS	&	ELECTRIC	CO
PROGRESS	ENERGY	INC UNS	ENERGY	CORP BLACK	HILLS	POWER	INC
CLECO	CORP VIRGINIA	ELECTRIC	&	POWER	CO DUKE	ENERGY	PROGRESS	INC
AEP	TEXAS	CENTRAL	CO AEP	TEXAS	NORTH	CO CLECO	POWER	LLC
CENTRAL	VERMONT	PUB	SERV WESTERN	MASSACHUSETTS	EL	CO NEVADA	POWER	CO
COLUMBUS	SOUTHERN	POWER	CORP PORTLAND	GENERAL	ELECTRIC	CO PPL	ELECTRIC	UTILITIES	CORP
CONNECTICUT	LIGHT	&	POWER	CO CLEVELAND	ELECTRIC	ILLUM CENTRAL	MAINE	POWER	CO
DPL	INC AEP	GENERATING	CO BORALEX	POWER	INCOME	FUND
DOMINION	ENERGY	INC FORTIS	INC FIRST	NATIONAL	ENERGY	CORP
EL	PASO	ELECTRIC	CO TRANSALTA	CORP AMERENENERGY	GENERATING	CO
EMPIRE	DISTRICT	ELECTRIC	CO ATLANTIC	CITY	ELECTRIC	CO POTOMAC	ELECTRIC	POWER	CO
NEXTERA	ENERGY	INC SOUTHERN	CALIFORNIA	EDISON CENTERPOINT	ENRG	HOUSTON	ELE
FLORIDA	POWER	&	LIGHT	CO DUKE	ENERGY	INDIANA	INC ONCOR	ELECTRIC	DELIVERY	CO
DUKE	ENERGY	FLORIDA	INC POWER	ASSETS	HOLDINGS	LTD ALLEGHENY	ENRG	SUPPLY	CO	LLC
GEORGIA	POWER NRG	YIELD	INC EXELON	GENERATION	CO	LLC
GULF	POWER	CO TRANSALTA	RENEWABLES	INC KANSAS	CITY	POWER	&	LIGHT	CO
ENTERGY	GULF	STATES	LA	LLC NEXTERA	ENERGY	PARTNERS	LP TALEN	ENERGY	CORP
HAWAIIAN	ELECTRIC	CO TERRAFORM	POWER	INC PSEG	ENERGY	HOLDINGS	LLC
HAWAIIAN	ELECTRIC	INDS HYDRO	ONE	LTD PSEG	POWER	LLC
HYDRO	QUEBEC KENTUCKY	UTILITIES	CO SOUTHERN	POWER	CO
IDACORP	INC EMERA	INC VISTRA	ENERGY	CORP
INDIANA	MICHIGAN	POWER	CO CANADIAN	HYDRO	DEVELOPERS COMMERCE	ENERGY	GROUP	INC
IPALCO	ENTERPRISES	INC AVANGRID	INC ORMAT	TECHNOLOGIES	INC
JERSEY	CENTRAL	POWER	&	LIGHT AZURE	POWER	GLOBAL	LTD DYNEGY	HOLDINGS	INC
GREAT	PLAINS	ENERGY	INC TRANSALTA	UTILITIES	CORP ITC	HOLDINGS	CORP
KENTUCKY	POWER ENEL	CHILE	SA SUMMER	ENERGY	HOLDINGS	INC
ENTERGY	LOUISIANA	LLC ENDESA	AMERICAS	SA FIRSTENERGY	SOLUTIONS	CORP
MAINE	&	MARITIMES	CORP ENEL	AMERICAS	SA INNERGEX	RENEWABLE	ENRGY-OLD
METROPOLITAN	EDISON ENEL	GENERACION	CHILE	SA EARTHFIRST	CANADA	INC
SYSTEM	ENERGY	RESOURCES	INC HUANENG	POWER	INTERNATIONAL BROOKFIELD	INFRS	PTRS	LP
ENTERGY	CORP CINERGY	CORP ENTERGY	TEXAS	INC
ENTERGY	MISSISSSIPPI KEPCO-KOREA	ELEC	POWER	CORP US	POWER	GENERATING	CO-REDH
MISSISSIPPI	POWER	CO COMMONWEALTH	EDISON	CO DUKE	ENERGY	CAROLINAS	LLC
MONONGAHELA	POWER COPEL-CIA	PARANAENSE	ENERGIA CAPITAL	POWER	CORP
NV	ENERGY	INC EDP	ENERGIAS	DE	PORTUGAL	SA ENERGY	FUTURE	INTERMED	HLDG
FIRSTENERGY	CORP DETROIT	EDISON	CO ELETROBRAS-CENTR	ELETR	BRAS
OHIO	POWER TUCSON	ELECTRIC	POWER	CO ENEL	SPA
OTTER	TAIL	CORP CAPITAL	POWER	INCOME	LP NATIONAL	GRID
PACIFICORP RWE	AG PAMPA	ENERGIA	SA
PENNSYLVANIA	ELECTRIC	CO INTERNATIONAL	POWER	PLC ENGIE	SA
PPL	CORP SCOTTISH	&	SOUTHERN	ENERGY CIA	ENERGETICA	DE	MINAS
EXELON	CORP BORALEX	INC INTERCONEXION	ELECTRICA	SA
PEPCO	HOLDINGS	INC OHIO	EDISON	CO EMPRESA	DISTRIBUIDORA	Y	COM
PUBLIC	SERVICE	CO/N	H NEW	YORK	ST	ELEC	&	GAS	CORP CPFL	ENERGIA	SA
PNM	RESOURCES	INC DELMARVA	POWER	&	LIGHT	CO SCATEC	SOLAR	ASA
PUBLIC	SERVICE	CO	OF	OKLA NSTAR	ELECTRIC	CO INNERGEX	RENEWABLE	ENRGY	INC
CANADIAN	SOLAR	INC FIRST	SOLAR	INC

Comprehensive	peer	overview	from	the	fade	analysis
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Appendix 19: Fade diagram portfolios 

 

 

 

Appendix 20: Long run and persistence  
	

 

Fade	diagram Sales	growth
Years	ahead 0 1 2 3 4 5
Portfolio	1 0,1780 0,0030 0,0231 0,0364 0,0069 0,0167
Portfolio	2 0,0600 0,0119 0,0305 0,0170 -0,0073 0,0096
Portfolio	3 0,0139 0,0193 0,0292 0,0031 -0,0050 0,0050
Portfolio	4 -0,0226 0,0108 0,0387 0,0060 0,0126 0,0244
Portfolio	5 -0,1034 -0,0085 0,0189 -0,0199 0,0047 0,0251

Fade	diagram Profit	margin
Years	ahead 0 1 2 3 4 5
Portfolio	1 0,3371 0,2653 0,2482 0,2435 0,2357 0,2506
Portfolio	2 0,1754 0,1663 0,1657 0,1630 0,1673 0,1716
Portfolio	3 0,1306 0,1441 0,1445 0,1500 0,1530 0,1580
Portfolio	4 0,1036 0,1183 0,1199 0,1290 0,1306 0,1309
Portfolio	5 0,0610 0,0895 0,0981 0,1108 0,1127 0,1119

Fade	diagram Turnover
Years	ahead 0 1 2 3 4 5
Portfolio	1 0,8433 0,7659 0,7221 0,6857 0,6566 0,6320
Portfolio	2 0,6107 0,5771 0,5525 0,5236 0,4891 0,4868
Portfolio	3 0,5112 0,4842 0,4673 0,4582 0,4266 0,4081
Portfolio	4 0,4375 0,4187 0,4103 0,3974 0,3813 0,3780
Portfolio	5 0,3021 0,3027 0,3043 0,2909 0,3003 0,3101

Sales	
growth

Profit	
Margin

Turnover

PM TO
Long-run	level 9,99% 29,4477% 0,4605
Persistence	 13,24% 39,5317% 0,7240

2013 -63,96% -73,47% 0,2495
2014 261,38% 37,93% 0,1228
2015 81,68% 50,67% 0,1538
2016 16,74% 53,11% 0,1813
2017 10,67% 87,21% 0,1687
2018 10,08% 52,28% 0,2493
2019 10,00% 38,47% 0,3076
2020 9,99% 33,02% 0,3498
2021 9,99% 30,86% 0,3804
2022 9,99% 30,01% 0,4025
2023 9,99% 29,67% 0,4185
2024 9,99% 29,53% 0,4301
2025 9,99% 29,48% 0,4385
2026 9,99% 29,46% 0,4446
2027 9,99% 29,45% 0,4490
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Appendix 21: Term-structure of interest rate 

 

 

 

 

 

t Extended	Nelson-Siegel	 Spot	 Forwards Interest	rate	(discrete) Forward	interest	rate	(discrete) t Implied	YTM
0,083333 0,015194706 0,015195 0,002887 0,015310733 0,017602201 0,083333 0,001237295

0,25 0,01669762 0,016698 0,004998 0,016837804 0,020342445 0,25 0,004162439
0,5 0,01841796 0,018418 0,011393 0,018588617 0,023175713 0,5 0,00926607
1 0,020664597 0,020665 0,025386 0,020879588 0,025705201 1 0,020623
2 0,023022487 0,023022 0,027068 0,02328955 0,027432332 2 0,022458
3 0,024369261 0,024369 0,028311 0,024668618 0,028709607 3 0,023969
4 0,025353248 0,025353 0,029381 0,025677375 0,029810652 4 0,025225
5 0,026157589 0,026158 0,030316 0,026502701 0,030773369 5 0,026234
6 0,026849551 0,02685 0,03113 0,027213248 0,031611647 6 0,027057
7 0,027459942 0,02746 0,031833 0,027840441 0,032336295 7 0,027688
8 0,028005509 0,028006 0,032434 0,02840135 0,032957147 8 0,028152
9 0,028496642 0,028497 0,032944 0,028906556 0,033483316 9 0,028485
10 0,028940474 0,02894 0,033369 0,029363318 0,033923247 10 0,028728
11 0,029342298 0,029342 0,033719 0,029777025 0,034284767 12 0,029085
12 0,029706285 0,029706 0,033999 0,030151919 0,034575121 15 0,029566
13 0,030035866 0,030036 0,034217 0,030491492 0,034801007 20 0,03059
14 0,030333957 0,030334 0,034378 0,030798719 0,034968617 25 0,031637
15 0,0306031 0,030603 0,034489 0,031076189 0,035083662 30 0,031947
16 0,030845547 0,030846 0,034554 0,031326201 0,035151413
17 0,031063322 0,031063 0,034578 0,031550821 0,035176725
18 0,031258257 0,031258 0,034565 0,031751927 0,035164064
19 0,031432029 0,031432 0,034519 0,031931232 0,035117541
20 0,031586177 0,031586 0,034445 0,032090314 0,035040929
21 0,03172212 0,031722 0,034344 0,032230629 0,034937692
22 0,03184117 0,031841 0,034221 0,032353524 0,034811005
23 0,031944545 0,031945 0,034079 0,032460249 0,034663774
24 0,032033378 0,032033 0,033919 0,032551969 0,034498657
25 0,032108719 0,032109 0,033744 0,032629766 0,034318084
26 0,032171551 0,032172 0,033556 0,03269465 0,03412427
27 0,032222788 0,032223 0,033357 0,032747564 0,033919231
28 0,032263284 0,032263 0,03315 0,032789386 0,033704803
29 0,032293834 0,032294 0,032935 0,032820939 0,033482654
30 0,032315184 0,032315 0,032713 0,032842989 0,033254294
31 0,032328027 0,032328 0,032488 0,032856255 0,033021091
32 0,032333014 0,032333 0,032258 0,032861405 0,032784281
33 0,032330751 0,032331 0,032027 0,032859068 0,032544976
34 0,032321806 0,032322 0,031794 0,032849829 0,032304178
35 0,032306708 0,032307 0,03156 0,032834235 0,032062785
36 0,032285952 0,032286 0,031326 0,032812798 0,0318216
37 0,032260001 0,03226 0,031094 0,032785996 0,031581337
38 0,032229288 0,032229 0,030862 0,032754277 0,031342633
39 0,032194216 0,032194 0,030633 0,032718056 0,031106051
40 0,032155162 0,032155 0,032677726
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Appendix 22: Simple Nelson-Siegel for comparison 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b_0 b_1 b_2 t
0,035603 -0,0134 -0,0000343 6,465118056
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Appendix 23: Daily systematic risk regressions & Daily Rolling beta 
Regressions 

 

 

 

 

Obs 890

SSO	vs	MSCI	World
SUMMARY	OUTPUT

Regression	Statistics
Multiple	R 0,192733304
R	Square 0,037146126
Adjusted	R	Square 0,036060609
Standard	Error 0,02166422
Observations 889

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance	F

Regression 1 0,016060642 0,016061 34,21975 6,91952E-09
Residual 887 0,416303199 0,000469
Total 888 0,432363841

Coefficients Standard	Error t	Stat P-value Lower	95% Upper	95% Lower	95,0% Upper	95,0%
Intercept 0,001667036 0,000750189 2,222156 0,026524 0,000194684 0,003139388 0,000194684 0,003139388
X	Variable	1 0,600023536 0,102572255 5,849765 6,92E-09 0,398710915 0,801336157 0,398710915 0,801336157

SSO	vs	STOXX	Euro
SUMMARY	OUTPUT

Regression	Statistics
Multiple	R 0,272696233
R	Square 0,074363236
Adjusted	R	Square 0,073319677
Standard	Error 0,021241402
Observations 889

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance	F

Regression 1 0,032151974 0,032152 71,25926 1,26677E-16
Residual 887 0,400211866 0,000451
Total 888 0,432363841

Coefficients Standard	Error t	Stat P-value Lower	95% Upper	95% Lower	95,0% Upper	95,0%
Intercept 0,000801347 0,000712918 1,124038 0,261301 -0,00059786 0,002200549 -0,000597855 0,002200549
X	Variable	1 0,574569771 0,068064729 8,44152 1,27E-16 0,44098307 0,708156472 0,44098307 0,708156472
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Rolling beta 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SSO	vs	MSCI	Euro
SUMMARY	OUTPUT

Regression	Statistics
Multiple	R 0,260689281
R	Square 0,067958901
Adjusted	R	Square 0,066908122
Standard	Error 0,021314758
Observations 889

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance	F

Regression 1 0,029382972 0,029383 64,67477 2,81659E-15
Residual 887 0,402980869 0,000454
Total 888 0,432363841

Coefficients Standard	Error t	Stat P-value Lower	95% Upper	95% Lower	95,0% Upper	95,0%
Intercept 0,000830317 0,000715578 1,160344 0,246221 -0,00057411 0,00223474 -0,000574107 0,00223474
X	Variable	1 0,564172143 0,070152667 8,042063 2,82E-15 0,426487568 0,701856718 0,426487568 0,701856718

MSCI	EURO MSCI	W STOXX	600
min 0,114064 min -0,04897 min 0,179681 Total	average 0,54667
max 0,899871 max 0,933238 max 0,802291 Adjusted	Beta 0,69778
mean 0,525325 mean 0,558254 mean 0,556429
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Appendix 24: Weekly systematic risk regressions & Weekly Rolling beta 
Regressions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Obs 179
SSO	vs	MSCI	World
SUMMARY	OUTPUT

Regression	Statistics
Multiple	R 0,297717249
R	Square 0,08863556
Adjusted	R	Square 0,083457353
Standard	Error 0,049254648
Observations 178

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance	F

Regression 1 0,041526279 0,041526 17,11704 5,43786E-05
Residual 176 0,426979576 0,002426
Total 177 0,468505855

Coefficients Standard	Error t	Stat P-value Lower	95% Upper	95% Lower	95,0% Upper	95,0%
Intercept 0,004327127 0,003705573 1,167735 0,244493 -0,002985948 0,0116402 -0,002985948 0,011640202
X	Variable	1 0,886020415 0,214155601 4,137274 5,44E-05 0,463376972 1,30866386 0,463376972 1,308663858

SSO	vs	STOXX	Euro
SUMMARY	OUTPUT

Regression	Statistics
Multiple	R 0,326936058
R	Square 0,106887186
Adjusted	R	Square 0,101812681
Standard	Error 0,048758949
Observations 178

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance	F

Regression 1 0,050077272 0,050077 21,06357 8,42219E-06
Residual 176 0,418428582 0,002377
Total 177 0,468505855

Coefficients Standard	Error t	Stat P-value Lower	95% Upper	95% Lower	95,0% Upper	95,0%
Intercept 0,004442766 0,003668018 1,211217 0,227436 -0,002796194 0,011681726 -0,002796194 0,011681726
X	Variable	1 0,73142907 0,159369871 4,589507 8,422E-06 0,416907149 1,045950992 0,416907149 1,045950992
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Rolling beta 

 

 

Appendix 25: Interest Coverage Ratio 

 

 

Appendix 26: Damodaran’s equity premium 

 

 

SSO	vs	MSCI	Euro
SUMMARY	OUTPUT

Regression	Statistics
Multiple	R 0,319980146
R	Square 0,102387294
Adjusted	R	Square 0,097287222
Standard	Error 0,048881629
Observations 178

ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance	F

Regression 1 0,047969047 0,047969 20,0756558 1,33665E-05
Residual 176 0,420536808 0,002389
Total 177 0,468505855

Coefficients Standard	Error t	Stat P-value Lower	95% Upper	95% Lower	95,0% Upper	95,0%
Intercept 0,004616426 0,003681417 1,253981 0,21151195 -0,00264898 0,01188183 -0,002649 0,011881829
X	Variable	1 0,715774289 0,159750131 4,480587 1,3366E-05 0,400501911 1,03104667 0,40050191 1,031046666

MSCI	EURO MSCI	W STOXX	600
min -0,04945 min -0,7009332 min -0,2737 Total	average 0,613175
max 1,357756 max 1,79753852 max 0,999052 Adjusted	Beta 0,742117
mean 0,623427 mean 0,65140815 mean 0,564689

NOK	THOUSAND 	Q1	2014	 	Q2	2014	 	Q3	2014	 	Q4	2014	 	Q1	2015	 	Q2	2015	 	Q3	2015	 	Q4	2015	 	Q1	2016	 	Q2	2016	 	Q3	2016	 	Q4	2016	 	Q1	2017	 	Q2	2017	 	Q3	2017	 	Q4	2017	
EBIT 16613 42932 64764 90611 143596,6 110367,6 117868,6 156067,6 115887 97071,02 159073 141644 163648 154396 162406 148345
Interest	expense 27053 28058 49040 86651 95779 94334 98396 107024 116230 117174 129243 133670 123881 127077 116092 115045
Interest	covarage	ratio 0,614090859 1,530116188 1,320636215 1,045701 1,49925 1,169967 1,197901 1,458249 0,997049 0,828435 1,230806 1,059655 1,32101 1,21498 1,398942 1,289452
Average 1,198514893
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Appendix 27: Damodaran’s rating list  

 

 

Appendix 28: Current projects  

 

 

Appendix 29: Under construction 

 

 

 

If interest coverage ratio is
greater than ≤ to Rating is Spread is

-100000 0.499999 D2/D 18.60%
0.5 0.799999 C2/C 13.95%
0.8 1.249.999 Ca2/CC 10.63%
1.25 1.499.999 Caa/CCC 8.64%
1.5 1.999.999 B3/B- 4.37%
2 2.499.999 B2/B 3.57%

2.5 2.999.999 B1/B+ 2.98%
3 3.499.999 Ba2/BB 2.38%

3.5 39.999.999 Ba1/BB+ 1.98%
4 4.499.999 Baa2/BBB 1.27%

4.5 5.999.999 A3/A- 1.13%
6 7.499.999 A2/A 0.99%

7.5 9.499.999 A1/A+ 0.90%
9.5 12.499.999 Aa2/AA 0.72%
12.5 100000 Aaa/AAA 0.54%

For smaller (<$5 billion) and riskier firms

Currency CZK ZAR ZAR ZAR USD USD USD
Ownership 100% 39% 39% 39% 54% 40% 50,10%
Revenues 98.600 320.600 272.000 149.900 30.700 111.700 136.800
Total	production 21.755 145.825 158.451 88.776 13.769 97.626 100.926
NOK/MWh 4,53 2,20 1,72 1,69 2,23 1,14 1,36

Agua	Fria JordanCzech	
portfolio

NOK	THOUSAND	 Kalkbult LindeDreunberg ASYV

Under	construction Quantum Apodi	 Los	Prados
Currency MYR BRL USD
Ownership 49% 50% 70%
Revenues
Inflation	adjustments
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Appendix 30: Backlog  

 

 

Appendix 31: Project portfolio financial 2017 

 

 

Appendix 32: Project portfolio forecast 2018 

 

 

Appendix 33: Project portfolio forecast 2019 

 

 

Appendix 34: Project portfolio forecast 2020 

 

 

Appendix 35: Project portfolio forecast 2021 

 

Backlog Aswan Upington Mocuba Segou Los	Prados	II RedSol
Currency USD ZAR USD EUR USD MYR
Ownership 51% 42% 52% 51% 70% 100%
Inflation	adjustments

Currency CZK ZAR ZAR ZAR USD USD USD
Ownership 100% 39% 39% 39% 54% 40% 50,10%
Revenues 98.600 320.600 272.000 149.900 30.700 111.700 136.800 -100 1.120.200
OPEX -9.700 -36.600 -28.900 -18.000 -4.500 -18.900 -10.400 -20.000 -147.000
EBITDA 88.900 284.000 243.100 131.900 26.200 92.800 126.400 -20.100 973.200

Production 21.755 145.825 158.451 88.776 13.769 97.626 100.926 627.128
%	of	total 3,47% 23,25% 25,27% 14,16% 2,20% 15,57% 16,09% 100,00%
NOK/MWh 4,53 2,20 1,72 1,69 2,23 1,14 1,36 -0,00009
EBITDA-Margin 90,16% 88,58% 89,38% 87,99% 85,34% 83,08% 92,40%

ASYV Agua	Fria Jordan Segment	
overhead

Total	
segment

NOK	THOUSAND	 Czech	
portfolio

Kalkbult Dreunberg Linde
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Appendix 36: DCF-Model 

 

 

Appendix 37: EVA-Model 

 

 

	

	

DCF-Model 2017 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E
NOPAT -49.898 235.096 464.015 841.197 1.002.204 1.139.502 1.286.867 1.438.170 1.595.825 1.761.240 1.935.145
Invested	capital 6.599.768 7.354.183 7.458.803 10.259.082 10.598.553 11.101.060 11.910.558 12.869.600 13.957.385 15.160.854 15.479.231
Change	in	invested	capital 754.415 104.620 2.800.279 339.471 502.506 809.499 959.041 1.087.785 1.203.468 318.378
FCFF -519.319 359.395 -1.959.082 662.733 636.995 477.368 479.129 508.040 557.772 1.616.767
WACC 7,42% 7,42% 7,42% 7,42% 7,42% 7,42% 7,42% 7,42% 7,42% 7,42%
Present	Value,	FCFF -483.447 311.460 -1.580.510 497.735 445.359 310.701 290.306 286.561 292.880

Present	Value	of	FCFF	in	forecasting	horizion 371.045
Growth	terminal	period 2,10%
Present	Value	of	FCFF	in	terminal	period 15.957.667
Estimated	value	of	enterprise	 16.328.712
Net	interest-bearing	debt 4.712.540 Share	price 58,41
Estimated	market	value	of	equity 11.616.172 Share	price	01-03-2018 42,85
Minority	interests 5.575.763 UPSIDE 36,31%
Equity	SSO	(52%) 6.040.409
Shares	outstanding	 103412

Share	price 58,41

EVA-Model 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E
NOPAT 235.096 464.015 841.197 1.002.204 1.139.502 1.286.867 1.438.170 1.595.825 1.761.240 1.935.145
Invested	capital,	beginning 6.599.768 7.354.183 7.458.803 10.259.082 10.598.553 11.101.060 11.910.558 12.869.600 13.957.385 15.160.854
WACC 7,42% 7,42% 7,42% 7,42% 7,42% 7,42% 7,42% 7,42% 7,42% 7,42%
Cost	of	capital 489.703 545.680 553.443 761.224 786.413 823.699 883.763 954.924 1.035.638 1.124.935
EVA -254.606 -81.665 287.753 240.980 353.089 463.168 554.407 640.901 725.602 810.209
Present	Value	of	EVA -237.019 -70.773 232.148 180.984 246.864 301.459 335.917 361.501 381.006

Invested	capital,	beginning 6.599.768
Present	Value	of	EVA	in	forecasting	horizion 1.732.088
Growth	terminal	period 2,10%
Present	Value	of	terminal	period 7.996.856
Estimated	value	of	enterprise	 16.328.712
Net	interest-bearing	debt 4.712.540 Share	price 58,41
Estimated	market	value	of	equity 11.616.172 Share	price	01-03-2018 42,85
Minority	interests 5.575.763 UPSIDE 36,31%
Equity	SSO	(52%) 6.040.409
Shares	outstanding	 103412

Share	price 58,41


